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Chapter Four: Research Methods 10 
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Chapter Six: Procedures –The main study 1""
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6.1.4.1 The development of an instrument to be a continuous measure 
of joint attention behaviours
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Chapter Seven: Results 1  
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!"($ Q80K^3 1.4+02^3 -+.9O03 ,9 203F=9:,9O 4= +,/ ,9 F8.B $#& 
!"(& Q80K^3 1.4+02^3 -+.9O03 ,9 20-,F2=-.8 F8.B H,4+ +,/  %#$ 
!"(' *.8I02^3 /=4+02^3 -+.9O03 ,9 20-,F2=-.8 F8.B H,4+ +,/ $#$ 
!"(# *B.44^3 /=4+02^3 -+.9O03 ,9 20-,F2=-.8 F8.B H,4+ +,/ $'# 
!"(( V.4.3+.^3 /=4+02^3 -+.9O03 ,9 20-,F2=-.8 F8.B H,4+ +02 $*! 
!"(! a.2I^3 /=4+02^3 -+.9O03 ,9 20-,F2=-.8 F8.B H,4+ +,/ $*% 
!"(U a,4-+088^3 /=4+02^3 -+.9O03 ,9 F.2.8808 .9: 8==I,9O F8.B H,4+ 
+,/ 
$*" 
!"(Y a,4-+088^3 /=4+02^3 -+.9O03 ,9 20-,F2=-.8 F8.B H,4+ +,/ $*) 
  !!
!"!Z a,4-+088^3 1.4+02^3 -+.9O03 ,9 ,9,4,.4,=9 ,9 F8.B H,4+ +,/ $*) 
!"!% a,4-+088^3 1.4+02^3 -+.9O03 ,9 8==I,9O .9: 4<29 4.I,9O F8.B 
H,4+ +,/ 
$*  
!"!$ @20 F=34 .9: 1=88=HN<F -+.9O03 ,9 4+0  @.2094 >=/.,9 =1 4+0 
@CP 1=2 .88 F.20943 
$ " 
!"!& @.2094^3 -+.9O03 12=/ ].308,90 & 4= 1,9.8 4= 1=88=HN<F ,9 
203F=93,;0 F8.B H,4+ 4+0,2 -+,8:209 
$ ) 
!"!' @.2094^3 -+.9O03 12=/ ].308,90 & 4= 1,9.8 4= 1=88=HN<F ,9 
<93<--0331<8 .440/F43 4= 09O.O0 4+0,2 -+,8:209 ,9 203F=93,;0 
F8.B  
$ ) 
!"!# 7.308,90 &_ 1,9.8 .9: 1=88=HN<F -+.9O03 ,9 203F=9:,9O 1=2 .88 
-+,8:209 
$(# 
!"!( 7.308,90 &_ 1,9.8 .9: 1=88=HN<F -+.9O03 ,9 ,9,4,.4,9O 1=2 .88 
-+,8:209  
$!! 
!"!! 7.308,90 &_ 1,9.8 .9: 1=88=HN<F -+.9O03 1.-,.8 O.T0  1=2 .88 
-+,8:209 
$!! 
!"!U 7.308,90 &_ 1,9.8 .9: 1=88=HN<F -+.9O03 4+0 <30 =1 3,9O80 
H=2:3 1=2 .88 -+,8:209 
$!% 
!"!Y 7.308,90 &_ 1,9.8 .9: 1=88=HN<F -+.9O03 4+0 <30 =1 F+2.30 
3F00-+ 1=2 .88 -+,8:209 
$!% 
!"UZ 7.308,90 &_ 1,9.8 .9: 1=88=HN<F -+.9O03 ,9 F=3,4,;0 0/=4,=9 
1=2 .88 -+,8:209 
$!" 
!"U% 7.308,90 &_ 1,9.8 .9: 1=88=HN<F -+.9O03 4<29 4.I,9O F8.B 1=2 
.88 -+,8:209 
$!" 
U"Z% G+0/0 =90X V=4,-,9O -+.9O0 $!" 
U"Z$ G+0/0 4H=X G+0 )g,O+36 $)( 
U"Z& G+0/0 4+200X G+0 )L=H36 $)& 
U"Z' G+0/0 1=<2X )W0.8 4+02.FB6 $"% 
Y"Z% G+0 1.-4=23 ,9;=8;0: ,9 -+,8: =<4-=/03 ,9 4+,3 34<:B &%! 
  !!!
Chapter one: Introduction 
D90 =1 4+0 4+,9O3 4+.4 h4+0 F2=O2./i 4.<O+4 /0 H.3 4+.4 4= +08F 4+0 -+,8: B=< 20.88B 
+.;0 4= +08F 4+0 1./,8B " " " ,4e3_ ,4e3 /.:0 /0 1008 ]04402 .]=<4 +=H H0 .20 .3 . 1./,8B_ 
.9: ,4e3 /.:0 /0 +08F 4+0 -+,8:209 ]04402 ]0-.<30_ B=< I9=H_ B=< -.9e4 +08F B=<2 -+,8: 
,1 B=<e20 9=4 ,9 . O==: F8.-0" " " " h,4i 20.88B +08F0: /0 300 . :,1102094 F023F0-4,;0 " " " P 
4+,9I P H094 12=/ E<,40 :0F20330: 4=_ B=< I9=H " " "  3.B,9O_ ,4e3 9=4 3= ].:_ ,4e3 ]04402" 
P4 -+.9O0: /B .44,4<:0 4=H.2:3 0;02B4+,9O F2044B /<-+" " " " P 4+,9I . 8=4 =1 1./,8,03 
:=9e4 O04 4+.4 " " " 4+0B O04 4+0 :,.O9=3,3_ .9: 4+09 4+0B O04_ =11 B=< O=" Q9: ,4e3 +.2: 4= 
]2,9O B=<23081 <F_ B=< 900: 4+0 +08F bG,880B N 34<:B F.24,-,F.94d" 
1.1 The context for the study 
Q88 F.20943 H.4-+ 4+0,2 ,91.943 .9: 4=::8023 H,4+ :08,O+4 .9: .FF20+093,=9" Q88 F.20943 H=22B 
.]=<4 :0;08=F/094.8 /,8034=903" 7<4 1=2 3=/0 F.20943 4+0 H=22,03 O2=H .3 4+0,2 4=::8023 1.,8 
4= .-E<,20 3F00-+_ =2 8=30 4+0 H=2:3 4+0B +.:_ .9: ]0O,9 4= H,4+:2.H_ 09O.O,9O ,9 20F04,4,;0 
F8.B .9: 4+2=H,9O ,940930 4.942</3 H+09 ,94022<F40:" M./,8,03 300I +08F .3 4+0B ]0-=/0 
/=20 .9: /=20 H=22,0: 4+.4 3=/04+,9O ,3 H2=9O" M=2 3=/0 4+,3 +08FN300I,9O 80.:3 4= . 
:,.O9=3,3 =1 .<4,3/  1=2 =4+023 ,4 ]0O,93 . 8=9O ].4480 1=2 .-I9=H80:O0/094 =1 4+0,2 10.23" 
*+09 4+0 :,.O9=3,3 ,3 /.:0 ,4 -.9 4<29 . 1./,8B^3 H=28: <F3,:0N:=H9" G+0 1<4<20 4+0B 
09;,3.O0: 1=2 4+0,2 -+,8: N =1 /.,93420./ 3-+==8,9O_ -8=30 12,09:3_ ,94,/.40 208.4,=93+,F3 .9: 
0;094<.8 ,9:0F09:09-0 N ,3 3<::098B 4+2=H9 ,94= :=<]4" a=34 1./,8,03 :03-2,]0 4+,3 F02,=: =1 
4+0,2 8,;03 .3 :0;.34.4,9O bM80,3-+/.99_ $ZZ#j a<88,O.9_ a.-A<88=-+_ `==:_ f V,-+=8.3_ 
$Z%$d" G+0B 3F09: +=<23 =9 4+0 ,9402904 42B,9O 4= <9:0234.9: H+.4 4+,3 :,.O9=3,3 -=<8: /0.9 
1=2 4+0,2 -+,8:_ 4+0B 4.8I H,4+ =4+02 1./,8,03 H,4+ -+,8:209 H,4+ .<4,3/ .9: 4+0B 4.8I 4= 
F2=1033,=9.83" G+0B O04 4+0 /033.O0 4+.4 4+0B 3+=<8: 34.24 0.28B ,9402;094,=9 ,//0:,.408B_ ]<4 
20-0,;0 -=918,-4,9O .:;,-0 .]=<4 H+.4 ,9402;094,=93 4= <30" G+0B .20 .83= 4=8: 4+.4 4+0 )2,O+46 
,9402;094,=9 -=<8: )-<206 4+0,2 -+,8: b7=:1,3+_ $ZZ'j A.8/.9_ $ZZUd" C= 4+0 34.I03 .20 +,O+" 
M=2 /.9B 1./,8,03 4+0 3<FF=24 .;.,8.]80 ,9 4+0,2 8=-.8 -=//<9,4,03 ,3 /,9,/.8 .9: 4+0B +.;0 
8,/,40: .--033 4= .<4,3/N3F0-,1,- F2,;.40 F2.-4,4,=9023 =2 F2=O2./3 ba" \=O.9 04 .8"_ $ZZUd" 
C<2;0B3 =1 F.20943 +.;0 3+=H9 4+0B .20 /=20 3420330: .9: :,33.4,31,0: H,4+ 4+0 .;.,8.],8,4B =1 
302;,-03 .9: 4+0 0110-4,;09033 =1 ,9402;094,=93 4+.9 F.20943 =1 -+,8:209 H,4+ =4+02 +,O+ 900:3 
1
b7,4402/.9_ >.80B_ a,32._ A.283=9_ f a.2I=H,4T_ $ZZUd" A=//=9 4+0/03 1./,8,03 3F0.I 
.]=<4 ,9-8<:0 3420331<8 208.4,=93+,F3 H,4+ F2=1033,=9.83 H+,-+ .20 =1409 0F,4=/,T0: ]B ].44803 
1=2 . :,.O9=3,3 .9: .--033 4= .<4,3/N3F0-,1,- 302;,-03j 1,9.9-,.8 ]<2:093_ 0K+.<34,=9 .9: . 
30930 =1 ,3=8.4,=9 .3 4+0B .20 ,9-20.3,9O8B 0K-8<:0: 12=/ /.,93420./ 8,10 ba.-I,94=3+_ `=,9N
\=-+08_ f aB023_ $Z%$j W094B f W=0B023_ $ZZ(j W03-+ 04 .8"_ $Z%Zd" 
 !"#$%!#$&'&!()'&!*)()'&!*'&*"+',-$&()+,'.(//'0*'$)*1'"-&!*"'&!-2'-$&()+')3*4&"$+'1()#"1*")'
5#"')(+3/(4(&67'!"#$%"&'()* %+,'-.%,#%'(, % '&.$%& -%'(, %'-*/,#)0)1$%2 --%3"1- %4567489:;% !"#
!"$"%&'"( !$)#&*#$!+,#-+,&%-"%#+,#"#$ % &'(#)*+,)+-.',(/)#$- 01 0.
 !"#$ %&'$ (!"#$ )%(*+*#,$ %"#$ +*-*&.$ /0"!1.0$ /0*,$ #23#"*#&4#$ %,$ /0#$ 3"#-%+#&4#$ !)$ %1/*,($
,3#4/"1($'*,!"'#"$ "*,#,$ %++$ !-#"$ /0#$5!"+'6$70*,$ '*,!"'#"$5%,$ !&4#$ 4!&,*'#"#'$ "%"#$ 81/$ /0#$
+%/#,/$ )*.1"#,$ !)$ !&#$ *&$ 99$ 40*+'"#&$ (%:#$ /0*,$ !&#$ !)$ /0#$ (!,/$ 4!((!&$ '#-#+!3(#&/%+$
'*,%8*+*/*#,$*&$ /0#$3!31+%/*!&$;<%*!=$>?@>A6$B,$/0#$3"#-%+#&4#$!)$ /0#$'*,!"'#"$"*,#,$ /0#"#$0%,$
8##&$%$4!&4!(*/%&/$81".#!&*&.$!)$"#,#%"40$+!!:*&.$%/$/0#$&%/1"#$!)$/0#$'*,!"'#"=$*/,$%#/*!+!.C=$
3"!.&!,*,=$%&'$0!5$8#,/$/!$!3/*(*D#$!1/4!(#,$)!"$*&'*-*'1%+,$%&'$)%(*+*#,$%))#4/#'$;B(%"%+=$
>?@@E$ F!5+*&=$ >?@?A6$ G#,3*/#$ /0*,$ ,1".#$ *&$ "#,#%"40$ /0#"#$ %"#$ ,/*++$ &!$ ,*(3+#=$ '#)*&*/*-#$
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%+6=$ >??9E$I%""#&=$ 4J0##/#",$ #/$ %+6=$ >?@@A6$70#"#$ %"#$(!"#$ K&!-#+L$ /"#%/(#&/,$ )!"$ %1/*,($
/0%&$)!"$%&C$!/0#"$40*+'0!!'$'*,!"'#"$%&'$/0#,#$8*D%""#$%&'$%/$/*(#,$'%&.#"!1,$3"%4/*4#,$%"#$
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FC(%&=$>??QA6$$
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>?@?A6$ [#,#%"40$ 0%,$ /0#"#)!"#$ )!41,#'$ !&$ *'#&/*)C*&.$ 40*+'"#&$ %/$ (140$ #%"+*#"$ %.#,6$
J"!,3#4/*-#$ ,/1'*#,$ !)$ /0#$ 0*.0R"*,:$ *&)%&/$ ,*8+*&.,$ !)$ '*%.&!,#'$ 40*+'"#&$ 0%-#$ ,0!5&$ /0#$
#(#".#&4#$!)$%1/*,($*&$/0#$)*",/$)#5$C#%",$!)$+*)#6$\&$/0#$)*",/$,*2$(!&/0,$/0#"#$%33#%"$/!$8#$&!$
8#0%-*!1"%+$'*))#"#&4#,$8#/5##&$*&)%&/,$50!$5*++$'#-#+!3$%1/*,($%&'$/0!,#$50!$5*++$&!/=$81/$
%)/#"$ /0*,$ /*(#$/0#$'#-#+!3(#&/%+$3%//#"&,$-%"C6$M!(#$*&)%&/,$4!&/*&1#$ /!$'#-#+!3$&!"(%++C$
/0#&$ "#."#,,=$ %&'$ !/0#",$ )%*+$ /!$ (%:#$ 3"!."#,,$ ;[!.#",=$ >??WE$ ]5%*.#&8%1($ #/$ %+6=$ >??WE$
]5%*.#&8%1($ #/$ %+6=$ >??QA6$ M/1'C$ !)$ /0#,#$ *&)%&/,$ 0%,$ %++!5#'$ (140$ #%"+*#"$ '#/#4/*!&=$
'*%.&!,*,$%&'$*&/#"-#&/*!&$/!$!441"6$70*,$0%,$+#'$/!$/0#$'#-#+!3(#&/$!)$3"!."%(,$)!"$/!''+#",$
5*/0$ %1/*,($ %&'$ %$ ,0*)/*&.$ !)$ %//#&/*!&$ /!5%"',$ 3%"#&/R(#'*%/#'$ 3"!."%(,$ /0%/$ /%".#/$ #%"+C$
,!4*%+R4!((1&*4%/*!&$ ;O6$ G%5,!&$ #/$ %+6=$ >?@?E$ J%//#",!&$N$ M(*/0=$ >?@@E$ M40#"/D=$ <%:#"=$
F1"5*/D=$ N$ <#&&#"=$ >?@>E$ M40#"/D$ N$ H'!(=$ >??^A6$ 70#,#$ 3"!."%(,$ !))#"$ 0!3#$ /0%/$ -#"C$
#%"+C$ *&/#"-#&/*!&$ 4%&$ +#,,#&*&.$ /0#$ *(3%4/$ !)$ /0*,$ '*,!"'#"$ !-#"$ /0#$ +*)#,3%&$ ;<%"8%"!$ N$
G*,,%&%C%:#=$ >?@?A6$ 70#$ *(3#"%/*-#$ /!$ *&/#"-#&#$ #%"+C$ 0%,$ 8##&$ ,/"#&./0#&#'$ 8C$ "#4#&/$
,/1'*#,$ ,0!5*&.$ %$ &!"(%+*D%/*!&$ !)$ &#1"%+$ 3"!4#,,*&.$ !)$ ,!4*%+$ *&)!"(%/*!&$ )!++!5*&.$
*&/#&,*-#$#%"+C$3"!."%(,$;O6$G%5,!&$#/$%+6=$>?@>E$X!!,$#/$%+6=$>?@>A6$




,/"1..+*&.$ /!$ )*&'$ #-*'#&4#R8%,#'$ *&/#"-#&/*!&,$ /0%/$ 4%&$ 8#$ %'%3/#'$ )!"$ 1,#$ *&$ 4!((1&*/C$
,#//*&.,6$ 70#C$ &##'$ *&/#"-#&/*!&,$ /0%/$ %"#$ *&/#&,*-#$ %&'$ #))#4/*-#$ )!"$ /0#$ 40*+'"#&=$ 81/$ %+,!$
%44#3/%8+#$/!$/0#*"$3%"#&/,6$J"!."%(,$%+,!$&##'$/!$%''"#,,$/0#$3"!8+#(,$!)$3%"#&/%+$,/"#,,$%&'$
/!$81*+'$5#++R8#*&.$*&$)%(*+*#,6$
1.4 The goal of the research 
70#$.!%+$!)$/0*,$"#,#%"40$5%,$/!$*'#&/*)C$%&$#))#4/*-#$%&'$%44#3/%8+#$*&/#"-#&/*!&$/0%/$5!1+'$
8"*&.$%8!1/$,!4*%++C$"#+#-%&/$!1/4!(#,$)!"$C!1&.$40*+'"#&$5*/0$%1/*,($%&'$/0#*"$3%"#&/,6$
\&$!"'#"$ /!$5!":$#))#4/*-#+C$ %&'$ ,#&,*/*-#+C$5*/0$ )%(*+*#,$!)$ C!1&.$40*+'"#&$5*/0$ %1/*,($ */$
5%,$*(3!"/%&/$/!$)*",/$1&'#",/%&'$/0#$&%/1"#$!)$/0*,$'*,!"'#"6$[#,#%"40$*&$/0*,$)*#+'$*,$(!-*&.$
-#"C$ ,5*)/+C$ %&'$ 1&'#",/%&'*&.,$ !)$ %1/*,($ %"#$ 40%&.*&.6$ \&/#"-#&/*!&,$ &##'$ /!$ %''"#,,$ /0#$
3"!8+#(,$*&0#"#&/$ *&$ /0#$'*,!"'#"6$70#C$%+,!$&##'$/!$8#$'*"#4/#'$/!5%"',$,!4*%++C$ *(3!"/%&/$
!1/4!(#,6$70#$#%"+*#,/$%33#%"*&.$'#)*4*/,$ *&$ /0*,$'*,!"'#"$ %"#$ ,!4*%+R4!((1&*4%/*!&$'#)*4*/,$
50*40$ "#(%*&$ 4!"#$ 3"!8+#(,$ )!"$ %))#4/#'$ *&'*-*'1%+,$ %4"!,,$ /0#$ +*)#$ ,3%&6$ _%"+C$ ,!4*%+R
!"*#&/*&.$ '#)*4*/,$ 4%,4%'#$ *&/!$ '!5&,/"#%($ 3"!8+#(,$ *&$ %4`1*"*&.$ %$ "%&.#$ !)$ *(3!"/%&/$
'#-#+!3(#&/%+$ ,:*++,$ +*:#a$ +%&.1%.#=$ ,!4*%+$ 4!.&*/*!&=$ #(!/*!&$ "#.1+%/*!&$ %&'$ %'%3/*-#$
8#0%-*!1",6$ 70#C$ 0%-#$ /0#"#)!"#$ 8##&$ *'#&/*)*#'$ %,$ 3"*(#$ /%".#/,$ )!"$ #%"+C$ *&/#"-#&/*!&6$
B+/#"*&.$/0#,#$#%"+C$'#)*4*/,$(%C$#&%8+#$%$40*+'$/!$(!-#$!&/!$%$(!"#$/C3*4%+$'#-#+!3(#&/%+$
/"%S#4/!"C6$ M!4*%+$ 4!((1&*4%/*!&$ 8#0%-*!1",$ 0!5#-#"$ %"#$ /"%&,%4/*!&%+6$ 70#C$ "#`1*"#$ /5!$
3%"/&#",=$ !&#$ 50!$ ,#&',$ %$ 4!((1&*4%/*!&$ %&'$ !&#$ 50!$ "#4#*-#,$ */6$ \&/#"-#&/*!&,$ &##'$ /!$
%''"#,,$8!/0$#&',$!)$ /0#,#$/"%&,%4/*!&,6$ \/$ *,$&!/$#&!1.0$/!$/#%40$%$40*+'$ /!$4!((1&*4%/#$*)$
/0#*"$ 3"*(#$ 4!((1&*4%/*-#$ 3%"/&#",=$ /0#*"$ 3%"#&/,=$ %"#$ &!/$ %+,!$ /%1.0/$ (!"#$ #))#4/*-#$
8#0%-*!1",6$J%"#&/,$&##'$/!$0#+3$,4%))!+'$%&'$)%4*+*/%/#$/0#*"$40*+'b,$#(#".*&.$,:*++,6$
[#,#%"40$ #-*'#&4#$ 5%,$ "#-*#5#'$ )!"$ *&/#"-#&/*!&,$ /0%/$ %''"#,,#'$ 4!"#$ '#)*4*/,$ *&$
'#-#+!3(#&/%+$%&'$/"%&,%4/*!&%+$5%C,6$70#"#$5#"#$%$"%&.#$!)$3"!."%(,$/0%/$(#/$/0#,#$4"*/#"*%$
;B+'"#'=$ O"##&=$ N$ B'%(,=$ >??cE$ O6$ G%5,!&$ #/$ %+6=$ >?@?E$ V%,%"*=$ Z"##(%&=$ N$ J%3%"#++%=$
>??YE$ J"*D%&/$N$I#/0#"8C=$ >??dE$ M40#"/D$N$H'!(=$ >??^E$ 6$ M!+!(!&=$H&!=$ 7*((#"=$N$
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1.6 Structure of the thesis 
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1.7 The contribution of this study 
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Chapter Two: Literature Review: The family context and the nature 
of autism  
2.1 Introduction and chapter overview 
 !+,# ,&.$9# )*0.,",#*/#%/#"%(89# +/&"(3"/&+*/# )*(# )%1+8+",#4+&!#%#0!+8$#4+&!#%.&+,1:#A,# +/#%88#
%("%,#*)#!"%8&!6#+/&"(3"/&+*/,#%("#,!%2"$#79#./$"(89+/'#7"8+"),#%7*.&#%"&+*8*'9:#H!"/#%.&+,1#
4%,#("'%($"$#%,#%#2,90!*,+,#0%.,"$#79#&!"#I$"%&!54+,!",J#*)#&!"#2%("/&,F#2,90!*%/%89,+,#*)#
2%("/&,# %/$#28%9# &!"(%29# )*(# 0!+8$("/#4"("# &!"# ("0*11"/$"$# &!"(%2+",# KB"&&"8!"+16#LMNOP:#
Q","%(0!# !%,# 0!%/'"$# *.(# ./$"(,&%/$+/',# *)# &!"# /%&.("# *)# &!+,# $+,*($"(# 4!+0!# !%,#
/"0",,+&%&"$#$+))"("/&#%22(*%0!",#&*#+/&"(3"/&+*/:#=/#&!+,#,&.$9#&!"#+/&"(3"/&+*/#+,#+/)*(1"$#79#
%#I,*0+%8#0%,0%$"#1*$"8J#&!%&#2(*2*,",#"%(896#2(+1%(9#,*0+%8#$")+0+&,#&*#8"%$#&*#,"0*/$%(9#%/$#











+/# 2("3%8"/0"6# $+,0.,,"$# +/# W"0&+*/# U:X:L6! "#! !" # 8"/$,# '("%&"(# .('"/09# %/$# +12*(&%/0"# &*#
)+/$+/'# %/$# +128"1"/&+/'# %22(*2(+%&"# +/&"(3"/&+*/,:# =/# (",2*/,"# &*# &!"# +/0("%,+/'# /.17"(,#
1%/9#Y*3"(/1"/&,#!%3"#8"'+,8%&"$#&*#2(*3+$"#,"(3+0",6#)%1+8+",#!%3"#8+&+'%&"$#&*#%00",,#1*("#




(","%(0!# &!"# ./$"(89+/'# 0%.,",# KB"&%/0.(6# UVLUP6# 2("3"/&%&+3"# ,&(%&"'+",# KZ"1+0!"8+6#
["))"(,*/6# Q+3"&&+6# T# \(+0"6# UVVNP6# %/$# $")+/+&+3"# &("%&1"/&,# KE,2+/%# "&# %8:6# UVV]F#H%(("/6#
D0\!""&"(,# "&# %8:6# UVLLP# %("# ,&+88# ./>/*4/:# !+,# %17+'.+&9# !%,# 8"$# &*# %/# +/)8.;# *)# 7+C%(("#
&("%&1"/&,6#08%+1,#*)#0.(",6#8"'%8#7%&&8",#*3"(#0%.,",#%/$#%#$+3+$"$#2(*)",,+*/#*)#I";2"(&,J#%88#
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&!"# +12*(&%/0"# *)# "%(89# +/&"(3"/&+*/# K=/&"(%'"/09# A.&+,1# @**($+/%&+/'# @*11+&&""6# UVLVF#
S*($#T#B+,!*26# UVLVF#a%&+*/%8# Q","%(0!#@*./0+86# UVVLP:# R%1+8+",# >/*4# &!"9# /""$# &*# %0&#





/".(*8*'+0%8# ,&.$+",# !%3"# 7(*.'!&# %# '("%&"(# ./$"(,&%/$+/'# *)# &!"# )%0&*(,# ./$"(89+/'# &!"#
$+))"("/&#2"(0"2&.%8#%/$#0*'/+&+3"#,&98",#*)#2"*28"#*/#&!"#,2"0&(.1#K\!+8+2#"&#%8:6#UVLUP6#%/$#
4"88# $",+'/"$# (%/$*1+C"$# 0*/&(*8# &(+%8,# %("# ,8*489# 7.+8$+/'# >/*48"$'"# *)# "3+$"/0"57%,"$#
&("%&1"/&,#K@!%(1%/6#UVLVF#S*($#T#B+,!*26#UVLVP:#^*4"3"(#&!"("#+,#%#'%2#7"&4""/#&!"#4"88#
$",+'/"$6#4"88#0*/&(*88"$6#8%7*(%&*(9#7%,"$#"))+0%09#,&.$+",6#%/$#&!"#%3%+8%7+8+&9#*)#&!","#)*(#
)%1+8+",# +/# 8*0%8# 0*11./+&+",:#  !"("# +,# %8,*# %# '%2# +/# &!"# 4%9# (","%(0!# >/*48"$'"# +,#









2.2 What is the lived experience of the families and individuals affected 
by autism? 
A.&+,1#  !" #$" %$ &'#( )" * !+,*%,-" ." )/ 0*" )#$" ! (" 1+," /+2,!" &#3 $&"  $(+" !4#)%" #44%#, $&"
* !)+$$%)(%*" 1,+'" (/%" 5+,0*" #,+2$*" (/%'6" (/%$" %$&#&%"  $" ,%#* $&" )+'40%7" '#(%, #0" +,"
5+,8 $&"+2("!+4/ !( )#(%*"'#(/%'#( )#0"+4%,#( +$!"5 (/"#)2(%"1+)2!"#$*"#((%$( +$-"9/%:")#$"
;%"+;0 < +2!" (+" )#(#!(,+4/%!"/#44%$ $&"#,+2$*" (/%'6";2(" #;0%" (+" )+'4%(%$(0:" %740# $"5/#("
+$%" !/+20*" *+"  $" !2)/" #" )#(#!(,+4/%" 5/%$" #!8%*-" 9/%,%"  !" #" * !)+$$%)(" ;%(5%%$" (/% ,"
8$+50%*&%"#$*"(/%"#440 )#( +$"+1"(/ !"8$+50%*&%" $"(/%",%#0"5+,0*"=>0 $6"?@@@A">0 $6"B+$%!6"
C)/20(36"D+08'#,6"E"F+/%$6"?@@?G-"
9/%,%"#,%"!%<%,#0",%#0 ( %!6"+,"5#:!"+1"8$+5 $&6"#;+2("#2( !'-"9/%"#)#*%' )",%#0 (:"*%!), ;%!"
#2( !'"#!"#")+00%)( +$"+1"$%2,+H*%<%0+4'%$(#0"* !+,*%,!"(/#("%'%,&%"%#,0:" $"0 1%"#$*"* !,24("#"
)/ 0*I!"*%<%0+4'%$("  $" !+) #0" #$*" )+''2$ )#( <%"*+'# $!-" J("  !" #"* !+,*%," #!!+) #(%*" 5 (/"
!(,+$&"+;!%!! <%" $(%,%!(!6"#"$%%*"1+,"!#'%$%!!6"#$*"#"0#)8"+1"K)+''+$"!%$!%L-"M2("1+,"(/% 
1#' 0 %!" 5/+" /#<%" #" * #&$+!%*" )/ 0*"  ("  !" '2)/" '+,%" (/#$" (/ !" )0 $ )#0" *%!), 4( +$-" N#$:""
4#,%$(!"/#<%"5, ((%$"#;+2("(/%",+00%,H)+#!(%,", *%"(/ !"* #&$+! !"/#!";,+2&/(" $(+"(/% ,"1#' 0 %!"
=., %0"E"O#!%%16"?@@PA"M#,,+$"E"M#,,+$6"QRR?A"F2(0%,6"?@@SA"O-"T#,* $%,6"?@@UA"J!##)!+$6"




2.2.1 The parental experience of living with a young child with autism  
.2( !'" !"#$"%$ &'#"(/#(")/#00%$&%!"+2," *%#!"+1"5/#(" (" !"(+";%"/2'#$-"Z+2$&")/ 0*,%$"5 (/ 
#2( !'")#$"0++8"0 8%"#$:"+(/%,"(:4 )#00:"*%<%0+4 $&")/ 0*6"+1(%$"'#8 $&"*%<%0+4'%$(#0"&# $!"
 $" !+'%" #,%#!" [2!(" 0 8%" #$:" +(/%," )/ 0*6" :%(" (/%:" #,%" !2;(0:6" #$*" #(" ( '%!" *%<#!(#( $&0:6"
* 11%,%$(-" \+," 4#,%$(!" (/%" [+2,$%:" (+5#,*!" #" * #&$+! !6" #))%!! $&"  $(%,<%$( +$" !%,< )%!" #$* 
%<%$(2#0" #))%4(#$)%"  !" (,20:" #" /%,+ )" +$%-" \0% !)/'#$$" !(2* %*" +$0 $%" #))+2$(!" +1" 4#,%$(!I 
!(,2&&0%!"(+"*%#0"5 (/"(/%"4# $"#$*"1,2!(,#( +$"+1"(/ !"[+2,$%:-"]%"*+)2'%$(%*"(/% ,"%<%$(2#0"
#))%4(#$)%6" ,%!+02( +$" #$*" (, 2'4/" +<%," (/% ," 4,+;0%'!" #$*" 40#)%*" (/% ," !(+, %!" 5 (/ $" (/%"
0 (%,#,:"(,#* ( +$"+1"(/%"K]%,+I!"B+2,$%:L"=\0% !)/'#$$6"?@@XG-""
^#,%$(!" +!) 00#(%" ;%(5%%$" !%% $&" $+,'#0" *%<%0+4'%$(" #$*" !%% $&" #2( !( )" 5 (/*,#5#0-"
N#2, )%"*%!), ;%!"(/ !"#'; <#0%$)%"#1(%,"/%,"*#2&/(%,"5#!"* #&$+!%*"5 (/"#2( !'-"C/%";%&#$"
(+" !%%" '+,%" )0%#,0:" (/%"  !+0#(%*" #$*" ,%4%( ( <%" 40#:6" (/%" 0#)8" +1" %:%" &#3%" #$*" (/%" 0#)8" +1"
2$*%,!(#$* $&"+1"0#$&2#&%_"
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`2," %:%!" 5%,%" +4%$" $+56" #$*" 5%" !#5" !+" '2)/" '+,%" (/#$" 5%" 5#$(%*" (+" !%%_" C/%"
!%%'%*" (+" /#<%" #0'+!(" $+" $+$<%,;#0" )+''2$ )#( +$-" O+" !' 0%6" $+" $+*6" $+" /%#*"
!/#8%6"$+"&%!(2, $&"+," !/,2&& $&"+,"' ' )8 $&"+1" 1#) #0" %74,%!! +$" a$+b" -" -" -" " !5%%("
!(%#*:"&#3 $&" $(+"+$%I!"%:%!"=N#2, )%6"QRRS !4-!ccG-
\+,"'#$:"1#' 0 %!"(/%,%" !"#"!0+5"#$*"1, &/(%$ $&",%#0 3#( +$"(/#("(/% ,"4%,1%)(6")#0'"#$*"!%01"
%$&#&%*";#;:" !"&,+5 $&" $(+"#"(+**0%,")#4#;0%"+1"%7(,%'%",#&%!6"+**";%/#< +2,!"#$*"2$2!2#0"
#; 0 ( %!-" F/ 0*,%$" 5 (/" #2( !'" )#$" 1+)2!" 1+," /+2,!" +$" ' $2(%" *%(# 0!" 0 8%" 1#00 $&" &,# $!" +1"
!#$*"+,"0 &/(",%1,#)( +$!"+11"5#(%,-"9/%:")#$";%"2$#;0%"(+",%!4+$*"(+"(/% ,"$#'%";2(",%#* $&"
5+,*!" ;%1+,%" (/% ," (/ ,*" ; ,(/*#:-" ^#,%$(!" +1(%$" !%%" 5+$*%,120" !8 00!-" F+00 $!" ,%)+2$(!"
#"(/%,#4 !("(,: $&"(+"&%("/ !"(5+":%#,"+0*"!+$"(+"$#'%"(/%")#,*" $"/ !"/#$* "KN+,&#$""-"-"-"Y/#("
#,%":+2"0++8 $&"#(d"-"-"-"J!"(/#("#")#,*d""-"-"-e\+2,I"/%"5/ !4%,!-"J"0++8"*+5$"#("(/%")#,*6"c"f"Q"
a ("!#:!b-L"=F+00 $!6"?@@S !4-!c@G-"V%5 !6"#"'+(/%,"!(,2&&0 $&"5 (/"#")/ 0*"5/+"5+$I("%#(6"5#086 
+,"!4%#8" !"!2**%$0:"#5#,%"+1"/ !"%7(,#+,* $#,:"#; 0 ( %!" $"'2! )_""
g%7"5#!"4 )8 $&"+2("(/%"(2$%"(+"K`*%"1+,"B+:L", &/("(/%,%" $"1,+$("+1"':"%:%!-"]%"/#*""
/%#,*" (6"#$*"$+5"5#!"40#: $&" (";#)8h"M%%(/+<%$h"N:"(/,%%":%#,"+0*6"$+$<%,;#06";0 $* 
!+$"5#!"40#: $&"M%%(/+<%$I!"K`*%"(+"B+:L"+$"(/%"4 #$+"=  !V%5 !6"?@@W !4-!W@G 
9/%!%"!(+, %!"#,%"$+(" ,#,%"  $" (/%"; ;0 +&,#4/ )" 0 (%,#(2,%A"!4%) #0"#; 0 ( %!"+))2,"+1(%$"  $" (/ !"
)+''2$ (:-"]+50 $",%)%$(0:"1+2$*"?W-Xi"+1"#*20(!"5 (/"#2( !'"(+"/#<%"%7)%4( +$#0"+,"!#<#$( 
#; 0 ( %!" 1"(/% ,"Jj"5#!"+<%,"X@"=]+50 $6"T++*%6"]2((+$6"E"g2((%,6"?@@RG-"
M2("! *%H;:H! *%"5 (/"(/%!%" $),%* ;0%"#; 0 ( %!"#,%"* !#; 0 ( %!-"N#$:"1#' 0 %!"!(,2&&0%"(+"&%("
(/% ,")/ 0*,%$"(+"%#(6"!0%%46")+''2$ )#(%6"#$*"(+"*+"%<%,:*#:"(/ $&!"0 8%"*,%!! $&"+,";#(/ $&- 
9/%:")#$";%"%7(,%'%0:",%! !(#$("(+"4#,%$(#0",%k2%!(!6"#$*"/ &/0:"%'+( +$#00:",%#)( <%6"10: $&""
 $(+" ,#&%!" (/#(" !%%'" (+"/#<%"$+")#2!%-"^#,%$(!"#,%"+1(%$"2$#5#,%"+1" (/%" (, &&%,!" (/#(";%& $"
(/%!%"+2(;2,!(!6" +,"/+5" (+" %$*" (/%'-"N#$:"/#<%"*+)2'%$(%*" (/%!%"  $(%$!%" ,#&%!" (/% ," ( $:"
)/ 0*,%$" 1#00"  $(+"#$*" (/% ,"*%!4# ,"#("$+(";% $&"#;0%" (+"/%04" (/%'"=M#,,+$"E"M#,,+$6"QRR?A 
F+00 $!6"?@@SA"F2(0%,6"?@@SA"O-"T#,* $%,6"?@@UA"J!##)!+$6"?@@RA"V%5 !6"?@@WG-""
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g24%,(" J!!#)!+$I!" #0!+" 5, (%!" +1" / !" :+2$&" )/ 0*I!"  $%740 )#;0%" (#$(,2'!6" *%!), ; $&" / !"
!),%#' $&"#!";% $&"0+2*%,"(/#$ "K(/%"$+ !%"+1"#"[#)8/#''%,"),%56"5/+"*+5$%*"(++0!"#$*"[2!("
!(#,%*"  $" #5%" #!" g+5#$6" #" ( $:" /2'#$" *%) ;%0" '#)/ $%6" /2,0%*" / '!%01" (+" (/%"
&,+2$*L"=J!##)!+$6"?@@R !4-QWG-"9/%" $(%$! (:"+1"(/%!%"+2(;2,!(!" !"1, &/(%$ $&"#$*"(/%:"+1(%$ 
!%%'"(+";%",%0#(%*"(+"!%%' $&0:"'2$*#$%"#$*" $$+)2+2!"(/ $&!-""
\+,"!+'%"4#,%$(!"(/% ,")/ 0*I!" $(%$!%" $(%,%!(" $"+**6"#$*"+1(%$"*#$&%,+2!6"#)( < ( %!"'#8%!"
*# 0:" 0 1%"#";#((0%"&,+2$*-"N#$:")/ 0*,%$"5 (/"#2( !'" 0+<%" (/%"!+2$*"#$*"! &/("+1";,%#8 $&"
&0#!!6" +," 5#()/ $&" +;[%)(!" 1#00" %!4%) #00:"  $(+" 5#(%,6" #$*" (/%:" 102!/" '#$:" (/ $&!" *+5$" (/%"
(+ 0%(-"`(/%,!"0+<%"5#()/ $&"+;[%)(!"!4 $"#$*"(/%:"5 00"5#()/"(/%'"1+,"/+2,!-"C+'%"10 )8"0 &/("
!5 ()/%!" +$" #$*" +11A" +(/%,!" 0 $%" 24" (+:!"  $" )+'40%7" )+0+2," #$*" ! 3%" !%k2%$)%!-" 9/%"
;%/#< +2,!")#$";%"/#,'0%!!6";2("(/%")/ 0*"5 00",%4%#("(/%'"#&# $"#$*"#&# $"!%%' $&"(+";%" $"#"
(,#$)%"#$*"+;0 < +2!"(+"(/%"4#,%$(I!"#((%'4(!"(+"!(+4"(/%'-"O2#0#"T#,* $%,"*%!), ;%!"1 $* $&"
/%,"%)!(#( )":+2$&")/ 0* "K-"-" -"!(#$* $&";#,%1++("#("#")24;+#,*"*++," $"#"!%#"+1";,+8%$"5 $%"
&0#!!%!L" =O-"T#,* $%,6"?@@U !4-cRG-" B2*:"M#,+$"*%!), ;%!"/%," !+$"C%#$I!"%$)/#$('%$("5 (/ 
5#()/ $&"+;[%)(!"1#00"1,+'"(/%"(#;0%6"#$*"(/%"/+2,!"/%"!4%$("0 $ $&"(/%'"24"#$*"42!/ $&"(/%'"
+116" (/,+5 $&"/ '!%01" (+" (/%"10++,"(+"5#()/"(/%'"1#00-"O+(/ $&"!/%")+20*"*+"5+20*"!(+4"(/ !"
,%4%( ( <%"40#:"=M#,,+$"E"M#,,+$6"QRR?G-"
O+("+$0:"*+"1#' 0 %!"!(,2&&0%"5 (/"(/%"! '40%"'%)/#$ )!"+1"(/%"*#:";2("(/%:"#,%"+1(%$"[2*&%*"
#$*" /#,#!!%*" ;2(" (/%" 5 *%," )+''2$ (:" 1+," ' !(,%#( $&" (/% ," )/ 0*,%$-" .2( !'"  !" )#00%*" (/%"
K/ **%$"* !#; 0 (:L";%)#2!%"(/%,%"#,%"$+"+;< +2!"'#,8%,!6"$+"%4 )#$(/#0"1+0*!6"$+"0%&")#0 4%,!6"
)/ 0*,%$"5 (/"#2( !'")#$"0++8"0 8%"#$:"+(/%,")/ 0*-"9/% ,"(#$(,2'!"#,%"(/%,%1+,%"!%%$"(+";%"*2%"
(+"4++,"4#,%$( $&-"O )/+0#!"l 7+$"5, (%!_""
J(I!"5+,!("+1"#00"5/%$"(/%!%"(#$(,2'!"+))2," $"42;0 )-".!"J"(,:"(+")+$(,+0"':"(/,#!/ $&6"
!),%#' $&")/ 0*6"J"1%%0"(/%"/+!( 0%6"* !#44,+< $&"&0#,%"+1"!(,#$&%,!6")+$< $)%*"(/#("J"#' 
&2 0(:"+1"4++,"4#,%$( $&"+,"%<%$")/ 0*"#;2!%"=., %0"E"O#!%%16"?@@P !4-!cQG
^#,%$(!" *%!), ;%" (/% ," 1,2!(,#( +$!" #$*" *%!4# ," *2, $&" (/%!%" %#,0:" *#:!" #!" $ &/('#, !/A"
%!4%) #00:" 5/%$" (/%:" #,%" 2$#;0%" (+" &# $" #))%!!" (+" !%,< )%!" +," !244+,(" #$*" #,%" (,%#(%*"5 (/"
/+!( 0 (:"  $" (/% ," )+''2$ ( %!-" T#,* $%," !#:!" KJ" 0+)8%*" #00" (/%" *++,!6" #$*" ), %*" H" *%%4"
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5,#)8 $&" !+;!6"5 !/ $&" J" )+20*" 1 $*" #"5#:"+2(" +1" (/ !" /%00L" = !"T#,* $%,6" ?@@U !4-UXG-"B2*: 
M#,+$"%74,%!!%!"/%,"4# $_""
.("1 ,!("J"* *$I(",%#0 3%"J"5#!"),: $&6";2("(%#,!"+1"1,2!(,#( +$"#$*",#&%"#$*"/2' 0 #( +$"
,#$"*+5$"':"1#)%-"J"8$%0("+$"(/%"10++,6"*%1%#(%*-"J"/#*"!(,2)8"':"+5$")/ 0*6"#";#;:-""-"-"
-"M2;;0 $&" 2$*%," #00" (/%" +(/%," 1%%0 $&!"5#!" (%,,+," m" $+(/ $&" J" /#*" *+$%" (+" !(+4" / '"
'#*%"%<%$"(/%"!0 &/(%!("* 11%,%$)%"=M#,,+$"E"M#,,+$6"QRR? !4"!UHWG-
2.2.2 The parent’s journey 
C%<%,#0" )+''+$" (/%'%!" %'%,&%" 1,+'" (/%!%" 4#,%$(#0" #))+2$(!" +1" (/% ," )/ 0*I!" %#,0:" :%#,!-"
^#,%$(!" !(,2&&0%" (+" 2$*%,!(#$*" (/% ," )/ 0*I!" +**" #$*" +1(%$" %7(,%'%" ;%/#< +2,!-" 9/%:" #,%"
;%5 0*%,%*" !%% $&" ;+(/" (/% ," )/ 0*I!" #; 0 ( %!" #$*" * !#; 0 ( %!-" 9/%:" +1(%$" 1%%0"  !+0#(%*" #$*"
[2*&%*";:" (/% ,")+''2$ ( %!"#$*"#("#" 0+!!"5 (/" (+"/+5" (+"*%#0"5 (/"%<%,:*#:"%<%$(!-" 9/%:"
*%!), ;%"(/%!%":%#,!"#!"%'+( +$#00:"* 11 )20(-"N#$:"1#' 0 %!"/+5%<%,"&# $%*"#"!%$!%"+1"4+5%,"
5/%$" (/%:" 1+2$*" #" 5#:" (+" 5+,8" 5 (/" (/% ," )/ 0*-" \+," %#)/" 1#' 0:" #$*" %#)/" )/ 0*" (/%"
 $(%,<%$( +$"* 11%,%*-"C+'%"5%,%"(/%",%!20("+1"#")/ 0*I!"!4%) #0" $(%,%!(!6"0 8%", * $&"/+,!%!"+,"
40#: $&" '2! )" =J!##)!+$6" ?@@RA"  -" V%5 !6" ?@@WG-" `(/%,!" 5%,%" !%,%$* 4 (+2!6" 0 8%" (/%"
%'40+:'%$(" +1" #" $#$$:" =F2(0%,6" ?@@SG6" +," (/%" !2&&%!( +$" +1" #" 4,+1%!! +$#0" =C(#)%:6" ?@@cG-"
C+'%"5%,%"(/%",%!20("+1"#"4%,!+$#0" $(%,%!("+1"(/%"4#,%$("=N%,)/#$(6"?@@UG6"#$*"1+,"+(/%,!" ("
5#!" (/%" ,%!20(" +1" (, #0" #$*" %,,+," #$*" ,%0%$(0%!!" ,%!%#,)/" =F+00 $!6" ?@@SA" N#2, )%6" QRRSG-"
F+''+$0:"4#,%$(!"2!%*"(%)/$ k2%!"(/#("* *"$+("#00+5"(/%")/ 0*"(+"!(#:" $"(/% ,"#2( !( )"5+,0*"
;2(")+$!(#$(0:"*,%5"(/%'"+2(-"9/%!%"1#' 0 %!"5+,8%*"%7)%%* $&0:"/#,*-"N+!("+1"(/%!%"!(+, %!"
!4+8%"+1"/+4%" 1+," (/%" 12(2,%"#$*"#$"%<%$(2#0" !%$!%"+1" [+:"#$*"#))%4(#$)%"+1" (/% ,"K!4%) #0L"
)/ 0*6";2("$+("#00-"O )/+0#!"l 7+$"<+ )%!"(/%"1%%0 $&!"+1"'#$:"1#' 0 %!"5/%$"/%"!#:! "KJ"1%0("
#0 %$#(%*" ;:" !+'%" +1" (/%" ;++8!" (/#(" J" ,%#*" -" -" -" J" 1+2$*" (/%" )/%%,120" (+$%" -" -" -" (/%" 24;%#("
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2.3 The prevalence and aetiology of autism
2.3.1 The prevalence of autism 
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2.3.3 Summary and implications 
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2.4 The nature and developmental progression of autism: What the 
research tells us. 
2.4.1 The nature of this disorder.
F1-+$A% +$% (%,"1# :".") 'A",-()% :+$ #:"#% -&(-% $) 9)*%/"2 A"$% (''(#",-% ."#% -&"% !+#$-% -&#""%
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- %')(-"(1% +,% -&"%:".") 'A",-% !%$ 2+()%(,:%2 AA1,+2(-+."%$G+))$%(2# $$%-&"%$"2 ,:%*"(#% !%
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2.4.2 The communication deficit in autism 
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2.4.3 The social deficit in autism
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2.4.3.2 Typical development of social reciprocity  
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2.4.3.4 The social deficit in preschool children with autism 
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2.4.4 The stereotyped and repetitive behaviours in autism 
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2.4.5 Sensory differences in autism 
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2.5 Theoretical explanations for autism 
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2.5.1 The social cascade model 
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2.6 The importance of joint attention
2.6.1 What is joint attention? 
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2.6.2 How joint attention develops in typically developing children 
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2.6.3 How joint attention develops in the child with autism 
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2.6.6 Joint attention and social cognition 
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Chapter Three: Literature Review: Interventions and Parenting 
Stress 
3.1 Governmental responses to the increasing prevalence of autism 
3.1.1 Why intervene? The costs of autism 
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3.1.3 Why intervene? The parent movement 
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3.2 Interventions for autism
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1,/#"(&1,3 /$26-1(,/" $4 '0" /01-) (,) '0"1# 126#$%") P'"&'Y'(I1,3Q (?1-1'. 7E"#?"#' "' (-*9 
:;;:H ^(&(#1 F A(!'$,9 :;M;=* >"&61'" 6#$?-"2& !1'0 '0" #"&"(#/0 '0" #0"'$#1/ 1, 2(,. 6(#'& 
$4 '0" _8 )"41,"& ?"0(%1$5#(- '0"#(6. (& P'0" $,-. &/1",'141/Q 2"'0$) $4 '#"('1,3 /01-)#", 
!1'0 (5'1&2* N, ( #"/",' #"%1"! L0(#2(, &522") 56 '0" P&$##. &(3(Q &(.1,3`  
\0"#" 0(& ?"", (, $,3$1,3 7(,) ,$' (-!(.& /1%1-1[") $# 4(1#Y21,)")= )"?('" $%"# 
&"%"#(- )"/()"& (?$5' '0" "44"/'1%","&& $# $'0"#!1&" $4 * * * a(66-1") ?"0(%1$5#(- 
(,(-.&1&B * * * K0(' 1& /-"(# 1& '0(' ?$'0 &1)"& !"#" )"?('1,3 ( 0(,)45- $4 &2(--9 2$&'-. 
6$$#Y@5(-1'. &'5)1"&* 7L0(#2(,9 :;MM !"#!$$=*
b%1)",/" 4$# '0" "44"/'1%","&& $4 ?"0(%1$5#(- 2"'0$)& 4$#  !"# /01-)#", !1'0 (5'1&2 1& /-"(#* 
K0(' 1& &'1-- 5,I,$!, 1& 4$# !0$2 '01& !$#I&` 4$# !0(' &I1--&9 (' !0(' 1,'",&1'.9 (,) 4$# !0(' 
)5#('1$,H (,) !0"'0"# '0" &(2" #"&5-'& /$5-) ?" (/01"%") !1'0 ( )144"#",' 1,'",&1%" 
1,'"#%",'1$, )"-1%"#") ?. ( /(#"31%"# 7L5,,1,30(29 :;M:H c-"1&/00(/I"# "' (-*9 :;;W=* \0"#" 
(#" /-"(# "'01/(- 1&&5"& (#$5,) &5?Z"/'1,3 /01-)#", (,) 4(21-1"&9 '$ &5/0 1,'",&"9 "D6",&1%" 
(,) -$,3 -(&'1,3 1,'"#%",'1$,& !0", '0" $5'/$2"& 2(. ?" "D'#"2"-. -121'")* N, (-- 
1,'"#%",'1$, &'5)1"&9 1,/-5)1,3 ?"0(%1$5#(- $,"&9 '0" 2(Z$#1'. $4 6(#'1/16(,'& )$ ,$' #"(/0 
$6'12(- $5'/$2"&* \0"#" (#" (-&$ "'01/(- 1&&5"& (?$5' '0" 65?-1/ #"&$5#/1,3 &5/0 '12" (,) 
2$,". 1,'",&1%" 6#$3#(2& !0", 2$&' /$225,1'1"& (,) 4(21-1"& )$ ,$' 0(%" (//"&& '$ '0"&" 
6#$3#(2& 7E$!-1,9 MJJU=*  
+%"# '12" &$2" 4$#2& $4 ?"0(%1$5#(- '0"#(6. 0(%" "%$-%") '0(' ())#"&& 2(,. $4 '0" 
/#1'1/1&2&* X%"#&1%"& 0(%" ?"", (?(,)$,")H 1,'"#%",'1$,& 0(%" 2$%") $5' $4 5,1%"#&1'. 
/-1,1/& (,) 1,'$ 2$#" ,('5#(-1&'1/ &"''1,3& -1I" 0$2"& (,) 6#"&/0$$-&9 (,) 6(#",'& 0(%" ?"", 
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1,%$-%") 1, )"-1%"#1,3 '0" 6#$3#(2&* L$#" 4"('5#"& $4 (5'1&29 -1I" &$/1(-Y/$225,1/('1$,9 
0(%" ?"", ())#"&&") #('0"# '0(, #$'" -"(#,1,3 $4 !$#)& (,) /$,/"6'&H 2$#" ,('5#(-1&'1/ 
'"/0,1@5"& -1I" P1,/1)",'(- '"(/01,3Q9 P61%$'(- #"&6$,&" '#(1,1,3Q (,) P21-1"5 '"(/01,3Q 0(%" 
#"6-(/") &$2" $4 '0" 2(&&") )#1--&H (,) '0" 126$#'(,/" $4 6-(. (,) /01-)#",B& &6"/1(- 1,'"#"&'& 
0(%" ?"", #"/$3,1[")* \"/0,1@5"& -1I" 4$--$!1,3Y'0"Y/01-)B&Y-"() 0(%" (-&$ ?"", 
1,/$#6$#('")* !"# #$ %&'#$ ()*+'),- *-.$ /&'% $ &/$ 010$ )'#$  &%#*-%# $ '#/#''#2$ *&$ ) $
.&(*#%3&')'4$010$ 56&' #,,&7$ 899:;$ <)+,7$ 899=;$ >&?#'* $@$ <'-&'7$ 899ABC$\01& 0(& ?$530' 
?"0(%1$5#(- 2"'0$)& /-$&"# '$ '0" $'0"# 2(Z$# 1,'"#%",'1$,& 5&") !1'0 6#"&/0$$- /01-)#", 
!1'0 )"%"-$62",'(- )1&(?1-1'1"&$)(2$%&'#$-($ ,-(#$D-*"$E+-2#,-(# $2#F#,&3#2$-($ *"#$2- )?-,-*4$
,-*#')*+'#$71'&&G%)(HI')J##7$899K;$1'+2#'7$89L9;$L$#&"--$9 :;;WH M+'),(-.G7$89LL;$N,3"#&$--9 
:;M;H d(5-9 :;;UH S$?"#'& F d#1$#9 :;;R;$N."#'*J$#*$),C7$89L8=*$ 
X, 1&&5" '0(' (-- 1,'"#%",'1$, '"/0,1@5"& 25&' ())#"&& 1& '0(' ]e '$ :We $4 /01-)#", !1'0 
(5'1&2 2$%" $5' $4 /-1,1/(- #(,3"& (& '0". 2('5#"* \0"&" P$6'12(- $5'/$2"Q /01-)#", 2(I" 
"D/"6'1$,(- 6#$3#"&& 4#$2 ( #(,3" $4 '0"#(6"5'1/ (66#$(/0"& 1, ?$'0 '#"('2",' (,) /$,'#$- 
3#$56& 7E"-' "' (-*9 :;;UH ^(,,"#9 MJ<]=* \0"&" /01-)#", (#" /0(#(/'"#1[") ?. 0130"# 6#"Y
1,'"#%",'1$, (?1-1'1"& 1, NO9 -(,35(3" (,) 121'('1$,H (,) (, (?&",/" $4 3","'1/ &.,)#$2"&9 
21,$# ).&2$#60$-$3. $# "61-"6&.* >"&61'" '0"1# 3(1,& 0$!"%"# #"&1)5(- 4"('5#"& $4 '0" 
)1&$#)"# 6"#&1&'") 1, 2$&' $4 '0"&" /01-)#", 7E"-' "' (-*9 :;;UH ^"--". "' (-*9 :;;R=* N,'",&1'. 
7?5' ,$' )5#('1$,= $4 "(#-. 1,'"#%",'1$, (66"(#& '$ 1,/#"(&" '0" ,52?"#& $4 '0"&" P$6'12(- 
$5'/$2"Q /01-)#", 7^"--". "' (-*9 :;M;=* N4 &'5)1"& (#" ,$' ()"@5('"-. /$,'#$--") '01& &5?3#$56 
/(, ?" $%"#Y#"6#"&",'") 2(I1,3 $5'/$2"& &65#1$5&-. 2$#" 4(%$5#(?-"* N, (-- &'5)1"& '0"#" (#" 
(-&$ /01-)#", !0$ )$ ,$' 126#$%"9 (,) &$2" !0$ #"3#"&&* \01& '$$ ,"")& '$ ?" (//$5,'") 4$# 
1, /-(12& $4 1,'"#%",'1$, &5//"&& #('"& 7E$!-1,9 :;;U=* 
3.3.2 Developmental interventions 
\0" ?"0(%1$5#(- (66#$(/0"& &1' (' $," ",) $4 ( /$,'1,552 $4 1,'"#%",'1$,&* \0". (#" ()5-'Y
-")9 (,) 4$/5& $, 1,/#"(&1,3 &$/1(--. (//"6'(?-" ?"0(%1$5# (,) )"/#"(&1,3 &$/1(--. 
5,(//"6'(?-" ?"0(%1$5#* X' '0" $'0"# ",) $4 '01& &6"/'#52 (#" '0" 1,'"#%",'1$,& %(#1$5&-. 
)"&/#1?") (& #"-('1$,&016Y?(&")9 )"%"-$62",'(-9 &$/1(-Y6#(32('1/9 $# '#(,&(/'1$,(- 
(66#$(/0"&* \0"&" (66#$(/0"& (#" 2$#" 1,'"#"&'") 1, )"%"-$61,3 ( /01-)B& &$/1(-Y"2$'1$,(- 
/$26"'",/1"& (,) #"Y"&'(?-1&01,3 ( 2$#" '.61/(- )"%"-$62",'(- 6('0!(. '0#$530 
1,'"#6"#&$,(- #"-('1$,&016& (,) )"%"-$62",'(--. (66#$6#1('" 6-(. 7L0(#2(,9 :;M;H V#"",&6(, 
F K1")"#9 MJJfH V5'&'"1,9 G5#3"&&9 F C$,'4$#'9 :;;fH C(0$,". F d"#(-"&9 :;;W=* \0". (#" 
P/01-)Y-")Q 1, '0" &",&" '0(' '0". (#" /$,/"#,") (?$5' '0" 2"(,1,3 (,) 45,/'1$, $4 ?"0(%1$5# 
4$# '0" /01-)9 #('0"# '0(, '0" ?"0(%1$5# 1'&"-4* \0"&" '#(,&(/'1$,(- )"%"-$62",'(- (66#$(/0"& 
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(%$1) &126-. '"(/01,3 '0" /01-) &I1--&  -1I" '0" Z$1,' (''",'1$,(- ?"0(%1$5#& $4 6$1,'1,3 $#
&0$!1,39 ?"/(5&" '01& )$"& ,$' ())#"&& '0"1# 5,)"#-.1,3 )1441/5-'1"& !1'0 ( -(/I $4 
/$225,1/('1%" 1,'",'* \0"&" (66#$(/0"& (#" )"&13,") '$ '"(/0 6#(32('1/(--. 5&"45- &I1--&* 
\0". 4$--$! '.61/(- )"%"-$62",'(- &"@5",/"&9 -1I" '"(/01,3 ,$,Y%"#?(- /$225,1/('1$, 
?"4$#" '"(/01,3 &6$I", -(,35(3"9 (,) '"(/01,3 &I1--& 1, '0" &"''1,3& (,) !1'0 '0" 6(#',"#& '0(' 
(#" ,('5#(- 4$# '0" /01-) -1I" 6(#",'& (,) 6""#& 7L(&",01&"#9 80(,I"#9 F 8'1"?",9 :;MMH 
S$?"#'& F d#1$#9 :;;R=*  
\0" #"-('1$,&016Y?(&") (66#$(/0"& ())#"&& '0" /$#" &$/1(- (,) /$225,1/('1$, 4"('5#"& $4 
(5'1&29 (& )"41/1'& 1, '0"&" )$2(1,& 0(%" ?"", &0$!, '$ ?" '0" 2$&' )1&(?-1,3 78132(, F 
C/V$%"#,9 :;;W=* C(,. &'5)1"& 0(%" &0$!, '0" 126(/' $4 &$/1(- (,) "2$'1$,(- 6#$?-"2& $, 
()5-'&* \0". &'#533-" '$ 5,)"#&'(,) $'0"#& (,) (#" $4'", ?5--1") (,) "D6-$1'")* C(,. (#" 
1&$-('")9 &544"#1,3 )"6#"&&1$, (,) (,D1"'.9 (,) 0(%" '#$5?-" #"35-('1,3 '0"1# "2$'1$,&* V(1,& 
1, '0"&" (#"(& !$5-) ?" $4 3#"(' ?","41' $%"# '0" -14"&6(, 7G(-4" F \(,'529 :;M;H E$!-1,9 
:;;;H E$!-1, "' (-*9 :;;<H 0C$A"%. F d"##.9 :;MM=* 
X 6#$'$'.6" $4 '01& (66#$(/0 1& '0" >"%"-$62",'(- N,)1%1)5(-Y>144"#",/" S"-('1$,&016Y?(&") 
C$)"- 7>NS=* +4'", #"4"##") '$ (& Pc-$$# '12"Q9 '01& 1& ?(&") $, '0" /-1,1/(- !$#I $4 
V#"",&6(, 7V#"",&6(, F K1")"#9 :;;R=* \0" >NS 6#$3#(2 '#(1,") 6(#",'& '$ P4$--$!Y'0"Y
/01-)B&Y-"()Q ?. $?&"#%1,3 (,) #"&6$,)1,3 '$ '0" /01-)B& 1,1'1('1$,&* d(#",' !"#" '(530' '$ 
"D'",) '0"&" 1,'$ P/$225,1/('1%" /1#/-"&Q9 (,) '$ #"&6$,&1%"-. -"() '0" /01-) 1,'$ 2$#" (,) 
2$#" &.2?$-1/ 6-(. (,) '0$530' 7V#"",&6(, F K1")"#9 MJJf9 :;;R=* N, ( /0(#' #"%1"! $4 :;; 
/01-)#", !0$ 0() ?"", 1,%$-%") 1, (' -"(&' '!$ ."(#& $4 1,'",&1%" >NS '0"#(6.9 WUe 
)"2$,&'#('") 3$$) $5'/$2"& (& 2"(&5#") ?. '0" T1,"-(,) X)(6'1%" G"0(%1$5# 8/(-"& 
7TXG8=9 '0" L01-)0$$) X5'1&2 S('1,3 8/(-" 7LXS8=9 (,) '0" c5,/'1$,(- b2$'1$,(- 
X&&"&&2",' 8/(-" 7cbX8= !01/0 1& ( 2"(&5#" $4 "2$'1$,(-9 #"-('1$,(- (,) )"%"-$62",'(- 
45,/'1$,1,3 7V#"",&6(, F K1")"#9 MJJf=* K1")"# (-&$ 65?-1&0") ( -$,31'5)1,(- /(&" &'5). $4 
( /01-) )$/52",'1,3 01& )"%"-$62",' 4#$2 &"%"#" (5'1&2 (' ]; 2$,'0& '$ ( &1D ."(# $-) /01-) 
",3(3") 1, /$26-"D  #"/16#$/(- 6-(. "61&$)"& !1'0 6""#& 7K1")"# F V#"",&6(,9 :;;]=*
\!$ 45#'0"# &'5)1"& 6#$%1)" ())1'1$,(- &566$#' 4$# >NSY?(&") (66#$(/0"&* N, '0" 41#&' $4 
'0"&"9 6(#",'& $4 RU /01-)#", )"-1%"#") MW 0$5#& ( !""I $4 $,"Y'$Y$," 1,'"#%",'1$, $%"# "130' 
'$ '!"-%" 2$,'0& (& 6(#' $4 ( PdAXg d#$Z"/' E$2" L$,&5-'('1$,$% 6#$3#(2* N,)"6",)",' 
/$)1,3 5&1,3 '0" cbX8 &0$!") <W*We 2()" 3$$) '$ %"#. 3$$) 6#$3#"&&* d(#",'(- 
&('1&4(/'1$, !(& 0130 (,) '0" 6#$3#(2 !(& /$&' "44"/'1%" 7 !"8$-$2$,9 h"/0"-"&9 c"#/09 F 
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G#5/I2(,9 :;;f=* \0" &"/$,) &'5). ())") ( 0$2"Y?(&")9 6(#",'Y2")1('") /$26$,",' '$ '0" 
/01-)B& '#"('2",'Y(&Y5&5(- 1, ( &2(-- #(,)$21[") /$,'#$- '#1(-* 8'('1&'1/(--. &13,141/(,' 
126#$%"2",'& !"#" 4$5,) 1, '0" "D6"#12",'(- 3#$56 5&1,3 '0" cbX8 (,) '0" LXS8 
7d(Z(#".( F h$62(,""Z52#5&-"#&9 :;MM=* X-'0$530 2$&' 6(#",'& ",Z$.") (,) "2?#(/") '01& 
2$)"- 4$# &$2" '0" )"2(,)& '$ ?" /#"('1%"9 (,) '#5-. 1,'"#(/'1%"9 !1'0 '0"1# /01-)#", 4$# 2(,. 
0$5#& ( )(. !"#" "D0(5&'1,3* +'0"#& 4$5,) '0"1# /01-)B& -$! -"%"-& $4 1,1'1('1$, -121'") 
6#$3#"&& 7L$#&"--$9 :;;WH d(Z(#".( F h$62(,""Z52#5&-"#&9 :;MM=* \0"&" '!$ &'5)1"& &0$! 
'0" 1,'"#(/'1$,(- "44"/'& $4 /01-)9 6(#",' (,) 1,'"#%",'1$, /0(#(/'"#1&'1/& $, $5'/$2"*  
N, &522(#.9 &'5)1"& $4 %&'()*+,-.*"/0(-&1 1,'"#%",'1$,& &533"&' '0(' 4$# &$2" /01-)#", '0"&" 
1,'"#%",'1$,& !"#" "44"/'1%"* \0"&" 41,)1,3& (#" 6#$21&1,39 6(#'1/5-(#-. (& '0"1# $5'/$2" 
2"(&5#"& (#" /$#" 4"('5#"& $4 (5'1&2* E$!"%"# (& )1&/5&&") 1, 8"/'1$, ]*:*]$3C$O  "%1)",/" 
&0$5-) ?" (&&"&&") (3(1,&' (//"6'") &'(,)(#)& &5/0 (& '0" K0(' K$#I& L-"(#1,3 0$5&" 
6#$'$/$-& $# '0" 8/1",'141/ C"#1' S('1,3 8/(-" $4 '0" h('1$,(- X5'1&2 L",'#"* X3(1,&' '0"&" 
&'(,)(#)& '0" )"%"-$62",'(- (66#$(/0"& (& /$26#"0",&1%" 6#$3#(2& )$ ,$' ."' 0(%" 
()"@5('" "%1)",/" '$ )"2$,&'#('" "441/(/.*  
+," $'0"# 2(Z$# (66#$(/0 '$ 1,'"#%",'1$, 1& I,$!, (& P&'#5/'5#") '"(/01,3Q $# \bXLLE 
7\#"('2",' (,) b)5/('1$, $4 X5'1&'1/ (,) #"-('") L$225,1/('1$,Y0(,)1/(66") LE1-)#",= 
7C"&1?$% F 80"(9 :;M;H C"&1?$% "' (-*9 :;;RH 8/0$6-"#9 C"&1?$%9 F G(I"#9 MJU:=* \01& 
(66#$(/0 ?"3(, 1, '0" "(#-. MJf;B& 1, $66$&1'1$, '$ '0" '0", /5##",' ?"-1"4& '0(' (5'1&2 !(& ( 
6&./0$&1& /(5&") ?. 6('0$-$31/(- 6(#",'1,3* 81,/" '0", \bXLLE 0(& ?"", 0130-. 1,4-5",'1(-* 
N' 1& /5##",'-. 2(,)('") 1, h$#'0 L(#$-1,(9 (,) 1'B& 6#$6$,",'& )"%"-$6") '0" !1)"-. 5&") 
!"#$%"&&% '()#*+ ,-)#./ 01-$2 3!',04 -.% )"2 5*61"&78%(1-)#&.-$ 59&:#$2 35854 3;2*#<&= 
> 0"2-? @ABA4C D"#* -EE9&-1" F-* -+&./ )"2 :#9*) )& 921&/.#G2 )"-) -()#*+ F-* - 
%2=2$&E+2.)-$ %#*&9%29? )"-) 1"#$%92. F#)" -()#*+ $2-9.2% <2*) #. "#/"$6 *)9(1)(92% 
2.=#9&.+2.)*? )"-) *(EE&9) F-* .22%2% &=29 )"2 $#:2*E-. -.% )"-) :-+#$#2* .22%2% )& <2 
#.=&$=2% -* -. #.)2/9-$ E-9) &: E9&/9-++#./ -.% #.)29=2.)#&.C
 ! ! ""#$%&$'()*"%$+*,'"$-"(.)*/0*.)($.1"234##5" !""3678
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\0" \bXLLE (66#$(/0 #"/$3,1["& '0" PL5-'5#" $4 X5'1&2Q (,) (/I,$!-")3"& '0(' 
1,)1%1)5(-& !1'0 (5'1&2 6"#/"1%" '0" !$#-) )144"#",'-.* \0"&" /5-'5#(- )144"#",/"& 1,/-5)"` ( 
6#"4"#",/" 4$# %1&5(- 6#$/"&&1,3 $4 1,4$#2('1$,9 (, 1,'"#"&' 1, )"'(1- #('0"# '0(, '0" P?13 
61/'5#"Q9 (''",'1$,(- )144"#",/"&9 /$225,1/('1$, 6#$?-"2&9 ( -$%" $4 #$5'1,"& (,) &'#5/'5#"9 
1,'",&" 1,'"#"&'& (,) &",&$#. )1441/5-'1"& 7C"&1?$% F 80"(9 :;M;=* \0" \bXLLE (66#$(/0 
&'#5/'5#"& '0" ",%1#$,2",' (//$#)1,3 '$ '0"&" &'#",3'0& (,) !"(I,"&&"&* N' 4$&'"#& 
1,)"6",)",/"9 4(/1-1'('"& -"(#,1,39 (,) !$#I& '$ 126#$%" @5(-1'. $4 -14"* N' 5&"&` %1&5(- 
&/0")5-"&9 %1&5(- !$#I &.&'"2&9 $,"Y$,Y$," '"(/01,39 &2(-- 3#$56 (,) 1,)"6",)",' !$#I9 '$ 
'"(/0 (/()"21/9 &$/1(- (,) &"-4Y0"-6 &I1--&* X#$5,) '0" !$#-) '0"&" '"/0,1@5"& 0(%" ?"", 5&") 
1, /-1,1/&9 &/0$$-&9 6#"&/0$$-& (,) 0$2"&*  
C"&1?$% 1, ( #"/",' 6(6"# /$26#"0",&1%"-. #"%1"!") #"&"(#/0 /$,)5/'") $, \bXLLE $%"# 
'0" -(&' 4$5# )"/()"&* \0"#" 0(%" ?"", 4"! "%(-5('1$,& $4 '0" (66#$(/0 (& ( /$26$&1'" 
6#$3#(2* E$!"%"# #"/",' &'5)1"& 0(%" "D(21,") /$26$,",'& $4 \bXLLE &0$!1,3 &'#$,3 
&566$#' 4$# 2(,. (&6"/'& $4 '01& 6#$3#(2 7C"&1?$% F 80"(9 :;M;=* T1&5(- &566$#'& 0(%" ?"", 
&0$!, '$ ?" "44"/'1%" 1, 25-'16-" &'5)1"& 7+)$29 L$--"'Y^-1,3",?"#39 S$3"#&9 F E(''$,9 
:;M;=* 8'#5/'5#") '"(/01,3 '"/0,1@5"& 0(%" (-&$ ?"", %(-1)('") !1'0 '$))-"#&9 6#"&/0$$- (,) 
&/0$$- (3") /01-)#", (,) 1, 0$2"Y?(&") 6#$3#(2& 7G",,"''9 S"1/0$!9 F K$-"#.9 :;MMH 
E52"9 d-(%,1/I9 F +)$29 :;M:H K"-'"#-1,9 \5#,"#YG#$!,9 E(##1&9 C"&1?$%9 F >"-2$-1,$9 
:;MM=* X 4"! &2(-- &'5)1"& 0(%" ?"", 65?-1&0") $, '0" 126-"2",'('1$, $4 \bXLLE (& ( 
/$26$&1'" 6#$3#(2* \&(,3 4$5,) 6#"&/0$$-"#& 1, ( \bXLLE 6#$3#(2 '$ 2(I" 2$#" 3(1,& 
'0(, ( /$,'#$- 3#$56 1, "/-"/'1/ 6#$3#(2& (,) K"'"#-1, 4$5,) 126#$%"2",'& 1, ( 3#$56 $4 
'$))-"#& !0$&" 6(#",'& 0() 126-"2",'") \bXLLE (' 0$2" 7\&(,39 80"I9 A(29 g(,9 F 
L0"5,39 :;;fH K"-'"#-1, "' (-*9 :;MM=* N, ( &'5). "%(-5('1,3 '0" 6#"4"#",/"& $4 6(#",'&9 
'"(/0"#& (,) &"#%1/" 6#$%1)"#& L(--(0(, 4$5,) ,$ /-"(# 6#"4"#",/" 4$# "1'0"# XGX $# 
\bXLLE (66#$(/0"&9 ?5' /-"(# &566$#' 4$# "-"2",'& /$22$, '$ ?$'09 1,/-5)1,3` (, 
1,)1%1)5(-1[") 6#$3#(29 "261#1/(--. ?(&") "-"2",'&9 (/'1%" /$--(?$#('1$, !1'0 4(21-1"& (,) 
-$,3 '"#2 3$(-& 7L(--(0(, "' (-*9 :;M;=*  
\bXLLE 1& (, "%$-%1,3 6#$3#(29 (& 1& /$,'"26$#(#. XGX* C(,. #"/",' /$26#"0",&1%" 
6#$3#(2& 0(%" (2(-3(2('") '0" "44"/'1%" 6#(/'1/"& $4 $'0"# 6#$3#(2& 1,'$ '0"1# 2$)"-&* \!$ 
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6#$21&1,3 (66#$(/0"& (#" '0" PL$26#"0",&1%" b)5/('1$,(- X66#$(/0 4$# L01-)#", !1'0 
X5'1&2 86"/'#52 >1&$#)"#&Q 78LbS\8= 2$)"- (,) '0" Pb(#-. 8'(#' >",%"# C$)"-Q 7b8>C= 
7d#1[(,'9 K"'0"#?.9 S5?1,9 A(5#",'9 F S1.)"--9 :;;RH d#1[(,'9 K"'0"#?.9 S5?1,9 A(5#",'9 F 
S.)"--9 :;;RH S$3"#& F >(!&$,9 :;M;=* 
20" b(#-. 8'(#' >",%"# C$)"- 7b8>C= 7S$3"#& F >(!&$,9 :;M;= 1& 6#12(#1-. )"&13,") 4$# 
%"#. .$5,3 /01-)#", (,) 1' 0(& 1,/$#6$#('") "-"2",'& $4 -&3&%('!$'0"# 6#$3#(2&* \0" $#131,(- 
>",%"# 2$)"- ?"3(, 1, '0" MJU;B& (& ( )"%"-$62",'(- 2$)"- '0(' 4$/5&") $, #"-('1$,&016 
?51-)1,3 '0#$530 P&",&$#. &$/1(- #$5'1,"&Q* N' !(& ( 6-(.Y?(&") 1,'"#%",'1$, '(#3"'1,3 %"#?(- 
(,) ,$,Y%"#?(- /$225,1/('1$,9 /$3,1'1$, (,) #"/16#$/1'.* N' !(& )"-1%"#") '0#$530 ( 
25-'1)1&/16-1,(#. '"(2 (,) 1,/-5)") 4$--$!1,3Y'0"Y/01-)B&Y-"()* b8>C 0(& #"'(1,") 2(,. $4 
'0"&" )"%"-$62",'(- 4"('5#"& ?5' '0". 0(%" (-&$ 1,/-5)") (&6"/'& $4 /$,'"26$#(#. XGX9 
&6"/141/(--. '0" '"/0,1@5"& $4 Pd1%$'(- S"&6$,&" \#(1,1,3Q 7dS\=* dS\ 1& ( ,('5#(-1&'1/9 
?"0(%1$5#(- (66#$(/0 !0$&" 6#$6$,",'& ?"-1"%" '(#3"'1,3 2$'1%('1$,9 (,) '"(/01,3 ( /01-) '$ 
#"&6$,) '$ 25-'16-" /5"&9 -"() '$ /$--('"#(- ?","41'& (& '0"&" (#" 61%$'(- ?"0(%1$5#& 7^$"3"- F 
^$"3"-9 :;;RH S*  ^$"3"-9 ^$"3"-9 F G#$$I2(,9 :;;]H S$3"#& F >(!&$,9 :;M;=* \0"#" 0(& 
?"", #"&"(#/0 $, '0" >",%"# 2$)"- &1,/" '0" MJU;B& ?5' ( #"/",' &'5). /$26(#1,3 1' !1'0 
dS+Cd\9 ( ,"5#$)"%"-$62",'(- (66#$(/0 '$ -(,35(3" (/@51&1'1$,9 4$5,) ?$'0 2"'0$)& '$ 
6#$)5/" -(,35(3" 1, ,$,%"#?(- .$5,3 /01-)#", !1'0 (5'1&2 7S$3"#& "' (-*9 :;;R=* X M: !""I9 
$," 0$5# ( !""I9 6(#",'Y2")1('")9 b8>C 6#$3#(2 !(& "%(-5('") !1'0 ( 25-'16-"Y?(&"-1," 
)"&13,* \01& &'5). &533"&'") ?$'0 6(#",'& (,) /01-)#", ?","41'") 4#$2 '0" 6#$3#(2 7T1&2(#(9 
L$-$2?19 F S$3"#&9 :;;J=* \01& &'5). !(& 4$--$!") 56 !1'0 ( #(,)$21[") /$,'#$--") '#1(- 
!1'0 '$))-"#& !1'0 (5'1&2* \0" 1,'"#%",'1$, !(& ?$'0 1,'",&1%" (,) "D'",&1%"  4$5# 0$5#& ( 
%-6? :#=2 %-6* - F22H? :&9 )F& 62-9*? F#)" E-92.) )9-#.#./ -.% E-92.)7+2%#-)2% #.)29=2.)#&. 
%(9#./ %-#$6 9&()#.2*C D"2 2IE29#+2.)-$ /9&(E +-%2 *#/.#:#1-.) /-#.* #. JK? -%-E)#=2 
<2"-=#&(9 -.% 2IE92**#=2 -.% 9212E)#=2 $-./(-/2C '()#*)#1 *6+E)&+-)&$&/6 %2192-*2% &. 
E-92.) 9-)#./* <() .&) &. <$#.%2% 'LM0 *1&92* 3#!"L-F*&. 2) -$C? @ABA4C ;&*) #+E&9)-.)$6 
)"2*2 <2"-=#&(9-$ &()1&+2* F292 -(/+2.)2% <6 .2(9&$&/#1-$ 2=#%2.12 &: 1"-./2C 88N* 
*"&F2% )"2 #.)29=2.)#&. 1"#$%92. )& "-=2 *#+#$-9 1&9)#1-$ -1)#=-)#&. F"2. =#2F#./ :-12* )& 
)6E#1-$$6 %2=2$&E#./ E229*C D"2 1&.)9&$ /9&(E %#% .&) *"&F )"2*2 1"-./2* 3#!"L-F*&. 2) -$C!"
@AB@4
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3.3.4 Effective components and strategies
\0"&" 6#$21&1,3 6#$3#(2&9 !1'0 '0"1# (2(-3(2('") "%1)",/"Y?(&") /$26$,",'& #(1&" '0" 
@5"&'1$, $4 !0"'0"# 1' 1& ?"''"# '$ 1,)1%1)5(-1[" 6#$3#(2& 4$# /01-)#", !1'0 (5'1&2 $# 4$--$! ( 
P?#(,)")Q /$26$&1'" 6#$3#(2* \0"#" 1& ( )"?('" 1, '0" -1'"#('5#" (?$5' '01&* 8$2" "D6"#'& 
6$1,' '$ '0" 6$$# $5'/$2"& $4 "/-"/'1/ 1,'"#%",'1$,& '0(' (#" 5&") (& /$,'#$- 2"(&5#"& 4$# 
&'5)1"& 7b1I"&"'09 :;;JH C(I#.31(,,1 F S"")9 :;M;H S$3"#& F T1&2(#(9 :;;U=* G5' 1, &$2" 
$4 '0"&" /(&"& '0" '"#2 P"/-"/'1/Q 1& 5&") !0", '0" (-'"#,('1%" 6#$3#(2& !"#" 5,I,$!, $# ,$' 
(5'1&2Y&6"/141/ 6#$3#(221,3* A1''-" /(, ?" -"(#,") 4#$2 /$26(#1,3 0130 1,'",&1'. ?#(,)") 
6#$3#(2& !1'0 -$! @5(-1'.9 -$! 1,'",&1'. 6#$3#(2& 7E$!-1,9 C(31('19 F L0(#2(,9 :;;J=* 
+'0"#& /1'" '0" 4#(32",'('1$, '0(' $//5#& !0", 4(21-1"& 5&" 601-$&$601/(--. )1%"#3",' 
(66#$(/0"& 7d#1[(,' F K"'0"#?.9 :;;]=* \0" #"-('1%" &5//"&& $4 '0" b8>C !$5-) 0$!"%"# 
(#35" (3(1,&' '01& (& 1' 1,/$#6$#('"& '"/0,1@5"& 4#$2 ?$'0 ?"0(%1$5#(- (,) )"%"-$62",'(- 
(66#$(/0"& 7T1&2(#( F S$3"#&9 :;M;=* +'0"#& ()%$/('" 1,)1%1)5(- 6#$3#(221,3 (& '0" 
0(--2(#I $4 &6"/1(- ")5/('1$,9 (,) '0" 0"'"#$3","1'. $4 (5'1&2 &6"/'#52 )1&$#)"#& (& 
,"/"&&1'('1,3 "/-"/'1/1&2 7L(--(0(, "' (-*9 :;M;=* 8'5)1"& $4 '"(/0"#&9 6(#",'& (,) 
()21,1&'#('$#& &0$! 2$&' 5&" (, "/-"/'1/ 21D 7L(--(0(, "' (-*9 :;M;=* i$#)(, (#35"& '0(' '0" 
()%(,'(3" $4 ( /$26$&1'" ?#(,)") 6#$3#(2 1& '0(' 6#(/'1'1$,"#& /(, ?" '#(1,") 1, '0" #('1$,(-" 
(,) &'#5/'5#" $4 ( 6#$3#(2 #('0"# '0(, ?"1,3 /(530' 56 1, '0" P6(#(60"#,(-1(Q $4 ( 2"'0$)9 
-1I" %1&5(- &/0")5-"& $# '$I", #"!(#)&* G5' &0" (-&$ &""& '0" &'#",3'0 $4 (, "/-"/'1/ 21D '$ 
1,)1%1)5(-1[" 6#$3#(2&* 80" &533"&'& '0" 2$&' 126$#'(,' 4(/'$# 1, 1,'"#%",'1$,& /(, ?" '0" 
I,$!-")3" (,) "D6"#1",/" $4 '0" 6#$4"&&1$,(- )"-1%"#1,3 '0" 6#$3#(2 7i$#)(,9 :;;<=* 
d#$3#(2& 0(%" "%$-%") $%"# '12" !1'0 ?"0(%1$5#(- 6#$3#(2& 1,/$#6$#('1,3 2$#" ,('5#(-1&'1/ 
'"/0,1@5"& (,) )"%"-$62",'(- 6#$3#(2& 1,/$#6$#('1,3 2$#" )1#"/' ()5-' '"(/01,3 7#!">(!&$, 
"' (-*9 :;M;H N,3"#&$-- F 8/0#"1?2(,9 :;;R?=* 8$2" #"&"(#/0"#& (#" /(--1,3 4$# &'5)1"& '$ 
1)",'14. '0" #$-" $4 P(/'1%" I". 1,3#")1",'&Q 1, &5//"&&45- 6#$3#(2& 7A$#) "' (-*9 :;;WH 
;-/#-)#? ;&**? !"-9+-.? > O&F$#.? @ABB4C 02=29-$ 92E&9)* -.% *)(%#2* "-=2 #%2.)#:#2% *&+2 
19#)#1-$ 2$2+2.)* )"-) *22+ )& <2 (.#=29*-$ #. *(112**:($ E9&/9-+*C
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\0"&" "-"2",'& 1,/-5)"` 
· 4$/5&1,3 $, '0" /$#" )"41/1'& $4 (5'1&2 -1I"! &$/1(-Y/$225,1/('1$, (,) 45,/'1$,(-
&6$,'(,"$5& /$225,1/('1$,
· 3","#(-1[1,3 -"(#,1,3 5&1,3 ,('5#(-1&'1/ &"''1,3& (,) 6(#',"#&9 !01/0 1,/-5)"
6(#",'&9 &1?-1,3& (,) 6""#& 4$# .$5,3 /01-)#", !1'0 (5'1&2
· '"(/01,3 6-(. &I1--& !1'0 '.61/(--. )"%"-$61,3 6""#&
· '"(/01,3 6#(32('1/9 45,/'1$,(- &I1--&9 '0(' 0(%" "/$-$31/(- %(-1)"#. (,)
(#" 126$#'(,' 4$# '0" 1,)1%1)5(- $%"# '0"1# -14"&6(,
· 6#$%1)1,3 6$&1'1%" ?"0(%1$5# &566$#' $%& 5,)"#&'(,)1,3 '0" #$-" $4 '0"
)"41/1'& 1, (5'1&2 1, /#"('1,3 (,) 2(1,'(1,1,3 /0(--",31,3 ?"0(%1$5#&
· 1,%$-%"2",' $4 4(21-1"&9 $# 4(21-.Y/",'#") 6#(/'1/"
· )"-1%"#1,3 1,'"#%",'1$,& 1, 25-'16-" &"''1,3&9 1,/-5)1,3 '0" 0$2" (,) &/0$$-9 (,)
"2?"))1,3 ,"! &I1--& 1,'$ '0" )(1-. #$5'1,"&
· 5&1,3 6#")1/'(?1-1'.9 #$5'1,"9 (,) /$,&1&'",/.
· 5&1,3 %1&5(- &'#('"31"& '0(' "260(&1[" 2"(,1,3
· 5&1,3 ,('5#(--. $//5##1,3 #"1,4$#/"#&9 (,) '0" /01-)B& &6"/1(- 1,'"#"&'&
· 5&1,3 ?(&1/ ?"0(%1$5#(- &'#('"31"& -1I" 6#$26'1,39 #"1,4$#/1,3 (,) &0(61,3 '$ ?51-)
/$26-"D &I1--&9 (,) /$--"/'1,3 )('( '$ #"/$#) 6#$3#"&&
· ?"1,3 1,'",&1%"9 (' -"(&' :W 0$5#& ( !""I9 (,) "D'",&1%"
· ?"31,,1,3 1,'"#%",'1$,& (& &$$, (& ( 6#$?-"2 1& 1)",'141")9 ?"4$#" )1(3,$&1& 14
6$&&1?-"*
7L(--(0(, "' (-*9 :;M;H A"L$5'"#9 :;;]H h('1$,(- S"&"(#/0 L$5,/1-9 :;;MH d#1$# F S$?"#'&9 
:;M:H S$3"#& F T1&2(#(9 :;;UH 8/0"#'[9 G(I"# "' (-*9 :;M:=* 
\0" ,"") 4$# 6#$3#(2& '$ ?" 1,'",&1%"9 (,) '0" -"%"- $4 1,'",&1'. ,"")")9 1& &'1-- ?"1,3 )"?('") 
1, '0" -1'"#('5#"9 (& '0" @5(-1'. $4 '0" 1,'"#%",'1$, 1& (& 126$#'(,' (& '0" @5(,'1'. 7i$#)(,9 
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i$,"&9 F C5##(.9 MJJUH 8'#(1,9 8/0!(#'[9 F G(#'$,9 :;MMH T1&2(#( "' (-*9 :;;J=* E$!"%"# 
'0" 4(/' #"2(1,& '0(' 2(,. 4(21-1"& /(,,$' (//"&& '01& -"%"- $4 &566$#' 1, '0" #"(- !$#-) 
7\0$2(&9 b--1&9 C/A(5#1,9 >(,1"-&9 F C$##1&&".9 :;;f=*  
S"%1"!& $4 #"&"(#/0 0(%" "1'0"# 4$/5&") $, /$26#"0",&1%" ?#(,)") 6#$3#(2& $# P4$/5&") 
1,'"#%",'1$,&Q 7E$!-1, "' (-*9 :;;JH A$#) F G1&0$69 :;M;H +)$29 G$.)9 E(--9 F E52"9 
:;M;H +)$2 "' (-*9 :;;]H +)$29 L$--"'Y^-1,3",?"#3 "' (-*9 :;M;H S$3"#& F T1&2(#(9 :;;U=* 
c$/5&") 1,'"#%",'1$,& (12 '$ /0(,3" &6"/141/ ?"0(%1$5#& 1, ( #"-('1%"-. &0$#' 6"#1$) $4 '12"9 
5&5(--. 2"(&5#") 1, 2$,'0&9 (,) /$26#"0",&1%" 6#$3#(2& (#" )"&13,") '$ !$#I 1,'",&1%"-. 
$%"# ( 6"#1$) $4 ."(#& $, '0" /$#" 4"('5#"& $4 (5'1&2* \0"&" 0(%" &0$!, '0(' )"&61'" &$2" 
/01-)#", 2(I1,3 3$$) 3(1,& 2$&' /01-)#", #"'(1, '0"1# )1(3,$&1& (,) 1,'"#%",'1$, ,"")& '$ ?" 
(12") (' (66#$6#1('" )"%"-$62",'(- $5'/$2"& 4$# "(/0 /01-) 7A$#) F G1&0$69 :;M;=* 
3.3.5 Joint Attention interventions 
\0" &$/1(- )"41/1' 1, (5'1&2 1& $4'", "%1)",' !1'01, '0" 41#&' ."(# $4 -14" !0", '0" 1,4(,' 4(1-& '$ 
&0$! &$/1(- $#1",'1,39 ).()1/ "." 3([" (,) "(#-. Z$1,' (''",'1$, ?"0(%1$5#& 7G0('9 V(--$!(.9 
F A(,)(9 :;M;H b-&(??(30 "' (-*9 :;MMH j!(13",?(529 :;M;H j!(13",?(52 "' (-*9 :;;W=* 
X-'0$530 '0"#" 1& 0"'"#$3","1'. 1, '0" '121,3 (,) (2$5,' $4 )"41/1'9 '0" -(/I $4 '0"&" 
?"0(%1$5#& 1& $," $4 '0" "(#-1"&' )1(3,$&'1/ 2(#I"#& $4 (5'1&2* &'#(%)(*+(, %+(-%,!--.#/ %*+). 
,!% '+/#%+,,#(,)!(%0),'%+(%+-1.,%,'#2%#"3+/4%!(%+%-)**#/#(,%-#5#.!6"#(,+.%,/+7#8,!/2%,!%,'#)/%
,26)8+..2% -#5#.!6)(9% 6##/  7L0(#2(,9 :;M;H T1%(,'1 F S$3"#&9 :;MM=* d$$# Z$1,' (''",'1$, 
&I1--& -121' '0" (2$5,' $4 6$&1'1%" #"&6$,&"& '0" /01-) "D6"#1",/"& 4#$2 $'0"# 6"$6-"9 2(I1,3 
'0"1# !$#-) ( -"&& &$/1(- 6-(/" 7A$#) "' (-*9 :;;W=* \0"&" )"41/1'& /(&/()" 6"#%(&1%"-. 1,'$ 
)1441/5-'1"& 1, -"(#,1,3 -(,35(3"9 &$/1(- /$26"'",/" (,) ()(6'1%" ?"0(%1$5#& '0(' -(&' (/#$&& 
'0" -14"&6(, 7L0(#2(,9 :;;]H >(!&$,9 :;;UH d(6(#"--( "' (-*9 :;MMH \05#2 "' (-*9 :;;f=* i$1,' 
(''",'1$, ?"0(%1$5#& 0(%" '0"#"4$#" ?"", #"/$3,1[") (& /#1'1/(- '(#3"'& 4$# "(#-. 1,'"#%",'1$, 
(,) (#" 1,/$#6$#('") 1, ,"(#-. (-- /$26#"0",&1%" 6#$3#(2& 1,/-5)1,3` 8LbS\89 b8>C9 dS\9 
>SN9 >NS (,) /$,'"26$#(#. XGX 7G#51,&2(9 ^$"3"-9 F ^$"3"-9 :;;<H S* ^$"3"- F ^$"3"-9 
:;;RH A$#)9 :;M;H C"1,)- F L(,,"--(YC(-$,"9 :;MMH d#1[(,' F K"'0"#?.9 :;;]H S$3"#& F 
>(!&$,9 :;M;=* \0"#" 1& ,$! /$,&1)"#(?-" "%1)",/" '0(' &$2" Z$1,' (''",'1$, ?"0(%1$5#& /(, 
?" '#(1,") 1, .$5,3 /01-)#", !1'0 (5'1&2* N, ( #"/",' 6(6"# K01'" #"%1"!") :f 1,'"#%",'1$, 
&'5)1"& '0(' !"#" /$,)5/'") $%"# '0" -(&' )"/()" (,) &6"/141") Z$1,' (''",'1$, (& (, $5'/$2" 
2"(&5#"* 80" /$,/-5)") '0(' '0" %(&' 2(Z$#1'. +4!).&5 #"6$#'") 6$&1'1%" #"&5-'& 7K01'" "' (-*9 
:;MM=* \0"&" &'5)1"& 1,/-5)") 0130-. ?"0(%1$5#(- >\\ (66#$(/0"&9 )"%"-$62",'(- &$/1(-Y
6#(32('1/ (66#$(/0"&9 (,) /$2?1,") 2"'0$)&9 5&1,3  !"!# $%! "&'(!! "&'#)*'+!#$%! "'+,'+!#$%
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'0"&" &I1--& 7^((-"9 821'09 F 86$,0"129 :;M:H ^(&(#1 "' (-*9 :;;RH 8/0"#'[ F +)$29 :;;fH 
K0(-", F 8/0#"1?2(,9 :;;]H j"#/0"#9 E5,'9 8/05-"#9 F K"?&'"#9 :;;M=* 
\0" ?"0(%1$5#(- &'5)1"& 5&")` >\\9 6#$26' 01"#(#/01"&9 4()1,3 (,) &0(61,3 &'#('"31"& (,) 
$4'", '(,31?-" #"!(#)& 4$# #"&6$,)1,3* C(,. $4 '0"&" &'5)1"& /$,)5/'") '#(1,1,3 1, ( $,"Y'$Y
$," -(?$#('$#. &"''1,3 !1'0 -121'") $# ,$ (''"26'& '$ 3","#(-1[" '0" 3(1,& '$ ,('5#(-1&'1/ 
&"''1,3& $# '$ 5&" ,('5#(- /$225,1/('1%" 6(#',"#& 1, '0" '#(1,1,3 7i$,"&9 L(##9 F c""-".9 :;;RH 
C"1,)- F L(,,"--(YC(-$,"9 :;MMH h($19 \&5/01.(9 g(2($'$9 F h(I(25#(9 :;;U=* C"1,)- 
#"%1"!") MU &'5)1"& (,) /$,/-5)") '0(' '0" $,"& '0(' 5&") P&126-"Q ?"0(%1$5#(- '"/0,1@5"& 
!"#" '0" "! , "44"/'1%"H (,) '0" /$26-"D 1,'"#%",'1$,& '0(' (''"26'") '$ 1,/$#6$#('" '0" 
/01-)B& P#"(-Y!$#-)Q 1,'$ '0" '#(1,1,39 !"#" '0" -"(&' "44"/'1%" 7C"1,)- F L(,,"--(YC(-$,"9 
:;MM=* \0"&" &$Y/(--") &5//"&&45- &'5)1"& '#(1,") '0" &5#4(/" ?"0(%1$5#& $4 Z$1,' (''",'1$, !1'0 
&/(,' (/I,$!-")3"2",' $4 '0"1# 5,)"#-.1,3 65#6$&" $# 45,/'1$,* 6(+* )"2$,&'#('") '01& -(/I 
$4 5,)"#&'(,)1,3 -)()*,37 PN' 1& &5#6#1&1,3 '0(' 2(,. /01-)#", !1'0 (5'1&2 )"2$,&'#('" NiX 
)"41/1'&9 (& '0". (#" (?-" '$ 5&" '0" %"#. &(2" ?"0(%1$5#&9 &5/0 (& 3([" &014'1,3 (,) 6$1,'1,39 
'$ #"@5"&' (, $?Z"/'Q 7h($1 "' (-*9 :;;U !"#!89:=* N' 1& 0(#) '$ &"" (,. ?","41' '0"&" 6#$3#(2& 
!$5-) 2(I" '$ /01-)#",B& -1%"& 1, '0" #"(- !$#-)*  
X-'0$530 (-- I1,)& $4 Z$1,' (''",'1$, (#" )"-(.") (,) )"%1(,' 1, /01-)#", !1'0 (5'1&2 '0"1# 
3#"('"&' 6#$?-"2& 1, '01& (#"( (#" 1, 5&1,3 )"/-(#('1%" NiX ?"0(%1$5#& '$ &0(#" "D6"#1",/"& 
!1'0 $'0"#& 7L0(#2(,9 MJJUH E$"- "' (-*9 :;;JH C5,).9 MJJWH d(6(#"--( "' (-*9 :;MM=* \0" 
3#"('"&' /0(--",3" 1, (-- Z$1,' (''",'1$, 1,'"#%",'1$,& 1& 1,/#"(&1,3 '0"&" )"/-(#('1%" NiX 
?"0(%1$5#&* \0" "D'"#,(- ?"0(%1$5#& /(, ?" '#(1,")9 ?5' '0" 45,/'1$, $4 '0" ?"0(%1$5# 1& '0" 
1,'#1,&1/ )"&1#" $, '0" 6(#' $4 '0" /01-) '$ !(,' '$ &0(#" 01& "D6"#1",/" $4 '0" !$#-) !1'0 
(,$'0"#* \01&9 ?. )"41,1'1$,9 /(,,$' ?" P'#(1,")Q# g$)"# -)()&-7 PK" /(,,$' /$,&1&'",'-. 
/$,'#$- '0" (,'"/")",'& 7!01/0 (#" 1,'"#,(-= $# '0" /$,&"@5",/"& 7!01/0 (#" &$/1(-= $4 
1,1'1('1,3 Z$1,' (''",'1$,Q 7g$)"# F 8'$,"9 :;;R !"#!;$:=* C(,. ?"0(%1$5#(- &'5)1"& #"1,4$#/") 
?"0(%1$5#& '0". /-(&&141") (& P)"/-(#('1%" NiXQ ?. 31%1,3 /01-)#", '0" '$.& '0". 6$1,'") '$* 
\01& '5#,& '0" ?"0(%1$5#& 1,'$ 126"#('1%" NiX 7$!"i$,"& "' (-*9 :;;RH K0(-", F 8/0#"1?2(,9 
:;;]=* \01& 1& ( 2(Z$# )1441/5-'. !1'0 2(,. ?"0(%1$5#(- '"/0,1@5"& (& '0". 13,$#" '0" 4(/' '0(' 
'0" ,('5#(- #"1,4$#/"# 4$# )"/-(#('1%" NiX ?"0(%1$5# 1, '.61/(--. )"%"-$61,3 /01-)#", 1& '0" 
1,'#1,&1/ )"-130' 1,%$-%") 1, &$/1(- #"/16#$/1'. 7d(#-()" "' (-*9 :;;JH 8/$''YT(, j""-(,)9 
>(6#"''$9 V0(0#"2(,19 d$-)#(/I9 F G$$I0"12"#9 :;M;=* \0"&" ?"0(%1$5#& (#" ,$' &$/1(--. 
#"1,4$#/1,3 4$# /01-)#", !1'0 (5'1&2 &$ $'0"# #"1,4$#/"#& (#" ,&&1&1 !0<)!-<0-)*)<)*,=!).*-
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1,'#1,&1/ 6-"(&5#" !1'0 &$/1(- 0"() ,$)& $# &(.1,3 P3$$) -$$I1,3Q )$"& ,$' 2(I" '0" 
?"0(%1$5#& )"/-(#('1%" NiX 7N&(I&", F E$-'09 :;;J=* G"0(%1$5#(- 2"'0$)& '#(1, /01-)#", '$ 
5&" '0" &5#4(/" 4$#2& $4 '0"&" ?"0(%1$5#& ?5' 1' 1& ,$' 6$&&1?-" '$ '#(1, /01-)#", '$ 5&" '0" 
5,)"#-.1,3 45,/'1$,& $4 '0" ?"0(%1$5# (& '0"&" (#" )""6-. &$/1(- (,)9 1, '.61/(--. )"%"-$61,3 
/01-)#",9 1,,('"* \0" &(2" 6#$?-"2 "D1&'& 4$# SiX* X-- Z$1,' (''",'1$, ?"0(%1$5#& (#" &$/1(- 
?"0(%1$5#&9 ?5' /$26-1(,/" !1'0 /$22(,)& '$ -$$I9 6$1,'9 &0$! $# 31%" /(, ?" (&$/1(- (& 
!"-- (& &$/1(- #"&6$,&"& 7C"1,)- F L(,,"--(YC(-$,"9 :;MM=* K0(' 1& 21&&1,3 4#$2 2$&' $4 
'0"&" (//$5,'& 1& '0" /01-)B& (/'1%" ",3(3"2",' 1, '0" "61&$)"& (,) '0"1# "%1)",' ",Z$.2",'9 
?$'0 0(--2(#I& $4 '#5" Z$1,' (''",'1$, 7K01'" "' (-*9 :;MM=* N, /$26(#1,3 ?"0(%1$5#1&'& !1'0 
)"%"-$62",'(-1&'&9 L(&",01&"# $?&"#%"& '0(' '0" 4$#2"# '"(/0"&!  P'0" $?&"#%(?-" ?"0(%1$5#& 
&5/0 (& "." /$,'(/' (,) 6$1,'1,39 !01/0 2(#I )"%"-$62",'(- /(6(/1'1"&9 k1,&'"() $4l '0" 
)"%"-$62",'(- /(6(/1'1"& '0"2&"-%"&Q 7L(&",01&"# "' (-*9 :;MM !"#!$=*
X 6#$'$'.61/(- "D(26-" $4 '0"&" ?"0(%1$5#(- 2"'0$)& 1& ( &'5). ?. K0(-", 5&1,3 ( ?"0(%1$5# 
2$)141/('1$, 6(#()132 '$ '#(1, /01-)#", '$ #"&6$,) (,) 1,1'1('" 5&1,3 6$1,'1,3 (,) 3([" 
&014'1,3 ?"0(%1$5#&* \0" '#(1,1,3 !(& &5//"&&45- 1, '"(/01,3 '0" ?"0(%1$5#& $4 iX9 ?5' 2$&' 
&I1--& !"#" -$&' ?. 4$--$!Y56 (& '0" 6(#",'& 0() ,$' ?"", 1,%$-%") 1, '0" '#(1,1,39 ,$# 0() 1' 
?"", /$,)5/'") 1, ,('5#(-1&'1/ &"''1,3& 7K0(-", F 8/0#"1?2(,9 :;;]=* X -('"# &'5). ?. S$/0( 
5&") 6(#",'& '$ )"-1%"# '0" 1,'"#%",'1$, ?5' '01& &'5). (-&$ &0$!") ,$ 2(1,'",(,/" ?. '0" 
6(#",'& 1, '0" 0$2" (' 4$--$! 56 7S$/0(9 8/0#"1?2(,9 F 8'(02"#9 :;;f=* N, ( #"41,"2",' $4 
'0"&" &'5)1"& i$,"& /$,)5/'") ( /$26-"D 25-'1Y60(&" &'5). !1'0 41%" 0130 45,/'1$,1,3 
/01-)#", $, '0" (5'1&2 &6"/'#52* 80" ())#"&&") &$2" $4 '0" /#1'1/1&2& $4 ?"0(%1$5#(- 
(66#$(/0"&9 5&1,3 &6"/1(- 1,'"#"&' 2('"#1(-&9 '#(1,1,3 '"(/0"#& (,) 5&1,3 '0" 6#"&/0$$- &"''1,39 
(,) '#(1,1,3 $," &"' $4 6(#",'&* \0" /0$1/" $4 '#(1,1,3 6#"&/0$$- '"(/0"#& !0$ (#" !1'0 ( /01-) 
4$# ( -121'") '12" $%"# $," ."(# 1, '0" /01-)B& -14"9 #('0"# '0(, 6(#",'& !0$ (#" !1'0 '0" /01-) 
:< 0$5#& ( )(. $%"# '0" -14" &6(, 1& ,$' "D6-(1,")* 80" (-&$ )1&21&&"& '0" 6#$?-"2 $4 
P'#(1,1,3Q )"/-(#('1%" NiX ?. #"4"#",/" '$! P#"1,4$#/"2",'Y?(&") "D6-(,('1$,& * * * $4 1,1'1('1,3 
Z$1,' (''",'1$,Q 7$!"i$,"& "' (-*9 :;;R !"#!>$;=*
X-'0$530 )"%"-$62",'(- (66#$(/0"& -1I" c-$$#'12"9 S>N9 (,) '0" +6'1$,& C"'0$) (-- !$#I 
$, $6'121[1,3 &$/1(- #"/16#$/1'. '0". )$ ,$' )"41," 1,'"#%",'1$,& (& '(#3"'1,3 Z$1,' (''",'1$, 
7V#"",&6(, F K1")"#9 :;;RH V5'&'"1,9 :;;;H ^(542(,,9 MJUM=* \0"#" 0(%" ?"", ( 4"! 
&'5)1"& 5&1,3 )"%"-$62",'(- (66#$(/0"& '$ '"(/0 Z$1,' (''",'1$,* X, "(#-. #(,)$21[") /$,'#$- 
'#1(- 5&") ( &$/1(-Y6#(32('1/ (66#$(/0 '$ '#(1, 6(#",'& '$ ",3(3" '0"1# '$))-"#& 1, PZ$1,' (/'1$, 
#$5'1,"&Q '$ 126#$%" Z$1,' (''",'1$, ?"0(%1$5#& (,) -(,35(3"* \0" "D6"#12",'(- 3#$56 
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&0$!") 2$)"&'9 ?5' &13,141/(,'9 -(,35(3" 3(1,& ?5' '0"#" !(& ( -(#3" #(,3" $4 1,)1%1)5(- 
)144"#",/"&* 8$2" /01-)#", 5&") ,$ ,"! !$#)& ?5' $," 5&") ]RW ,"! !$#)& 7>#"! "' (-*9 
:;;:=* +$&'"#-1,3 /$,)5/'") ( #(,)$21[") /$,'#$- '#1(- &'5). $4 ( 6(#",'Y126-"2",'")9 
)"%"-$62",'(--.Y?(&")9 '!$ ."(# -$,3 1,'"#%",'1$, !1'0 4(21-1"& !1'0 '$))-"#& !1'0 (5'1&2* 
\0" 6#$3#(2 !(& "/-"/'1/9 !1'0 ( &$/1(-Y6#(32('1/ (,) )"%"-$62",'(- 4$/5&* d(#",'& !"#" 
'(530' &'#('"31"& '$ ",/$5#(3" Z$1,' (''",'1$, (,) -(,35(3"* _,-1I" >#"!B& &'5). '0". 4$5,) 
,$ &13,141/(,' /0(,3"& 1, '0" "D6"#12",'(- 3#$56 4$# -(,35(3"9 &.26'$2 &"%"#1'.9 $# 6(#",'Y
/01-) 1,'"#(/'1$,&* \01& 6#$3#(2 !(& .+?&3&%!,$' 1,'",&1%" 7+$&'"#-1,3 "' (-*9 :;M;=* g$)"#"
#$%" &'($) !"##$% 5&") ( #(,)$21[") /$,'#$- '#1(- )+! /$26(#& ( 5*@&1! 0&.(3*+<%('/
1&3&'+"5&,)('!6#$3#(2 $4 S"&6$,&1%" \"(/01,3 (,) d#"-1,351&'1/ C1-1"5 \"(/01,3 7SdC\= 
!1'0 '0" d1/'5#" bD/0(,3" 8.&'"2 7dbL8=* E" 4$5,) '0(' '0" SdC\ 6#$3#(2 1,/#"(&") '0" 
SiX $4 /01-)#", !0$ 0() &$2" NiX ?"4$#" '0" 1,'"#%",'1$, ?"3(,9 !1'0 -(#3" "44"/' &1["&* 
E$!"%"# dbL8 !(& 2$#" "44"/'1%" (' 1,/#"(&1,3 SiX 1, /01-)#", !1'0 -121'") NiX* 
8/0"#'[ 5&") ( )"%"-$62",'(-9 6(#",'Y2")1('") 2$)"- '$ '"(/0 Z$1,' (''",'1$, '$ '0#"" 
'$))-"#&* \01& 21D")Y2"'0$)& &'5). 5&") ( 25-'16-" ?(&"-1,"9 !$#I1,3 $, 4$/5&1,3 $, 4(/"&9 
'5#,Y'(I1,39 SiX (,) NiX* _,-1I" '0" ?"0(%1$5#(- &I1--Y?(&") '#(1,1,3 (66#$(/0"& $4 )1&/#"'" 
'#1(- '#(1,1,39 '01& (66#$(/0 )1) ,$' #"1,4$#/" &6"/141/ &I1--& ?5' !$#I") $, #"-('1$,&016 ?(&") 
/$26"'",/1"&* \0" 1,'"#%",'1$, !(& 6-(.Y?(&")9 /$,)5/'") 1, '0" 4(21-1"&B 0$2"& $,/" ( 
!""I9 (,) #"@51#") '0" 6(#",'& '$ ",3(3" 1, 4(/"Y'$Y4(/" 1,'"#(/'1$,& )(1-.* N,&'#5/'1$,& !"#" 
2(,5(-1[")9 ?5' ,$' )1#"/'1%"* \!$ $4 '0" '0#"" /01-)#", )"%"-$6") &13,141/(,'-. 2$#" Z$1,' 
(''",'1$, ?. '0" ",) $4 '01& 1,'"#%",'1$, (,) '0" '01#) 1,/#"(&") '0" 6#"/5#&$# ?"0(%1$5#& $4 
-$$I1,3 (' 4(/"& (,) '5#, '(I1,3 78/0"#'[ F +)$29 :;;f=* 8/0"#'[ 4$--$!") 56 $, '01& &'5). 
!1'0 ( -(#3"# #(,)$21[") /$,'#$- '#1(- $4 '!",'.Y'0#"" 4(21-1"& !1'0 ( '$))-"# !1'0 (5'1&2* 80" 
4$5,) &13,141/(,' 3(1,& 1, '0" "D6"#12",'(- 3#$56 4$# 4(/1(- 3([1,39 #"&6$,)1,3 '$ Z$1,' 
(''",'1$, (,) #"/"6'1%" -(,35(3" )"%"-$62",' 78/0"#'[9 +)$29 G(33"''9 F 81)"#1&9 :;M:=* 
C(,. $4 '0" )"%"-$62",'(- '"/0,1@5"& 0(%" ?"", ()$6'") 1, /$2?1,('1$,(- 6#$3#(2& '$ 
'"(/0 Z$1,' (''",'1$,* c$--$!1,3Y'0"Y/01-)B&Y-"()9 121'('1,3 '0" /01-)B& (/'1$,& (,) !$#I1,3 1, 
PZ$1,' (/'1$, #$5'1,"&Q 0(%" ?"", 5&") ?. &"%"#(- #"&"(#/0"#& 1, /$2?1,('1$, !1'0 $'0"# 
(66#$(/0"& 7#!">(!&$, "' (-*9 :;M;H ^(&(#1 "' (-*9 :;;RH T1&2(#( "' (-*9 :;;J=* ^(&(#1 1, ( 
#(,)$21[") /$,'#$- &'5). '#(1,") 6#"&/0$$- /01-)#", 1, "1'0"# Z$1,' (''",'1$, $# &.2?$-1/ 6-(. 
$# (--$/('") '0"2 '$ ( /$,'#$- 3#$56* 80" 5&") )1&/#"'" '#1(- '#(1,1,39 ( 6#$26' 01"#(#/0. (,) 
6$&1'1%" #"1,4$#/"2",' )5#1,3 '(?-" '12" '#(1,1,3 (,) '0", 21-1"5 (,) 4$--$!1,3Y'0"Y/01-)B&Y
-"() '"/0,1@5"& 1, P/01-)Y)#1%",Q 4-$$# 6-(.* \0" 1,'"#%",'1$, !(& )(1-. (,) -(&'") 4$# 41%" '$ 
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&1D !""I&* S"&5-'& 4$# '0" '!$ "D6"#12",'(- 3#$56& !"#" &13,141/(,' !1'0 '0" iX 3#$56 
)"2$,&'#('1,3 &2(-- ?5' &13,141/(,' 3(1,& 1, iX $, '0" b(#-. 8$/1(- L$225,1/('1$, 8/(-"& 
7b8L8= (,) 6(#",'Y/01-) 1,'"#(/'1$, %1)"$&* \0" 6-(. 3#$56 (-&$ &0$!") &13,141/(,' 3(1,& 1, 
&.2?$-1/ 6-(.* G$'0 3#$56& 126#$%") $, &$2" (&6"/'& $4 Z$1,' ",3(3"2",'* X-- '0#"" 3#$56& 
#"/"1%") (, "@51%(-",' ,52?"# $4 0$5#& $4 (5'1&2 &6"/141/9 ?"0(%1$5#(-9 6#$3#(221,3 7^(&(#1 
"' (-*9 :;;R=* ^(&(#1B& '"(2 4$--$!") '0" /01-)#", 56 (' M: 2$,'0& (,) 4$5,) "D6#"&&1%" 
-(,35(3" 3(1,& !"#" 3#"('"# 1, '0" '!$ "D6"#12",'(- 3#$56& '0(, '0" /$,'#$- 3#$56* \0" 3(1,& 
!"#" 3#"('"&' 4$# /01-)#", !1'0 '0" -$!"&' -(,35(3" &I1--& 6#"Y1,'"#%",'1$, !0$ 6(#'1/16('") 1, 
'0" iX 1,'"#%",'1$, 7^(&(#1 "' (-*9 :;;U=* X &"/$,) 4$--$! 56 41%" ."(#& -('"# &0$!") U;e $4 
'0" /01-)#", !0$ 0() ?"", 1, "1'0"# "D6"#12",'(- 3#$56 ,$! 0() 45,/'1$,(- -(,35(3" 7^(&(#19 
V5-&#5)9 c#""2(,9 F d(6(#"--(9 :;M:=*   
K01'" #"%1"!") :f &'5)1"& $4 Z$1,' (''",'1$, 1,'"#%",'1$,& (,) 3","#('") ( -1&' $4 ?"&' 
6#(/'1/"& 4#$2 '0$&" &'5)1"&* N26$#'(,' 4"('5#"& $4 (,. 6#$3#(2 !"#"` '#(1,1,3 '0" &I1--& 1, '0" 
/01-)B& ,('5#(- ",%1#$,2",'9 !1'0 '0" /01-)B& ,('5#(- /$225,1/('1%" 6(#',"#& (,) !1'01, ( 
/$,'"D' $4 6-(.* X-- '0"&" 4(/'$#& 0"-6") !1'0 3","#(-1[('1$, (,) (--$!") ,('5#(--. 
2(1,'(1,1,3 /$,'1,3",/1"& '$ $6"#('"* N, 2(,. &5//"&&45- &'5)1"& ?"0(%1$5#(- '"/0,1@5"& -1I" 
6#$26' 01"#(#/01"&9 '(&I 1,'"#&6"#&(-9 (,) &0(61,3 (,) 4()1,3 !"#" 5&") 1, /$,Z5,/'1$, !1'0 
)"%"-$62",'(- '"/0,1@5"& -1I" 4$--$!1,3Y'0"Y/01-)B&Y-"() (,) /$,'1,3",' 121'('1$, 7K01'" "' 
(-*9 :;MM=* 8/0"#'[ "D(21,") '0" /$26-1(,/" $4 "(#-. 1,'"#%",'1$,& 6#$3#(2& !1'0 '0" 
#"/$22",)('1$,& (,) 6#1,/16-"& $4 "(#-. 1,'"#%",'1$, 6$-1/.* 80" '(#3"'") 1,'"#%",'1$,& 4$# 
'$))-"#& ?5' '0" 6$1,'& &0" 2(I"& (#" "@5(--. %(-1) 4$# (-- /01-)#", 5,)"# &/0$$- (3"* S"6$#'& 
(,) 351)"-1,"& &'#"&& '0" ,"") 4$# "(#-. 1,'"#%",'1$,& '$ ?" 4(21-.Y/",'"#")9 4(21-.Y
&566$#'1%"9 /$,)5/'") 1, ,('5#(- ",%1#$,2",'&9 )"%"-$62",'(--. (66#$6#1('" (,) 4$&'"#1,3 '0" 
/01-)B& (/'1%" 6(#'1/16('1$,* c"! &'5)1"& 2"' (-- '0"&" /#1'"#1( 78/0"#'[9 G(I"# "' (-*9 :;M:=*  
X,$'0"# 126$#'(,' "-"2",' $4 Z$1,' (''",'1$, '#(1,1,39 $4'", 13,$#") 1, &'5)1"&9 1& '0" 1,/-5&1$, 
$4 (44"/' 1, ?$'0 '0" 1,'"#%",'1$, (,) "%(-5('1$, $4 &5//"&&* L01-)#", !1'0 (5'1&2 (#" ,$' 
126(1#") 1, "D01?1'1,3 6$&1'1%" (44"/'H ?5' '0". #(#"-. 5&" 1' !1'0 Z$1,' (''",'1$, (& 2(,. &$/1(- 
1,'"#(/'1$,& (#" &'#"&&45- #('0"# '0(, 6-"(&5#(?-" 7L$#?"'' "' (-*9 :;M;=* N,/-5)1,3 2"(&5#"& $4 
'01& P@5(-1'.Q $4 Z$1,' (''",'1$, 1& 126$#'(,' (& 1,/#"(&1,3 '0" 6-"(&5#" 1, &$/1(- 1,'"#(/'1$, 1& 
'0" $,-. !(. '$ '#5-. 2$'1%('" ( /01-) !1'0 (5'1&2 '$ ",3(3" 1, 2$#" $4 1' 7V5-&#5)9 i(0#$219 
F ^(&(#19 :;M;H A(!'$, F ^(&(#19 :;M:H +$&'"#-1,3 "' (-*9 :;M;=* L(&",01&"#B& &'5). $4 >NS 
6-(/") 3#"(' 126$#'(,/" $, P(44"/' &0(#1,3Q 1, '"(/01,3 6#"-1,351&'1/ &I1--& -1I" Z$1,' (''",'1$, 
7L(&",01&"# "' (-*9 :;MM=* N, &"%"#(- /$26#"0",&1%" 6#$3#(2& '0" 126$#'(,/" $4 4$&'"#1,3 
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6$&1'1%" (44"/' )5#1,3 Z$1,' ",3(3"2",'& 1& &'#"&&")* N, '0" b8>C ( 2(,'#( $4 '0" '#(1,"#& 1& 
PA$$I 4$# '0" &21-"Q9 (,) 1, '0" 8LbS\8 6#$3#(2 "2$'1$,Y#"35-('1$, 1& 31%", ( /",'#(- 
6-(/" 7d#1[(,' F K"'0"#?.9 :;;]H S$3"#& F >(!&$,9 :;M;=* C$'1%('1$, 1& ( I". 1,3#")1",' 
$4 (,. "(#-. 1,'"#%",'1$, (,) !0", '0" ,('5#(--. $//5##1,3 #"1,4$#/"# 4$# ( ?"0(%1$5# 1& 
5,(%(1-(?-"9 (& 1' 1& 4$# Z$1,' (''",'1$,9 '0", 1' 1& 126$#'(,' '$ 41,) $'0"# !(.& '$ /0(,3" 
?"0(%1$5#&* C(,. 1,'"#%",'1$,& 5&" '$.& /0$&", ?. '0" /01-) (,) &$2" 5&" '0" /01-)B& 
6"#&"%"#('1%" 1,'"#"&'& 7T1&2(#( F A.$,&9 :;;f=* \01& 1&&5" 1& ())#"&&") 1, 2(,. $4 '0" 
)"%"-$62",'(- (66#$(/0"& (,) &522") 56 ?. >(%1"&9 !0$ ()%$/('"& 31%1,3 /01-)#", &0(#") 
"D6"#1",/"&   !" # "$ # !%&$ !!# '&(()*+'" +*,# "-&) " .!" /"0+123#  45647# 8) 2 1+*3#  45557#
#$%&'$(() 69:6;<#
=*#+(>&$ "* #1?1(1* #&@#A101?&>(1* "?#">>$&"'!12#+2# !1#>+0& "?#$&?1#&@# !1#>"$1* #+*#1"$?B#
+* 1$01* +&*<#C!1B#"$1# !1#B&)*,#'!+?AD2#*" )$"?#'&(()*+'" +01#>"$ *1$#"*A#("*B#>$&,$"(2#
>?"'1# !1(#" # !1#'1* $1#&@# !+2#>$&'122<#
3.4 Parenting interventions 
3.4.1 Reasons for using parent implemented approaches 
E"(+?BF'1* $1A# >$"' +'1# @&$# 1"$?B# +* 1$01* +&*# +*# ") +2(# $1'1+01A# 2 $&*,# 2)>>&$ # +*#  !1#
G" +&*"?#H121"$'!#I&)*'+?D2#>">1$#+*#4556#.G" +&*"?#H121"$'!#I&)*'+?3#4556;<#J #!"2#-11*#"#
'1* $"?# 1*1 #&@#("*B#2)-21K)1* #+* 1$*" +&*"?#,)+A1?+*12<#L&%101$#+ #!"2#&@ 1*#-11*#+,*&$1A#
-1'")21#&@# !1#2 $&*,#$121"$'!#@&')2#&*#(&A+@B+*,#'!+?A#-1!"0+&)$2#./1(>21B#M#N11*3#455:7#
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3.4.2 Interventions using this approach 
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3.5 What are the child characteristics that affect outcome? 
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3.6 Summary of intervention research 
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3.7 Parenting Stress 
3.7.1 Parents of children with autism are uniquely stressed 
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3.7.2 External causes for parental stress:  The cure hypothesis 
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3.9 Summary of the relevant research findings on interventions  
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3.9.1 Implications for this current research study 
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Chapter Four: Research Methods 
4.1 Introduction 
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4.2 The research questions
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4.3 The research methods chosen to answer these questions 
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4.4 Mixed methods: Sequential explanatory model 
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4.5 Quantitative methods 
4.5.1 The quantitative methods used in this study: Single subject designs.   
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%"#(9!#*0 $%+9!'#$%(!.8(0.!#%"#80(%+/#8"'#+*!1%8$#!'018(%)"#*!!.;.!,%!<!'#@)0."8$+Y#8**!8.%"-#





K0!+(%)"+# 8 )0(# 180+8$# ).# =0"1(%)"8$# .!$8(%)"+9%*+#  !(<!!"# %"'!*!"'!"(# 8"'# '!*!"'!"(#
,8.%8 $!+# 2H)."!.# !(# 8$4E# >TT564# G9!A# 98,!# *.),%'!'# 8"# !,%'!"1!; 8+!# =).# "0/!.)0+#
%"(!.,!"(%)"+#10..!"($A#0+!'#<%(9#%"'%,%'08$+#<%(9#80(%+/#$%&!a#@)%"(#8((!"(%)"#(.8%"%"-E#8'0$(;
'%.!1(!'# (!819%"-E# ,%+08$# +0**).(+# 8"'# +!$=;/8"8-!/!"(# 2L8--%"# !(# 8$4E# >TN>Y#U')/#!(# 8$4E#
>TT364#
G9!#0"%(#)=#+(0'A#%"#WWSQ#%+#(9!#%"'%,%'08$#<9)#81(+#8+#(9!%.#)<"#1)"(.)$Y#(9!%.# !98,%)0.#%"#
8#  8+!$%"!# *98+!# %+# 1)/*8.!'# ()# (9!%.#  !98,%)0.# %"# 8"# !D*!.%/!"(8$# *98+!4# G9%+# %+# (9!"#






/)+(# 1)//)"#WWSQ# %"# (9!# *0 $%+9!'# $%(!.8(0.!# 2W98'%+9#\#W0$$%,8"E# >TNN64# F"# (9%+#/)'!$#
/0$(%*$!#*8.(%1%*8"(+#/),!#=.)/#8# 8+!$%"!#()#8"#!D*!.%/!"(8$#*98+!#%"#8#+!K0!"(%8$E#+(!**!'#
/8""!.4#L)+(#1)//)"$A#(9%+#%",)$,!+#(<)#()#(9.!!#*8.(%1%*8"(+4##
I$(9)0-9#WWSQ#98,!#  !!"# 0+!'# =).#/8"A# '!18'!+# (9!.!# 98+# ")(#  !!"# (9!# +8/!# '!-.!!# )=#
.!+!8.19#+1.0(%"A#)=#(9!+!#'!+%-"+#8+#)(9!.#!D*!.%/!"(8$#8"'#K08+%;!D*!.%/!"(8$#'!+%-"+4#G9!#
Z98(#Z).&+#R$!8.%"-9)0+!#'%'#")(# 811!*(# =%"'%"-+# =.)/# (9!+!# +(0'%!+4#G9!A#98,!# .!1!"($A#
9)<!,!.#1)//%++%)"!'#8#.!*).(#=.)/#!D*!.(+#%"#(9!#=%!$'#()#)0($%"!#+(8"'8.'+#=).#!,8$08(%"-#
(9!# +(.!"-(9# )=# =%"'%"-+# =.)/# WWSQ+# 2V.8()19<%$$# !(# 8$4E# >TNT64# G9!+!# "!<# -0%'!$%"!+#
%"1$0'!a#
· R$!8.#)*!.8(%)"8$#'!+1.%*(%)"+#(98(#1)0$'#$!8'#()#.!*$%18(%)"a#8 )0(#(9!#*8.(%1%*8"(+E
!+*!1%8$$A#9)<# (9!A#<!.!# .!1.0%(!'#8"'#8++!++!'Y#8 )0(# (9!#'!*!"'!"(#,8.%8 $!+E
<9%19#8.!#1$!8.$A#')10/!"(!'# !98,%)0.+Y#8"'#(9!#/!(9)'+#)=#'8(8#1)$$!1(%)"4
· G9!#'!*!"'!"(#,8.%8 $!#"!!'+#()# !#.!*!8(!'$A#/!8+0.!'#(9.)0-9)0(#8$$#*98+!+#)=
(9!#+(0'A#8"'#%"(!.;) +!.,!.#.!$%8 %$%(A#"!!'+#()# !#18$10$8(!'#=).#8(#$!8+(#>Tj#)=
(9!# '8(8# %"# !819# *98+!4#I11!*(8 $!# $!,!$+# )=# %"(!.;) +!.,!.# .!$%8 %$%(A# 8.!# PTjE;
XTj#*!.1!"(8-!#8-.!!/!"(#)"#!819#)0(1)/!4
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· G9!# %"'!*!"'!"(# ,8.%8 $!E# (9!# %"(!.,!"(%)"E#/0+(# 8$+)#  !# 1$!8.$A# ')10/!"(!'E# %"
(!./+# )=#/8(!.%8$+# 0+!'E# *.)1!'0.!+# =)$$)<!'E# 8"'# (9!# +!((%"-# 8"'# %/*$!/!"(!.+
%'!"(%=%!'4#G9!.!#"!!'+#()# !#),!.(#/!8+0.!/!"(#)=#=%'!$%(A#)=#%/*$!/!"(8(%)"E#8"'
)"$A#)"!#(.!8(/!"(#8'/%"%+(!.!'#8(#8#(%/!4
· G9!# %"'!*!"'!"(# ,8.%8 $!# /0+(#  !# 81(%,!$A# /8"%*0$8(!'#  A# (9!# !D*!.%/!"(!.# ()
'!/)"+(.8(!#!D*!.%/!"(8$#1)"(.)$4
· G9!.!#"!!'+#()# !#8(#$!8+(#(9.!!#.!*$%18(%)"+E#).#*8.(%1%*8"(+E#%"#8#/0$(%*$!; 8+!$%"!4
· G9!.!#"!!'+#()# !#8(#$!8+(#(9.!!E#8$(9)0-9#=%,!#8.!#.!1)//!"'!'E#.8<#'8(8#*)%"(+
1)$$!1(!'# =).#!819#*98+!#)=# (9!#!D*!.%/!"(4#G9!+!#"!!'# ()# !#-.8*9!'# =).#,%+08$
%"+*!1(%)"4
· [%+08$#%"+*!1(%)"#)=#-.8*9+#.!K0%.!+#8"8$A+%+#)=#(.!"'E#$!,!$#8"'#,8.%8 %$%(A4










· I+#%"#8$$# .!+!8.19# (9!#0+!#)=#8"# %"'!*!"'!"(#8++!++).#)=#198"-!#8$+)#+(.!"-(9!"+
(9!#'!+%-" 2R8.')"#\#I:0/8E#>TNNY#H)."!.#!(#8$4E#>TT5Y#V.8()19<%$$#!(#8$4E#>TNTY
^).'#!(#8$4E#>TT5Y#O8((!.+)"#!(#8$4E#>TN>Y#G8(!#!(#8$4E#>TTP6 
G9!# cW# J8(%)"8$# W(8"'8.'+# S!*).(# 0+!+# ,!.A# +%/%$8.# 1.%(!.%8# %"# !,8$08(%)"# )=# WWSQ+4# G)#
819%!,!# (9!# ()*#W1%!"(%=%1#L!.%(#S8(%"-#W18$!# 2WLSW6#)=# =%,!E# (9!A# +*!1%=Aa# 8#/%"%/0/#)=#
(9.!!# 1)/*8.%+)"+# )=# 1)"(.)$# 8"'# (.!8(/!"(# 1)"'%(%)"+E# 8(# $!8+(# (9.!!# *8.(%1%*8"(+E# =%,!# '8(8#
*)%"(+#*!.#*98+!E#8"'#")#$)++#)=#'8(84#G9!%.#)(9!.#1.%(!.%8#<!.!#-!"!.8$#=).#8$$#/!(9)')$)-%!+#
8"'# %"1$0'!'a# (9!# 0+!# )=# ) +!.,8(%)"8$# /!8+0.!/!"(E# +(8"'8.'%:!'# *.)()1)$+E# +(8"'8.'%:!'#
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8++!++/!"(+E# $%"'#!,8$08().+E# %"(!.;) +!.,!.#8-.!!/!"(#)=#XTjE#.!$%8 %$%(A#8++!++!'# %"#>5j#
)=# '8(8E# (.!8(/!"(# =%'!$%(A# )=# PTjE# %"'!*!"'!"(# QWL# F[# '%8-")+%+E# 8"'# (9!# 1)$$!1(%)"# )=#
/8%"(!"8"1!#8"'#-!"!.8$%:8(%)"#'8(84#G9!#WLSW#.8(%"-+#<!.!#=.)/#(9!#()*#$!,!$#)=#=%,!#()#8#
.8(%"-#)=# :!.)#<9!.!# ")# 1.%(!.%8#<!.!#/!(E# +1).!+#)=# (9.!!E# =)0.# 8"'# =%,!# %"'%18(!# +0==%1%!"(#
!D*!.%/!"(8$# .%-).4#]).#WWSQ#'!+%-"+# 8"# %"(!.,!"(%)"#<8+#'!!/!'# B !"!=%1%8$C# %=# 8# 180+8$#
.!$8(%)"+9%*#<8+#!+(8 $%+9!'#8"'#.!*$%18(!'#8(#$!8+(#(<)#(%/!+4#U(9!.#.8(%"-+#<!.!#B0"&")<"CE#
B%"!==!1(%,!CE#8"'#B8',!.+!C#2?4#?.!!"#!(#8$4E#>TTX64##
V.8()19<%$$f+# -.)0*# 8$+)# $%+(!'# (9!# 1.%(!.%8# =).# %"(!.*.!(8(%)"# )=# .!+0$(+# =).# WWSQ# +(0'%!+#
<9%19#%"1$0'!'a#
· F=# 8# +(0'A#'!/)"+(.8(!'# 8#*)+%(%,!# !D*!.%/!"(8$# !==!1(# =).# (9.!!#*8.(%1%*8"(+# (9%+
<8+# 1)"+%'!.!'# B`,%'!"1!CE# %=# (<)# *8.(%1%*8"(+# +9)<!'# 198"-!# 8"'# )"!# '%'# ")(
(9%+#<8+#1)"+%'!.!'#BL)'!.8(!#!,%'!"1!C#%=#$!++#(98"#(9%+#BJ)#!,%'!"1!C4
· F=# (9!#  8+!$%"!# <8+# ")(# +(8 $!# (9!# !D*!.%/!"(!.# <8+# 0"8 $!# ()# 8++0/!# (9!
%"(!.,!"(%)"# 98'# 8"# !==!1(4# F(# %+# 8$+)# '!!/!'# %/*).(8"(# ()# '!/)"+(.8(!# (9!
!D%+(!"1!#)=#(9!#*.) $!/# !98,%)0.#%"#(9!# 8+!$%"!#/!8+0.!+4
· F=#(9!.!#<8+#8#$)"-#$8(!"1A#*!.%)'# !(<!!"#%/*$!/!"(8(%)"#8"'# !98,%)0.#198"-!
%(# <8+# 98.'!.# ()# 8.-0!# =).# 8# =0"1(%)"8$# .!$8(%)"+9%*#  !(<!!"# (9!+!# ,8.%8 $!+4
H)<!,!.# %=# 8# -.8'08$# !==!1(# <8+# *.!'%1(!'E# '0!# ()# (9!# "8(0.!# )=# (9!#  !98,%)0.
198"-!E#(9%+#1)0$'# !#),!.1)/!4
· Q8(8#"!!'#()# !#,%+08$$A#-.8*9!'#8"'#8"8$A:!'#=).#B$!,!$CE#).#/!8"#*!.=)./8"1!
),!.# 8# *98+!E# B(.!"'CE# ).# (9!# .8(!# )=# %"1.!8+!# ).# '!1.!8+!# )=# (9!#  !+(# =%(# +(.8%-9(
$%"!E# 8"'# B,8.%8 %$%(ACE# ).# (9!# '!-.!!# ()#<9%19# '8(8# =$01(08(!+# 8.)0"'# 8#/!8"#).
+$)*!#'0.%"-#8#*98+!4#[%+08$#8"8$A+%+# %+#0+!'# =8.#/).!# (98"#!==!1(# +%:!E#<9%19# %+
!D(.!/!$A#'%==%10$(#()#18$10$8(!#%"#WWSQ4
· ]).#8"#%"(!.,!"(%)"#()# !#'!!/!'#!,%'!"1!; 8+!'#0+%"-#WWSQ+#(9!.!#<)0$'#"!!' 
()#  !# =%,!# *0 $%+9!'# +(0'%!+# (98(# /!(# +(8"'8.'+E# =.)/# (9.!!# '%==!.!"(# .!+!8.19 
(!8/+E# ).# -!)-.8*9%18$# *$81!+E# %"1$0'%"-# 8(# $!8+(# >T# !D*!.%/!"(+# 2H)."!.# !(# 8$4E 
>TT5Y#V.8()19<%$$#!(#8$4E#>TNTY#V.)/.!A#\#])+(!.;7)9"+)"E#NXXi6!
Z%(9# +)# /8"A# 1)"(.),!.+%8$# %"(!.,!"(%)"+# =).# 80(%+/# (98(# 98,!# ")# .!+!8.19# +0**).(E# (9!#
*.),%+%)"# )=# !,%'!"1!; 8+!'# %"(!.,!"(%)"+# 98+#  !1)/!# 8"# %/*).(8"(# /8"'8(!# =).# 8$$#
*.)=!++%)"8$+# <).&%"-# %"# (9%+# =%!$'4# G9!# !8.$A# A!8.+# 8**!8.# ()#  !# 8# 1.%(%18$# *!.%)'# =).#
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%"(!.,!"(%)"#8"'#%(#%+#%/*).(8"(#(98(#=8/%$%!+#')#")(#<8+(!#(9%+#(%/!#)"#%"(!.,!"(%)"+#(98(#')#
")(# <).&# 2H)."!.# !(# 8$4E# >TT564# H)<!,!.# (9!.!# %+# 8$+)# (9!# '8"-!.# (98(# %"# (9!# '.%,!# =).#




/8"A# =8/%$%!+# .!*).(# !==!1(%,!"!++# 8"'# +8(%+=81(%)"#<%(9# 8#<%'!# .8"-!# )=# %"(!.,!"(%)"+# (98(#






F"# (9%+# +(0'A# (9!# K08$%(8(%,!# +(.8"'# +!K0!"(%8$$A# =)$$)<!'# 8"'#<8+# B"!+(!'C# %"()# (9!# $8.-!.#
K08"(%(8(%,!# +(0'A# 2R.!++<!$$E# W9)*!E# O$8")# R$8.&E# \# ?.!!"E# >TTi64# I+# (9!# (9%.'# .!+!8.19#
K0!+(%)"# (8.-!(!'# (9!# *8.!"(f+# K08$%(8(%,!# !D*!.%!"1!# %(#<8+#/)+(# 8**.)*.%8(!$A# %",!+(%-8(!'#
<%(9# K08$%(8(%,!# /!(9)'+4# G9!+!# /!(9)'+# 8.!# /).!# 1)"1!."!'# <%(9# 0"'!.+(8"'%"-# (9!#
%"+%'!.f+# *!.+*!1(%,!# (9.)0-9# 8"# %";'!*(9# +(0'A# )=# %"'%,%'08$+4# G9!A# =)10+# )"# *8.(%1%*8"(f+#
 !$%!=+E#0"'!.+(8"'%"-+E# 8"'#!/)(%)"+E# 8"'#9)<# (9!A#/8&!#/!8"%"-#)=# (9!%.#<).$'# 2O0"19E#
>TTX64#
G9!.!# 98+#  !!"# $%/%(!'# K08$%(8(%,!# .!+!8.19# %"# 80(%+/# +(0'%!+# *0 $%+9!'# %"# *!!.;.!,%!<!'#
@)0."8$+E# !+*!1%8$$A# %"# (9!# 8.!8# )=# %"(!.,!"(%)"4# L)+(# K08$%(8(%,!# +(0'%!+# 98,!# 8''.!++!'#
*8.!"(8$# ).# %"'%,%'08$# !D*!.%!"1!+# )=# 80(%+/E# ).# *8.!"(8$# +(.!++# 8"'# 1)*%"-# +(A$!+#
2]$!%+19/8""E#>TT5Y#S4# 7)"!+# !(# 8$4E# >TT3Y#V%"-#!(# 8$4E# >TTiY#^%$$!AE#>TNNY#L0$$%-8"#!(# 8$4E#
>TN>Y#O8((!.+)"#\#W/%(9E#>TNN64#I$(9)0-9# (9!.!#98,!# !!"#8# =!<#!/!.-%"-#+(0'%!+#0+%"-#8#
/%D!';/!(9)'+#8**.)819#2U-+()"#!(#8$4E#>TNNY#W19!.(:#\#U')/E#>TT_64#G9!.!#98+# !!"#-.!8(#
.!+%+(8"1!# ()# (9!# %"1$0+%)"#)=#K08$%(8(%,!#.!+!8.19# %"# (9%+# =%!$'4#G9!#*.!+(%-%)0+# F"(!."8(%)"8$#
L!!(%"-# =).#I0(%+/#S!+!8.19!.+# 2FL]IS6# '%'# ")(# 811!*(# K08$%(8(%,!# .!+!8.19# *8*!.+# 0"(%$#
.!1!"($A#1%(%"-#8#$81&#)=#K08$%=%!'#!D*!.(+#()#!,8$08(!#+0 /%((!'#*8*!.+#2FJWIS#F"(!."8(%)"8$#
W)1%!(A# =).# I0(%+/# S!+!8.19E# >TN>64# G9!# J8(%)"8$# W(8"'8.'+# S!*).(# 8$+)# -8,!# (9!# +8/!#




(9!# B.!+!8.19;();*.81(%1!C# -8*E# 9!$*%"-# ()# !D*$8%"# <9A# !,%'!"1!; 8+!'# *.)1!'0.!+# 8.!# ")(#
8$<8A+# 0+!'# ).# ,8$0!'#  A# 1)"+0/!.+# 8"'# +!.,%1!;*.),%'!.+# 2Q%"-=!$'!.#\#L8"'!$$E# >TNNY#
V8:'%"E# >TTP64# G9%+# .!8+)"%"-# <8+# +0**).(!'#  A# 8# R)19.8"# B0/ .!$$8C# .!,%!<# )=# *8.!"(;
/!'%8(!'#8**.)819!+#<9%19#18$$!'#=).#K08$%(8(%,!#+(0'%!+#()#%",!+(%-8(!#(9!#)0(1)/!+#(98(#8.!#
%/*).(8"(# ()#1)"+0/!.+#)=#80(%+/# %"(!.,!"(%)"+# 2Z9!!$!.#!(# 8$4E#>TTP64#e08$%(8(%,!# .!+!8.19#
8**.)819!+# 8.!# '!+%-"!'# ()# 8"+<!.# K0!+(%)"+# 8 )0(# 8"# %"'%,%'08$f+# !D*!.%!"1!E# 8"'# (9%+# %+#
%/*).(8"(#&")<$!'-!#=).#*.),%'!.+#)=#%"(!.,!"(%)"#+!.,%1!+4#G9%+#+(0'A#+)0-9(#()#0"'!.+(8"'#
(9!# *8.!"(8$# !D*!.%!"1!# )=# 8# 9)/!; 8+!'# %"(!.,!"(%)"# !+*!1%8$$A# (9!# *8.!"(f+# +8(%+=81(%)"+E#
=.0+(.8(%)"+E# 8"'# 0"'!.+(8"'%"-+4# G9!+!# %++0!+# 8.!# 8+# .!$!,8"(# 8+# !==%181A# +(0'%!+# ()#
%"(!.,!"(%)"#.!+!8.19# !180+!#<%(9)0(#811!*(8"1!#!,%'!"1!; 8+!'#(.!8(/!"(+#<%$$#")(# !#0+!'#
%"#(9!#.!8$#<).$'#2V8:'%"E#>TTP64##
4.6.2 What are qualitative methods? 
G9!.!#8.!#/8"A#'%==!.!"(#K08$%(8(%,!#8**.)819!+#%"1$0'%"-a#*9!")/!")$)-AE#-.)0"'!'#(9!).AE#
"8..8(%,!# 8**.)819!+# 8"'# !(9")-.8*9A# 2W8"'!$)<+&%E# >TTT64# G9!+!# /!(9)')$)-%18$# +(8"1!+#
%",)$,!# '%==!.!"(#  !$%!=+# 8 )0(a# (9!# (9!).A# )=# &")<$!'-!# 2!*%+(!/)$)-%!+6E# (9!# "8(0.!# )=#
.!8$%(A# 2)"()$)-A6E# (9!#*0.*)+!#)=# .!+!8.19E# 8"'# (9!#&%"'+#)=#'8(8# 1)$$!1(!'# 8"'#/!(9)'+# )=#
8"8$A+%"-# %(4# G9!# (A*!# )=# '!+%-"# 0+!'# %"# (9%+# +(0'A# %+# 8# BK08$%(8(%,!# '!+1.%*(%,!# '!+%-"C#
198.81(!.%:!'# A#W8"'!$)<+&%#8+# $!++# (9!).!(%18$# (98"#)(9!.#8**.)819!+#8"'#)==!.%"-#8#/).!#




1)$$!1(!'# %"# K08$%(8(%,!# +(0'%!+# %+# ")(# 8"8$A+!'# +(.%1($A# 811).'%"-# ()# (9!# .!+!8.19!.f+#
*.!1)"1!%,!'# %'!8+# ).# 1)"1!*(+4# F"+(!8'# (9!/!+# !/!.-!# =.)/# (9!# '8(8E# 8"'# 8.!# 1)"+(8"($A#
.!,%+!'# (9.)0-9)0(# (9!# *.)1!++4# G9%+# /!(9)')$)-A# +(0'%!+# *8.(%1%*8"(+# %"# (9!%.# "8(0.8$#
!",%.)"/!"(+E# ")(# 0+%"-# $8 ).8().%!+# ()# !$%/%"8(!# ,8.%8 $!+4# O8.(%1%*8"(+# 8.!# +!$!1(!'# =).# 8#
*0.*)+!E#(9!.!#%+#")#.!*.!+!"(8(%,!#+8/*$%"-#).#8((!/*(+#()#-!"!.8$%:!#=%"'%"-+#()#8#*)*0$8(%)"#
)0(+%'!#)=#(9!#+(0'A#2Z%$$%-E#>TTN64#
R)//)"# /!(9)'+# 0+!'#  A# K08$%(8(%,!# .!+!8.19!.+# 8.!a# %"(!.,%!<+# <%(9# !%(9!.# )*!";!"'!'#
K0!+(%)"+E# ).# 8"# )*!";!"'!'# 8**.)819#  A# (9!# %"(!.,%!<!.# <%(9# +!/%;+(.01(0.!'# K0!+(%)"+Y#
=)10+#-.)0*+E#) +!.,8(%)"+E#8"'#(9!/8(%1#8"8$A+%+#)=#')10/!"(+#).#)(9!.#8.(!=81(+4#
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4.7 Applications to the current study 
`==%181A# +(0'%!+# +!!&# ()# 8"+<!.# K0!+(%)"+# 8 )0(# (9!# *)<!.# )=# %"(!.,!"(%)"+# ()#<).&# 0"'!.#
%'!8$# +%(08(%)"+4# F"# 1)"(.8+(# !==!1(%,!"!++# +(0'%!+# +!!&# ()# 8"+<!.# K0!+(%)"+# 8 )0(# (9!#
8**$%18(%)"# )=# (98(# &")<$!'-!# %"# (9!# .!8$# <).$'4# G9%+# +(0'A# %+# 8**$%!'# .!+!8.19Y# %(# %+# 8"#
!==!1(%,!"!++# +(0'A# 8 )0(# (9!# 8**$%18(%)"# )=# 8"# !+(8 $%+9!'# !,%'!"1!; 8+!'# (.!8(/!"(# %"# 8#
1)//0"%(A# +!((%"-4# F(# %+# 8$+)# 8# 1)/*)"!"(# +(0'A# !D8/%"%"-# (9!# !==!1(%,!"!++# )=# 8"# 8'';)"#
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Chapter Five Procedures: The Pilot Study 
5.1 Rationale and overview of the pilot study 
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5.2 Ethics Approval 
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5.3 The Pilot Study
5.3.1 Participants and Initial Assessments 
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5.3.2 The Intervention 
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5.3.3 Results 
5.3.3.1 Results from the pre post assessment 
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5.3.3.2 Results from video coding of dyadic play
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Saad's changes in Internalizing, Externalizing & Total 
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Saad’s changes in play with his mother


























Saad's  increases in initiations, verbal behaviours & 





Megan’s changes in play with Saad
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Saad's mother's changes in responding & initiating in 
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Saad’s changes in play with his father
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Saad's  changes in responding and using language in 
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Ali’s changes in play with Saad



























5.3.4 Findings from the pilot study 
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5.3.4.1 Data collection 
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5.3.4.2 Social validity of the program 
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5.3.4.3 Recommendations from the pilot study 
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5.3.5 Summary of the Pilot Study 
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Chapter Six: Procedures and Participants 
6.1 Measurement 
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6.1.2 Measurement of changes in the child: Pre post assessments 
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6.1.2.1 The Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence – Third 
Edition (WPPSI III). 
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6.1.1.2 The Adaptive Behaviour System, Second Edition (ABAS II) 
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6.1.1.3 The Achenbach System of Empirically Based Assessment- Preschool 
(ASEBA-Preschool). 
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6.1.1.4 The Language Use Inventory: An Assessment of Young Children’s 
Pragmatic Language Development (O'Neill, 2009) 
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6.1.3 Measurement of changes in the Parent – Pre post assessments 
6.1.3.1 The Parenting Stress Index-Third Edition (PSI –III) (Abidin, 1995) 
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6.1.4 Changes in the parent-child interaction 
6.1.4.1 The development of an instrument to be a continuous measure of joint 
attention behaviours  
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L'32&
PAe& PPe& P?&e& P[e& P@e& P^e& Pde& P^e&
J)3+!"2&
!5""1)&
PAe& P\e& P?&e& PAe& P\e& P[e& Pde& P[e&
F#'%/'$&
=J&Z&NB&
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G''X& P[e& EPe& E\e& P[e& EEe& E^e& P[e& Ede&
;-3$&
;+X"&
P[e& EPe& P?e& P[e& E\e& P[e& P[e& E^e&
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Category Coding Behaviour Brief description
b'/$%&+%%"$%/'$& R Yb & Y"!5'$2/$,&%'&+&5+3"$%+*&./2&('3&+%%"$%/'$&
I Qb & Q$/%/+%/$,&+&./2&('3&5+3"$%+*&+%%"$%/'$&
FG H+1/+*&,+7"& G''X/$,&+%&%)"&5+3"$%U!&(+1"&
G+$,-+,"& V K/$,*"&4'32& V!/$,&!/$,*"&4'32!&'3&4'32&
+553'</#+%/'$!&
V+ J)3+!"2&!5""1)& V!/$,&%4'&'3&#'3"&4'32!&/$&1'#./$+%/'$&
F#'%/'$& E+ J'!/%/6"&"#'%/'$& R/!5*+0/$,&5'!/%/6"&"#'%/'$&
E- N",+%/6"&"#'%/'$& R/!5*+0/$,&$",+%/6"&"#'%/'$&






Category Coding Behaviour Brief description
b'/$%&+%%"$%/'$& Y& Yb & Y"!5'$2/$,& %'& %)"/3& 1)/*2U!& ./2& ('3&
+%%"$%/'$&
Q& Qb & Q$/%/+%/$,&+&./2&('3&%)"/3&1)/*2U!&+%%"$%/'$&
K'1/+*&5*+0&  &  *'$"&5*+0& J*+0/$,8&5+1X/$,&-5&'3&!"%%/$,&-5&+*'$"&
J& J+3+**"*&5*+0& J*+0/$,&/$&5+3+**"*&4/%)&%)"/3&1)/*2&
G& G''X/$,&5*+0& K)+3/$,& +$& +%%"$%/'$+*& ('1-!& 4/%)& %)"/3&
1)/*2&.-%&$'%&/$%"3+1%/$,&
;;& ;-3$&%+X/$,&5*+0& J*+0/$,&3"1/53'1+**0&4/%)&%)"/3&1)/*2&
;;;& ;30/$,& %'& %-3$& %+X"&
/$&5*+0&
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F7-) #%.-'+) !") %1+!,-$&) +.&!'() +*) -'(%(-) +7-) 17!$2) B6+)
B-!'() !('*.-2<) F7-&)/%&) B-) 6"!'() $%'(6%(-8) (-"+6.-8)
-&-) (%?-) *.) #7&"!1%$) #.*/#+") B6+) 7-) 17!$2) !") '*+)
.-"#*'2!'(<)
F7-)#%.-'+))%"C")+7-)
17!$2) +*) 5!'2) +7!'(")




6.1.4.2 “Which comes first?”  Blind Evaluation of DVDs of Parent-Child Play 
Sessions 














6.2 Participants in the Main Study 
6.2.1 Recruitment of Participants 
W) $-++-.) :%") "-'+) +*) +7-) $*1%$) W6+!"/) W""*1!%+!*') .-O6-"+!'() #%.+!1!#%'+") 5*.) +7-) "+62&)
VW##-'2!L) G ! "#%&"Y<) W$$) "!L) 5%/!$!-"):-.-) .-5-..-2) B&) +7-)W6+!"/)W2,!"*."<) F7-) 5!."+) "!L)
-$!(!B$-)5%/!$!-")+*).-"#*'2):-.-)!'1$62-2<)\'-)5%/!$&):%")+7-')-L1$62-2)%")+7-)17!$2)7%2)%)
1*9/*.B!2) #7&"!1%$) 2!"%B!$!+&) %'2) +7!") 1*6$2) 7%,-) B--') %) 1*'5*6'2!'() ,%.!%B$-<) F7-) 5!'%$)
5%/!$&):%").-5-..-2)+7.*6(7)%)$*1%$)(*,-.'/-'+)2!"%B!$!+&)%(-'1&<)
F7-) 17!$2.-'>") #"-62*'&/") 6"-2) !') +7!") "+62&):-.-Z)W$-L8)R%$C-.8)R&%++8)]%+%"7%8)^%.C8)
%'2) ^!+17-$$<) F7-) 0%.-'+>") #"-62*'&/") :-.-Z) F!$$-&8) _%/-"8) `%+-8) _-""!-8) ^!%8) ^%2!"*'8)
_%"/!'-)%'2)_-.-/&<)
H'1$6"!*')1.!+-.!%)!'1$62-2Z)%)2!%('*"!")*5)%6+!"/)5.*/)%')!'2-#-'2-'+)1$!'!1!%')*.)%""-""/-'+)
"-.,!1-) 6"!'() +7-) E^) HU) 1.!+-.!%) %'2) '*) 1*9/*.B!2) 2!%('*"-"D) B-!'() %(-2) B-+:--') aZ[[)
&-%.") %'2)XZKK) &-%."8)7%,!'()"*/-) $%'(6%(-)%'2)B-!'()-'.*$$-2) !') %')%6+!"/9"#-1!5!1)-%.$&)
!'+-.,-'+!*') #.*(.%/<) b%/!$!-") '--2-2) +*) B-) :!$$!'() %'2) %B$-) +*) 1*//!+) +*) %') !'+-'"!,-)
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#.*(.%/) +7%+) !',*$,-2) 1*'"!2-.%B$-) %""-""/-'+) %'2) *'9(*!'() ,!2-*) .-1*.2!'() %") :-$$) %")
(!,!'()#-./!""!*')5*.)!'5*./%+!*')+*)B-)1*$$-1+-2)5.*/)1$%"")+-%17-."<))
6.2.2 Profile of participants and their families as a group 
F7-)"!L)17!$2.-'):-.-)%(-2)B-+:--')+7.--)&-%.")*'-)/*'+7)%'2)5*6.)&-%.")"!L)/*'+7"<)W$$)"!L)
7%2)%)2!%('*"!")*5)%6+!"+!1)2!"*.2-.8)5.*/)%')!'2-#-'2-'+)#%-2!%+.!1!%')*.)%6+!"/)%""-""/-'+)
+-%/8) %'2) +7-&) :-.-) %$$) -'.*$$-2) !') %') 3261%+!*')  -#%.+/-'+8) %6+!"/9"#-1!5!18) -%.$&)




5%/!$&) :%") 1*'"!2-.!'() !',-"+!(%+!'() %) 2!%('*"!") 5*.) %') *$2-.) "!B$!'(<)  -/*(.%#7!1)
!'5*./%+!*')*')+7-)5%/!$!-")!")#.-"-'+-2)!')F%B$-)c<[K)*')#%(-)Gd <)
F7-) -!(7+) #%.-'+"):7*) +**C) #%.+) !') +7-) "+62&) 1*/#$-+-2) %) 0%.-'+!'() E+.-"") H'2-L) VWB!2!'8)
KeefY) +*) (!,-) %) #!1+6.-) *5) +7-!.) #-.1-!,-2) !'!+!%$) "+.-"") $-,-$") !') #%.-'+!'() +7-!.) 17!$2):!+7)




























































































































7%2) 1*('!+!,-) %B!$!+!-") !') +7-) ,-.&) "6#-.!*.) .%'(-<)F7-) %2%#+!,-) %B!$!+!-") *5) %$$) +7-) 17!$2.-')
:-.-)%$"*)!')-L+.-/-$&)$*:).%'(-")-L1-#+)5*.)+7-)*'-)17!$2):!+7)7!(7)1*('!+!,-)%B!$!+!-"<)W$$)
7%2) B-7%,!*6.%$) #.*B$-/") !') +7-) 1$!'!1%$) .%'(-8) B6+) *'$&) +7-) +7.--) *$2-.) 17!$2.-') 7%2)
3L+-.'%$!?!'()#.*B$-/")!')+7!").%'(-<)M&)17%'1-)+7-)(.*6#)5-$$)!'+*)+:*)%(-).%'(-"D)*'-)(.*6#)
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"!L) 5%/!$!-") %+) +7-)6'!,-."!+&) !') %) "/%$$) -/#+&) .**/):!+7*6+)2!"+.%1+!*'"<)F7-) "!L+7) 17!$2>")
5%/!$&)7%2)+.%'"#*.+)2!55!16$+!-")"*)%$$)"-""!*'"):-.-)7*/-9B%"-2<)b*.)+7-)"-1*'2)+:*):--C")
+7-&):-.-)"--')+:!1-)%):--C)%'2)5*.)+7-)5*$$*:!'()+-'):--C"8)"-""!*'"):-.-)*'1-)%):--C<)W$$)





a< W)5!5+--') +*) +:-'+&)/!'6+-)5$**.) +!/-8):7-.-)+7-)#%.-'+) 5*$$*:-2) +7-)17!$2>") $-%2) !'
#$%&
X< W) 5!,-) /!'6+-) 2!"16""!*') %B*6+) 7*:) +*) !/B-2) +7-) "C!$$") !'+*) .*6+!'-"8) %'2) %) /*.-
(-'-.%$) 2!"16""!*') %B*6+) %'&) 2!55!16$+!-") +7-) #%.-'+) :%") 7%,!'() !/#$-/-'+!'() +7-
#.*(.%/<
W)"!/#$-),!"6%$)"17-26$-):%")6"-2)+*)"7*:)+7-)17!$2.-')+7-)#.*(.%/):!+7)+7-)+7.--)+%"C")*')
!+Z) PM*L) F!/-8Q) PF%B$-) F!/->) %'2) Pb$**.) F!/-Q<) W") +7-&) 5!'!"7-2) -%17) +%"C) +7-&) #%1C-2)
%:%&)+7-)+*&")%'2)#$%1-2)+7-)1%.2")!')%)Pb!'!"7-2)B*LQ<))
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!'2!,!26%$) 17!$2<)]*,-$) !+-/"):-.-) %22-2)*11%"!*'%$$&<)F7-)#%.-'+"):-.-) !'"+.61+-2) +*) 5!."+)
17**"-) %) +*&) +*) #$%&):!+78) +7-') +*) %$$*:) +7-) 17!$2) +*) 17**"-) %) +*&) +*) #$%&):!+78) B6+) '*+) +*)









+7-)"C!$$) +*) +7-!.)17!$2<)E7-)%$"*)7-$#-2) +*)1*'+%!') +7-)17!$2)%+) +7-) +%B$-) !5)'-1-""%.&<)W)B%()





6.3.1.3 Floor time 
W):7!+-).6()2-5!'-2)+7-)5$**.)+!/-)"#%1-8)%)"-#%.%+-)B%()*5)5$**.9+!/-)+*&"):-.-)B*6(7+)5*.)
-%17)"-""!*'<)F7-)17!$28)#%.-'+8).-"-%.17-.)%'2)"!B$!'("):*6$2)+7-')#$%&)*')+7-)5$**.):!+7)+7-)
17!$2) 17**"!'() +7-) +*&") *.) %1+!,!+!-") %'2) +7-) #%.-'+) 5*$$*:!'() +7-!.) $-%2<) 0%.-'+"):-.-) %$"*)
+%6(7+)26.!'()+7!")#7%"-)+*)6"-)"%B*+%(-)%'2)#$%&56$)5.6"+.%+!*'")+*)-'"6.-)+7-)17!$2)-'(%(-2)
:!+7)+7-/<))
6.3.1.4 Embedding skill into routines 
F7-) 5!'%$) 5!,-)/!'6+-"):-.-)"#-'+)2!"16""!'()7*:) +7-)#.-,!*6"):--C)7%2)(*'-)%'2)7*:) +*)
-/B-2)+7-)16..-'+)"C!$$")!'+*).*6+!'-")+7.*6(7*6+)+7-):--C<)0%.-'+"):-.-)%"C-2)+*)2*)%+)$-%"+)
*'-) "-""!*') %) 2%&) *5) B*+7) +%B$-) +!/-) %'2) 5$**.) #$%&) %'2) +*) +.&) +*) -/B-2) "C!$$") !'+*) +7-!.)
.*6+!'-")*5)5--2!'(8)B%+7!'(8)2.-""!'()%'2)+.%,-$$!'()+!/-"<)F7-&):-.-)%"C-2)+*).-1*.2):7%+)
+7-&)2!2)*')%)2%!$&).-1*.2)"7--+)VW##-'2!L)KK !"#!&$"Y<)
6.3. 1.5 Skills taught in the program 

















R--C)G) F-%17!'() &*6.) 17!$2) +*) .-"#*'2) +*) %)
"7*:')+*&Z)
T*:)2*-")I*!'+)%++-'+!*')+&#!1%$$&)2-,-$*#S)














R7%+) !") +.!%2!1) %++-'+!*'S) T*:) 2*) F7-*.&) *5)
^!'2)"C!$$")!'1.-%"-)"*1!%$)1*/#-+-'1-S)
R--C)J) F-%17!'()&*6.)17!$2)+*)5*$$*:)%)7%'2)
#*!'+) %'2) -&-) #*!'+) :!+7*6+)
,*1%$!?!'(<)
]*',-.B%$) 1*//6'!1%+!*') 6'2-.#!'") +7-)
2-,-$*#/-'+)*5),-.B%$)1*//6'!1%+!*'<)
R--C)d) F-%17!'() &*6.) 17!$2) +*) 5*$$*:) -&-)
/*,-/-'+"<)
F7-) 2-,-$*#/-'+) *5) I*!'+) %++-'+!*') 5.*/)
.-"#*'2!'()+*)!'!+!%+!'(<)
R--C)c) \B"-.,!'()%'2).-1*.2!'()&*6.)17!$2>")16..-'+)!'!+!%+!*'"<)
R--C)e) E-++!'() 6#) "!+6%+!*'") +*) -$!1!+) &*6.)
17!$2)!'!+!%+!*'"<)
R7&) 17!$2.-') :!+7) %6+!"/) 7%,-) 2!55!16$+!-")
!'!+!%+!'()I*!'+)%++-'+!*'S))
R--C)K[) F-%17!'() &*6.) 17!$2) +*) "7*:) &*6)
+7!'("<)
T*:)F7-*.&) *5)^!'2) #.*B$-/") %55-1+) %) 17!$2>")
/*+!,%+!*')+*)"7*:)+7!'(")+*)*+7-."S)
R--C)KK) F-%17!'() &*6.) 17!$2) +*) (!,-) &*6)
+7!'("Z)
b*$$*:!'() +7-) 17!$2>") $-%2Z) 7*:) +7!") B6!$2")
.-"#*'"!,!+&<)
R--C)KG) F-%17!'() &*6.) 17!$2) +*) #*!'+) +*)
+7!'("<)
F7-) 2!55-.-'1-") B-+:--') #.*+*) !/#-.%+!,-) %'2)
#.*+*)2-1$%.%+!,-)!'!+!%+-2)I*!'+)%++-'+!*'<)
R--C)Ka) F-%17!'() &*6.) 17!$2) +*) #*!'+) :!+7)
+7-!.)7%'28)-&-")%'2),*!1-<)
=*//6'!1%+!*')2!55!16$+!-") !') %6+!"/D) %) $%1C)*5)
!'+-(.%+!*') *5) ,*!1-8) (-"+6.-) %'2) ($%'1-8) %'2)
#.%(/%+!1)2!55!16$+!-"))





6.3.2 The manual 
F7-)/%'6%$):%")"$*:$&)B6!$+)6#)*,-.)+7-)Kf):--C")*5) +7-)!'+-.,-'+!*'):!+7)+:*)'-:)#%(-")
-%17):--C)(!,!'() B*+7) %) .%+!*'%$-) 5*.) +7-) "C!$$) B-!'() +%6(7+) %'2) %) 7*:) +*) 2*) !+) "7--+<)F7-)
'*+-")"$*:$&) !'+.*261-2)#%.-'+") +*) !/#*.+%'+)1*'1-#+") !') +7!") 5!-$2)%'2)2-5!'-2)"*/-)*5) +7-)
PI%.(*'Q) +7-&)/!(7+) -'1*6'+-.) !') 56.+7-.) .-%2!'(<) F7-) 1*/#$-+-)/%'6%$) !") %++%17-2) !') +7-)
%##-'2!L)VW##-'2!L)a !"#!$%#Y<)
6.3.2.1 Background reading 
M%1C(.*6'2).-%2!'():%")!'1$62-2)!')+7-)/%'6%$)%'2)+7!"):%")2-"!('-2)+*)(!,-)#%.-'+")%)B.!-5)
*,-.,!-:)*5) .-"-%.17) !') +7-)5!-$2)*5)%6+!"/)*,-.) +7-) $%"+) 5-:)&-%.") VW##-'2!L)a$%&'%(##Y<) H+)
:%")!/#*.+%'+)+*)B-(!'):!+7)"*/-)1*//*')6'2-."+%'2!'(")%'2)5*.)+7-)5%/!$!-")+*)C'*:)+7-)
#7!$*"*#7!1%$) 5.%/-:*.C") +7%+) 6'2-.#!''-2) +7-) #.*(.%/<) ]*+) %$$) #%.-'+") 7%2) B--') %B$-) +*)
%++-'2)#%.-'+!'():*.C"7*#") %5+-.)2!%('*"!"8) %'2) +7-) "*6.1-")*5) +7-!.) !'5*./%+!*')*')%6+!"/)
:-.-)6'C'*:'<)F7-)/*"+)1*//*')"*6.1-)*5)!'5*./%+!*')5*.)/*"+)#%.-'+")!")+7-)!'+-.'-+8)%'2)
+7!") 1%') B-) B*+7) %) :*'2-.56$) .-"*6.1-) %'2) %) (.-%+) #$%1-) 5*.) +7-) #.*/6$(%+!*') *5)
/!"!'5*./%+!*'<)F7-)B%1C(.*6'2) .-%2!'()B-(%')B&)2!"16""!'()16..-'+)2-5!'!+!*'")*5)%6+!"/8)
%'2) +7-):!2-'!'() *5) +7-) PF.!%2)*5) H/#%!./-'+"Q) ,!-:)*5) %6+!"/) +*) !'1$62-) !'5*./%+!*') *')
"-'"*.&) #.*1-""!'() 2!55!16$+!-") %'2) 1*('!+!,-) "+&$-<)^&+7") %.*6'2) +7-) 1%6"-") %'2)#6.#*.+-2)
16.-") *5) %6+!"/):-.-) %$"*) 2!"16""-2<) F7-) B%1C(.*6'2) .-%2!'() 5*16"-2) *') !'+-.,-'+!*'"<) H+)
(%,-)%')*,-.,!-:)*5)+7-)!'+-.,-'+!*'")%,%!$%B$-)%'2).-5-..-2)#%.-'+") +*) +7-)*'$!'-).-#*.+)B&)
N*B-.+") %'2) 0.!*.8) PW) N-,!-:) *5) +7-) N-"-%.17) +*) !2-'+!5&) +7-) /*"+) -55-1+!,-) /*2-$") *5)
#.%1+!1-)!')-%.$&)!'+-.,-'+!*')5*.)17!$2.-'):!+7)%6+!"/)"#-1+.6/)2!"*.2-."Q)VN*B-.+")q)0.!*.8)
G[[JY<) H+) +7-')*6+$!'-2) +7-) .%+!*'%$) 5*.) +7-)16..-'+) !'+-.,-'+!*')%'2)(%,-)2-+%!$")*5)7*:) +7-)
#.*(.%/):*6$2)B-)!/#$-/-'+-2<))
6.3.2.2 Week 1: Facial gazing 
F7-)5!."+)"-""!*'")5*16"-2)*')5%1!%$)(%?!'(<)H+):%")-L#$%!'-2)+7%+)+7!"):%")%)5*6'2%+!*'%$)"C!$$)
5*.)$%+-.)I*!'+)%++-'+!*')"C!$$")+*)B6!$2)*'<)F7-)2-,-$*#/-'+)*5)2&%2!1)(%?!'()*,-.)!'5%'1&):%")
*6+$!'-2) %'2) !+") !/#*.+%'1-) 5*.) %) /&.!%2) *5) "*1!%$) 1*//6'!1%+!,-) "C!$$") $!C-Z) $-%.'!'() +*)
.-(6$%+-)-/*+!*'"8)B6!$2!'().-$%+!*'"7!#")%'2)1*//6'!1%+!'()'*'9,-.B%$$&<)H+):%")-L#$%!'-2)
+7%+)17!$2.-'):!+7)%6+!"/)1%')5!'2)+7!")6'#$-%"%'+8)-,-')#%!'56$8)%'2)+7%+)!+)!")*5+-')+7-)/*6+7)
.%+7-.) +7%') +7-) -&-") +7%+) %++.%1+-2) +7-!.) %++-'+!*'<)0%.-'+"):-.-) %"C-2) +*) +7!'C) %B*6+) +7!") %")
B6!$2!'()+7-!.)17!$2>")2!"+.-"")+*$-.%'1-)5*.)$**C!'()%+)5%1-"<)F7-)"C!$$")"7--+")(%,-)!2-%")5*.)
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6.3.2.3 Week 2: Responding to a shown toy 
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6.3.2.4 Week 3: Accepting an offered toy 
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6.3.2.6 Week 5:  Following a hand point, eye point and vocalizing with an 
alternating “Triadic gaze”. 
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6.3.2.7 Week 6:  Following a hand point and eye point 
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6.3.2.8 Week 7:  Following eye gaze 
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6.3.2.9 Week 8: Observing and recording the child’s current methods of 
getting the parent’s attention
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6.3.2.10 Week 9: Observing and recording your child’s initiations
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6.3.2.12 Week 11:  Helping your child to give you things 
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6.3.2.13 Week 12:  Helping your child to point to things 
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6.3.2.14 Week 13:  Helping your child to point with their hand, eyes and to 
vocalize 
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6.3.2.16 Week 15:  Revision and summary session 
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6.3.5 Follow up assessments 
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Chapter Seven: Results 
7.1 Changes in the children 
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7.1.2.1 Changes in joint attention behaviours: initiating, responding and 
looking at faces 
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](!26)!06'!/T1*+)-!*(*&I/'/!*&&! 26)!06'&-+)(g/!$*'(/! '(! +)/5#(-'($!.)+)!/'$('H'0*(2!.'26! 26)!
)L0)52'#(!#H!G&)L!.'26!6'/!H*26)+ !](&I!G&)L!.'26!6'/!,#26)+!*(-!QI*22!/6#.)-!/'$('H'0*(2!
$*'(/! '(! '('2'*2'($ !A'206)&&!.'26!6'/! H*26)+!,*-)!/'$('H'0*(2!-)0+)*/)/! '(! '('2'*2'($ !R#1+!#H!
26)!-I*-/!,*-)!/'$('H'0*(2!06*($)!'(!H*0'*&!$*^'($7!G&)L!.'26!6'/!H*26)+7!QI*227!a*2*/6*!*(-!
A*+8! >M*4&)! S EWF ! M6)/)! +)/1&2/! *+)! /1,,*+'^)-! '(! M*4&)! S E=! *(-! 5+)/)(2)-! H#+! 3'/1*&!
*(*&I/'/!'(!R'$1+)/!S E<7!S ED!*(-!S EU !!
M*4&)!S E=!





























































The changes in responding for all children from final 






































The changes in facial gazing for all children from final 












>G&)L!.'26!4#26!5*+)(2/7!a*2*/6*! *(-!A*+8F7! *(-! '(! H'3)!-I*-/! 26)I! '(0+)*/)-! 26)'+!1/)!#H!
56+*/)-!/5))06!>G&)L!.'26!4#26!5*+)(2/7!Q*&8)+7!QI*22!*(-!a*2*/6*F !A'206)&&!/'$('H'0*(2&I!
-)0+)*/)-!4#26!6'/!1/)!#H!/'($&)!.#+-/!*(-!56+*/)-!/5))06!.'26!6'/!H*26)+!>M*4&)!S EWF !h)!
'(0+)*/)-! 6'/! 56+*/)-! /5))06! .'26! 6'/! ,#26)+! 412! (#2! /'$('H'0*(2&I! >R'$1+)! S EVF ! @#26! #H!
26)/)!/2*2'/2'0*&!*(*&I/)/!*+)!/1,,*+'^)-!#(!M*4&)!S <E!*(-!26)!+)/1&2/!*+)!3'/1*&&I!-'/5&*I)-!
'(!R'$1+)/!S Eb!*(-!S EV !
M*4&)!S <E!
M6)!06'&-+)(g/!06*($)/!'(!1/)!#H!/'($&)!.#+-/!*(-!56+*/)-!/5))06 !>M'08/!'(-'0*2)!*!5#/'2'3)!







































#3)+! 26)! /21-I ! M6)/)! #3)+*&&! 06*($)/! '(! 5#/'2'3)! ),#2'#(! .)+)! /'$('H'0*(2! >5m E<F ! M.#!
06'&-+)(!+)-10)-!()$*2'3)!),#2'#(!>Q*&8)+!*(-!A'206)&&F7!412!06*($)/! '(!()$*2'3)!),#2'#(!
.)+)!(#2!/'$('H'0*(2!#3)+!26)!/21-I !
](!*(! '(-'3'-1*&!4*/'/! 26)!06'! /T1*+)-!*(*&I/'/! /6#.)-! 26*2! H#1+! 06'&-+)(!,*-)!/'$('H'0*(2!



















The changes in use of single words for all children from final 
























/'$('H'0*(2&I! +)-10)-! 6'/! ()$*2'3)! 4)6*3'#1+! >A'206)&&! .'26! 6'/! ,#26)+F ! M6)/)! +)/1&2/! *+)!




























Y,#2'#(! ü ü ü
5m EV!
R'$1+)!S EJ!
7.1.1.3 Changes in social play 
R'3)! #H! 26)! /'L! 06'&-+)(! ,*-)! $*'(/! '(! 5&*I'($! ,#+)! +)0'5+#0*&&I! .'26! 26)'+! 5*+)(2/ ! G&&!
06'&-+)(!+)-10)-!26)'+!5*+*&&)&!5&*I!>5m E<F7!H'3)!+)-10)-!26)'+!&##8'($!5&*I!*(-!H#1+!+)-10)-!
26)'+!*&#()!5&*I !A*+8!',5+#3)-!#(!*&&!5&*I!4)6*3'#1+/!.'26!26)!)L0)52'#(!#H!*&#()!5&*I!412!


















The changes in positive emotion for all children from final 




4#26! 5*+)(2/ ! M6'/! '/! *! 5+)01+/#+! 2#! 2+1)! +)0'5+#0*&! 5&*I! /#! 0#1&-! 4)! /))(! */! *! 5#/'2'3)!
-)3)&#5,)(2!H#+!26)/)!-I*-/!>M*4&)!S <D!*(-!R'$1+)!S ESF !
M*4&)!S <D!












































































The changes in responsive play for all children from final 




7.1.3 Changes in the individual children 
7.1.3.1 Alex 
7.1.3.1.1 Alex’s profile on the pre intervention assessments 
G&)L!.*/!26+))!I)*+/7!2.#!,#(26/!.6)(!26)!/21-I!4)$*( !h)!5+)/)(2)-!*/!*!T1')27!'(2)&&'$)(27!
/)&H!)($*$)-7!412!'/#&*2)-!06'&- !h)!.*/!1/1*&&I!0#,5&'*(2!412!0#1&-!4)!5*//'3)!*(-!6*+-!2#!
)($*$) ! h'/! ?n! .*/! '(! 26)! 3)+I! /15)+'#+! +*($)7! .'26! /2+#($)+! *4'&'2')/! '(! (#(%3)+4*&! 26*(!
3)+4*&! *+)* ! G&)L! -'-! (#2! 6#.)3)+! 1/)! 6'/! /2+#($! 0#$('2'3)! *4'&'2')/! '(! 5+*02'0*&! #+! 1/)H1&!
.*I/ ! h'/! *-*52'3)! 4)6*3'#1+/! .)+)! 5##+ ! h)! 6*-! '(2)+(*&'^'($! 4)6*3'#1+! 5+#4&),/! *(-! *!
2#2*&! 5+#4&),! /0#+)! '(! 26)! 0&'('0*&! +*($) ! h'/! 1/)! #H! &*($1*$)! .*/! *&/#! 5##+ ! h)! 6*-!
*+2'01&*2'#(!5+#4&),/!*(-!&#.!#+*&!,1/0&)!2#()7!*(-!6)!#H2)(!-+##&)- !](!26)!"*($1*$)!Z/)!
?(3)(2#+I!6)!.*/!1(-)+!26)!H'+/2!5)+0)(2'&)!>M*4&)!S EVF !!
7.1.3.1.2 Alex’s changes on these assessments
G2!26)!)(-!#H!26)!/21-I!G&)Lg/!?n!/0#+)/!6*-!-+#55)-!/&'$62&I !M6'/!5&*0)-!6'/!H1&&!/0*&)!/0#+)!
*2!26)!2#5!#H!26)!/15)+'#+!+*($)!>?n!l!<D=F!\1/2!1(-)+!26)!012!#HH!H#+!26)!3)+I!/15)+'#+!+*($) !
e)/5'2)! 26'/! /,*&&! -+#5! (#! #26)+! /0#+)/! 06*($)-! +*($)/ ! ?(! 26)! H'(*&! *//)//,)(2! G&)L! .*/!













7.1.3.1.3 Video Coding 
Alex’s pre-intervention play with his mother and father and changes 
M6+#1$6#12!26)/)!*00#1(2/!26)!5)+0)(2*$)/!#H!2',)!*!06'&-!.*/!)($*$)-!'(!*(!*02'3'2I!O5+)%
'(2)+3)(2'#(P!+)H)+/!2#!5)+0)(2*$)/!0#-)-!'(!26)!H'(*&!4*/)&'()!3'-)#7!4*/)&'()!26+)) !!










+'/)(! -+*,*2'0*&&I! #3)+! 26)! 4*/)&'()! 5)+'#-! H+#,! bVo! 2#! SVo  ?('2'*&&I! 6)! 5&*I)-! .'26!

































+)/5#(-)-! ,#+)! 2#! 6'/! ,#26)+g/! 4'-/! H#+! *22)(2'#(! >5m EVF! *(-! /'$('H'0*(2&I! '(0+)*/)-! 6'/!




26)! T1*&'2*2'3)! 06*($)/! #001++'($ ! ?(0#+5#+*2'($! -1+*2'#(! '(2#! 26)/)! $+*56/! .*/! 26)! #(&I!
,)26#-!*3*'&*4&)! 2#!3'/1*&&I!)L5&*'(! 26)!06*($)/!#001++'($ !e1+'($!4*/)! &'()!6)! &##8)-! H#+!



























A*(I! #H! G&)Lg/! '('2'*2'#(/! .)+)! 3)+4*& ! M6)+)! .*/! *! /14/2*(2'*&! 06*($)! '(! 4#26! 6'/! 1/)! #H!
/'($&)!.#+-/!*(-!56+*/)/!#3)+!26)!-1+*2'#(!#H!26)!'(2)+3)(2'#( !9'($&)!.#+-/!+#/)!H+#,!<Jo!
2#! WJo! *(-! '(! 56+*/)-! /5))06! 6)! .)(2! H+#,! Uo! 2#! J<o! '(! 26)! H'(*&! 3'-)# ! @#26! #H! 26)/)!
+)*06)-!/'$('H'0*(0)!#(!26)!06'!/T1*+)-!2)/2!.'26!06*($)/!'(!6'/!1/)!#H!/'($&)!.#+-/!>5m EE<F!
*(-!56+*/)-!/5))06!>5m EE<F!>R'$1+)!S <<F !!
R'$1+)!S <<!

































Alex's changes in facial gazing in play with his mother. 


























/'$('H'0*(2&I!>5m EVF!>R'$1+)!S <UF !h'/!&##8'($!5&*I!-)0+)*/)-!H+#,!<Vo!*2!4*/)&'()!26+))!2#!
(#!)L*,5&)/!0#-)-! '(! 26)!H'(*&!3'-)#!>5m EE<F!*(-! 26)/)!.)+)!+)5&*0)-!4I! 21+(! 2*8'($!5&*I!
.6'06!'(0+)*/)-!2#!=Wo!>5m EE<F!>R'$1+)!S <bF !G&)L!0#1&-!/2'&&!/&'5!'(2#!4)0#,'($!)($+#//)-!
'(!6'/!#.(!5&*I7!412!6)!6*-!4)0#,)!,#+)!#5)(! 2#! /6*+'($!$*,)/!.'26!6'/!,#26)+! >R'$1+)/!






































Alex’s play with his father 
Z(H#+21(*2)&I! 26)+)!.*/! '(/1HH'0')(2! -*2*! H#+! *(*&I/'/!#H! *!4*/)&'()! H#+! G&)Lg/! H*26)+ !](&I!
#()!3'-)#!#H!26),!5&*I'($!2#$)26)+!4)H#+)!26)!'(2)+3)(2'#(!.*/!*3*'&*4&)7!/#!*!4*/)&'()!.*/!





&)3)&/!#H! '('2'*2'($!.)+)!)T1*&&I! &#.!.'26!4#26!5*+)(2/ !h)! '('2'*2)-!<<o!2#!6'/!,#26)+!*(-!
<Eo! 2#! 6'/! H*26)+ ! h)! &##8)-! *2! 6'/! H*26)+! *4#12! 26)! /*,)7! V! $&*(0)/! *2! 6'/! H*26)+! *(-! W!
$&*(0)/!2#!6'/!,#26)+ !h)!-'-!(#2!)L5+)//!,106!5#/'2'3)!),#2'#(!'(!26)!H'+/2!3'-)#!>JoF!*(-7!
*/!.'26!6'/!,#26)+7!26)+)!.)+)!(#!-'/5&*I/!#H!()$*2'3)!),#2'#( !M6)!,#/2!,*+8)-!-'HH)+)(0)!
4)2.))(! 26),! .*/! 26*2! G&)L! 1/)-! ,#+)! &*($1*$)! .'26! 6'/! H*26)+! 4)0*1/)! 6'/! H*26)+! */8)-!
,#+)! T1)/2'#(/ ! G&)L! +)/5#(-)-! ,*'(&I! .'26! /'($&)! .#+-/! >V<oF! *(-! 26)+)! .)+)! *! H).!
)L*,5&)/! #H! 56+*/)-! /5))06! ><EoF ! h'/! *+2'01&*2'#(! .*/! 5##+7! 6)! #H2)(! #,'22)-! 26)! H'+/2!
0#(/#(*(27! /*I'($! O]+#26IP! H#+! e#+#26Ij! ,*(I! #H! 6'/! 56+*/)/! .)+)! )06#)/! #H! 6'/! H*26)+g/!
T1)/2'#(/!OG&)Lg/!21+(P7!*(-!,*(I!122)+*(0)/!.)+)!+#2)!0#1(2'($ !
@I! 26)! H'(*&!3'-)#!G&)L!6*-!,*-)!/#,)!/'$('H'0*(2!06*($)/! '(!6'/!5&*I!.'26!6'/! H*26)+ !h)!



























h)!.*/!*&/#!6*55')+7!.'26!5#/'2'3)!),#2'#(!+'/'($!H+#,!Jo!2#!WUo!>5m EE<F!>R'$1+)!S <JF !
R'$1+)!S <J!
G&)L!4)$*(!2*&8'($!,#+)j!1/'($!4#26!,#+)!/'($&)!.#+-/!*(-!56+*/)/ !h'/!1/)!#H!/'($&)!.#+-/!
+#/)! H+#,!V<o! 2#!WVo! o! >5m EE<F! *(-!6'/! 1/)! #H!56+*/)/! H+#,!<Eo! 2#!V<o!o! >5mE EE<F!






























Alex's changes in facial gazing in play with his father. 

















































Alex's changes in his use of single words & phrased 




































7.1.3.2.1 Walker’s profile on the pre intervention assessments
Q*&8)+!.*/!26+))!I)*+/!2.#!,#(26/!.6)(!26)!5+#$+*,!4)$*( !h)!2*&8)-!*!&#2!2#!6'/!,#26)+7!
412! -'-! (#2! 0##+-'(*2)! 26'/! .'26! (#(%3)+4*&! 0#,,1('0*2'3)! 4)6*3'#1+/! &'8)! &##8'($! #+!
$)/21+'($ !A106!#H!.6*2!6)!/*'-!.*/!'(0#,5+)6)(/'4&) !h)!.#1&-!/0+)*,!.6)(!H+1/2+*2)-!'(!
6'/!*22),52/! 2#!-#!.6*2!6)!.*(2)- !h)!#H2)(!06#/)! 2#!5&*I!#(!6'/!#.(!.'26!6'/!4*08! 2#!6'/!
,#26)+ ! h'/! (#(%3)+4*&! 0#$('2'3)! *4'&'2')/! .)+)! '(! 26)! 4#+-)+&'()! +*($)! *(-! 6'/! $)()+*&!
&*($1*$)!*4'&'2')/!.)+)!'(!26)!)L2+),)&I!&#.!+*($) !h'/!*-*52'3)!4)6*3'#1+/!.)+)!*&/#!'(!26)!
3)+I!&#.!+*($) !h'/!?(2)+(*&'^'($!4)6*3'#1+/!*(-!6'/!M#2*&!5+#4&),!/0#+)!.)+)!'(!26)!0&'('0*&!
+*($) !](!26)!"*($1*$)!Z/)!?(3)(2#+I!6)!.*/!1(-)+!26)!H'+/2!5)+0)(2'&)!>M*4&)!S EVF !!
7.1.3.2.2 Walker’s changes on these assessments
Q*&8)+! ,*-)! /#,)! /'$('H'0*(2! 06*($)/! #3)+! 26'/! '(2)+3)(2'#( ! h'/! R1&&! 90*&)! ?n! /0#+)!
',5+#3)-!DS!5#'(2/!2#!R9?n!l!=V7!2#!26)!,'-!*3)+*$)!+*($) !h'/!:)+H#+,*(0)!/0#+)!'(0+)*/)-!






























l! WSF7! ,#3'($! 6',! #12! #H! 26)! 4#+-)+&'()! +*($) ! ](! 6'/! ,#26)+g/! +*2'($/! #H! 4)6*3'#1+!
5+#4&),/7! 6)! ,#3)-! #12! #H! 26)! 0&'('0*&! +*($)! *(-! '(2#! 26)! (#+,*&! +*($)! H#+! ?(2)+(*&'^'($!
5+#4&),/!>M!l!VWF7!*(-!#12!#H! 26)!0&'('0*&!+*($)!*(-!'(2#!26)!4#+-)+&'()!+*($)!H#+!6'/!M#2*&!
:+#4&),! /0#+)! >M! l! JUF ! h'/! YL2)+(*&'^'($! 5+#4&),/! 6#.)3)+! '(0+)*/)-! #(! 6'/! ,#26)+g/!





7.1.3.2.3 Video Coding 
Walker’s pre-intervention play with his mother and changes 
e)/5'2)!4)'($!#()!#H!26)!I#1($)/2!06'&-+)(!'(!26)!/21-I!Q*&8)+!.*/!26)!/)0#(-!,#/2!3)+4*&!




























-)0'56)+)- !A#/2!#H!6'/! '('2'*&!/5))06!6*-!2#!4)!0#-)-!*/!/'($&)!.#+-/ !h)!/*'-!Oe)+!!)  '/P!
H#+!OM6)+)!6)!'/P !h'/!,#26)+!.#1&-!2+*(/&*2)!6'/!56+*/)/!4*08!2#!6', !
h)!)($*$)-!'(!/&'$62&I!,#+)!21+(!2*8'($!5&*I!26*(!*(I!#26)+!06'&-7!412!26'/!.*/!&*+$)&I!-1)!2#!
6'/!,#26)+g/!)HH#+2/! 2#!)($*$)!6', !h)! +)/5#(-)-! 2#!6)+!VVo!#H! 26)! 2',)7!412!6'/! +)/5#(/)!
.*/! #H2)(! (#(%0#,5&'*(0) ! h)! 0#1&-! 4)! 6'$6&I! (#(%0#,5&'*(27! *(-! #H2)(! 06#/)! 2#! 21+(! 6'/!
4*08!#(!6'/!,#26)+!*(-!5&*I!*&#()!><JoF!#+!'(!5*+*&&)&!4)/'-)!6)+!>VoF !h)!5+)H)++)-!2#!-'+)02!
6'/!#.(!5&*I !!
Q*&8)+!,*-)!0#(/'-)+*4&)!$*'(/!-1+'($! 26'/! /21-I !h)!,*-)!5#/'2'3)! 06*($)/! '(! 2)(!#H! 26)!
)&)3)(!4)6*3'#1+/!0#-)-!>M*4&)!S ESF !h'/!&)3)&!#H!+)/5#(-'($!.*/!6'$6!'(!26)!26'+-!4*/)&'()!
/)//'#(!>VVoF!412!26'/!'(0+)*/)-!2#!WWo!*2!26)!)(-!#H!26)!'(2)+3)(2'#( !M6'/!.*/!/'$('H'0*(2!#(!
26)! 06'! /T1*+)-! 2)/2! >5m EE<F ! h)! *&/#! '(0+)*/)-! 6'/! &)3)&! #H! '('2'*2'($! 412! (#2! /'$('H'0*(2&I!





























G(#26)+! /'$('H'0*(2! 06*($)! '(! Q*&8)+! .*/! '(! 6'/! &*($1*$)! 1/) ! h)! 1/)-! *! &#2! #H! &*($1*$)!
26+#1$6#12! 26)! /21-I7! *(-! 26'/! -'-! (#2! 06*($)7! 412! 6'/! 56+*/)/! 4)0*,)! ,#+)! H+)T1)(2! *(-!
0&)*+)+ !?(!4*/)&'()!26+))!26)I!.)+)!Jo7!412!*2!26)!)(-!6)!.*/!1/'($!0#,5+)6)(/'4&)!56+*/)/!

































Walker's changes in facial gaze in play with his 




















Walker's changes in his use of single words & phrased 









#3)+! 26)! /21-I ! h'/! *&#()! 5&*I! -+#55)-! H+#,! <Jo! 2#! E7! >5m EE<F! *(-! 6'/! &##8'($! 5&*I!
-)0+)*/)-! H+#,! JUo! 2#! DUo! >5! l! m EE<F ! h'/! 2+1&I! +)0'5+#0*&! 5&*I! '(0+)*/)-! H+#,! VJo! 2#!
=Jo7!>5m EE<F !M6'/!.*/!*!,*+8)-!',5+#3),)(2!'(!26)!*,#1(2!#H!2',)!Q*&8)+!/5)(2!)($*$)-!
'(!/6*+)-!5&*I!.'26!6'/!,#26)+ !h)!.*/!)($*$'($!'(!26'/!4)6*3'#1+!'(!*&,#/2!)3)+I!<E!/)0#(-!










































7.1.3.2.4 Summary of changes in Walker’s behaviour
Q*&8)+!,*-)!/#,)!+),*+8*4&)!06*($)/!'(!6'/!4)6*3'#1+/!#3)+!26'/!/21-I !h)!.*/!#()!#H!2.#!
06'&-+)(!2#!,* )!/'$('H'0*(2!06*($)/!'(!26)'+!0#$('2'3)!*4'&'2')/!*/!,)*/1+)-!4I!/2*(-*+-'^)-!
*//)//,)(2! '(/2+1,)(2/ ! M6)/)! .)+)! 0&'('0*&&I! /'$('H'0*(2! 06*($)/! */! 6)! ,#3)-! #12! #H!
'(2)&&)021*&&I!-'/*4&)-! +*($)/! '(2#! *3)+*$)! +*($)/ !h)!*&/#!,#3)-!#12!#H!0&'('0*&! +*($)/!#(!
,#/2!,)*/1+)/!#H!4)6*3'#1+!5+#4&),/ !G&26#1$6!6'/!YL2)+(*&'^'($!4)6*3'#1+/!'(0+)*/)-!26)/)!
2##!+)-10)-!2#!26)!(#+,*&!+*($)!*2!H#&&#.%15!>M*4&)!S <WF !h)!-),#(/2+*2)-!$*'(/!'(!2)(!#12!
































+*($)! .'26! /2+#($)+! *4'&'2')/! '(! 26)! (#(%3)+4*&! -#,*'( ! h'/! *-*52'3)! *4'&'2')/! .)+)! *&/#!
)L2+),)&I! &#. ! h'/! ?(2)+(*&'^'($! 4)6*3'#1+! /0#+)/! .)+)! '(! 26)! 0&'('0*&! +*($)! *(-! 6'/! M#2*&!
5+#4&),!/0#+)!.*/!'(!26)!4#+-)+&'()!+*($) !](!26)!"*($1*$)!Z/)!?(3)(2#+I!6)!.*/!1(-)+!26)!
H'+/2!5)+0)(2'&)!>M*4&)!S EVF !
7.1.3.3.2 Wyatt’s changes on these assessments
QI*22! *&/#! 06*($)-! ,*+8)-&I! #3)+! 26'/! '(2)+3)(2'#( ! h'/! R1&&! 90*&)! ?n! /0#+)! ',5+#3)-! UJ!
5#'(2/!2#!R9?n!l!=E7!*2!26)!&#.)+!)(-!#H!26)!*3)+*$)!+*($) !h'/!:)+H#+,*(0)!/0#+)!'(0+)*/)-!
bJ! 5#'(2/! 2#! :?n! l! <<D7! '(! 26)! 6'$6! *3)+*$)! +*($)7! *(-! 6'/! ;)+4*&! ?n! /0#+)! '(0+)*/)-! <=!




































G&26#1$6!QI*22! '(0+)*/)-!6'/! +*.!/0#+)/!#(! 26)!"Z?!6)!+),*'()-!1(-)+! 26)!H'+/2!5)+0)(2'&)!
H#+!&*($1*$)!1/)!*2!26)!)(-!#H!26)!/21-I !
7.1.3.7.3 Video Coding 




26)! &)*/2! +)/5#(/'3)! 06'&-! 2#!5*+)(2*&! 4'-/! H#+! *22)(2'#(! >bUoF ! h)!#H2)(! 21+()-!6'/! 4*08! 2#!
5&*I!*&#()!.'26!*!2#I !
h)!-'-!(#2!1/)!,106!&*($1*$)!>DVoF7!*(-!26'/!.*/!*&&!/0#+)-!*/!/'($&)!.#+-!*/!,*(I!#H!6'/!
56+*/)/!.)+)! '(0#,5+)6)(/'4&) !A#/2&I!6)!(*,)-!5'021+)/7! +)5)*2'($! 26)!.#+-/!6'/!,#26)+!
$*3)!6',7!O96#)/7!$'+*HH)7!$'+&/P!!
QI*22! ,*-)! /#,)! /'$('H'0*(2! 06*($)/! #3)+! 26'/! /21-I ! h)! .*/! #()! #H! 26+))! 06'&-+)(! 2#!


















l! m EE<F ! h)! .*/! *&/#! #()! #H! #(&I! 2.#! 06'&-+)(! 2#! /'$('H'0*(2&I! '(0+)*/)! 26)'+! &)3)&/! #H!
'('2'*2'($!>5!l!m EE<F!>R'$1+)!S D=F !!
R'$1+)!S D=!
QI*22g/!1/)!#H!H*0'*&!$*^'($!/'$('H'0*(2&I!'(0+)*/)-!#3)+!26)!/21-I!>5m E<F!>R'$1+)!S UEF !
R'$1+)!S UE!
G(#26)+! ',5#+2*(2! 06*($)! '(! QI*22g/! 4)6*3'#1+! .*/! 6'/! '(0+)*/)-! 1/)! #H! &*($1*$) ! G2! 26)!
4)$'(('($!#H!26)!/21-I!26)+)!.)+)!(#!)L*,5&)/!#H!0&)*+!56+*/)-!/5))067!412!*2!26)!)(-!6)!.*/!


















































Wyatt's changes in facial gazing in play with his 
mother.






/6#.(!'(!26)!5+#4*4'&'2I!*(*&I/'/!>M*4&)!S SF!*(-!/))(!3'/1*&&I!'(!R'$1+)!S UD !!
R'$1+)!S UD!
QI*22g/!/#0'*&!5&*I!*&/#!06*($)-!/'$('H'0*(2&I !h'/!'('2'*&!6'$6!&)3)&/!#H!&##8'($!5&*I!-+#55)-!
H+#,!JUo!*2!4*/)&'()!26+))!2#!<Wo!*2!26)!H'(*&!/)//'#(!>5m EE<F !@#26!6'/!*&#()!5&*I!>5m E<F!

















Wyatt's changes in his use of single words and phrased 





















2*8'($! 5&*I! .6'06! +#/)! H+#,! *! &#.! Wo! *2! 26)! 4*/)&'()! 26+))! /)//'#(! 2#! SUo! *2! 26)! )(-!
>5m EE<F!>R'$1+)!S UU!*(-!S UbF !!
R'$1+)!S UU!
R'$1+)!S Ub!
7.1.3.3.4 Summary of changes in Wyatt’s behaviour
QI*22!.*/!#()!#H!2.#!I#1($)+!06'&-+)(!2#!,*8)!0&'('0*&&I!/'$('H'0*(2!$*'(/!'(!6'/!0#$('2'3)!










































+*($)! *(-! '(2#! *3)+*$)! *(-! 6'$6! *3)+*$)! +*($)/ ! G&26#1$6! 6'/! &*($1*$)! +),*'()-! '(! 26)!
4#+-)+&'()!+*($)j!)3)(!'(!26'/!-#,*'(!6)!,*-)!/'$('H'0*(2!$*'(/ !h'/!?(2)+(*&'^'($!4)6*3'#1+!







7.1.3.4.1 Natasha’s profile on the pre intervention assessments
a*2*/6*!.*/!26)!)&-)/2!06'&-!'(!26)!/21-I!/6)!.*/!H#1+!I)*+/!*(-!/'L!,#(26/!*2!26)!4)$'(('($ !
96)! 6*-! /#,)! )L2+),)! 4)6*3'#+*&! 06*&&)($)/ ! 96)! 0#1&-! 4)! 6'$6&I! (#(%0#,5&'*(2! *(-!
),#2'#(*&&I!3#&*2'&) ! ?(! 26)! '('2'*&! /)//'#(! /6)!-'/5&*I)-!,#+)!()$*2'3)! ),#2'#(! ><UoF!*(-!
&)//!5#/'2'3)!),#2'#(!26*(!*(I!#H!26)!#26)+!06'&-+)( !h#.)3)+!/6)!-'-!/)22&)!2#!5&*I!.'26!6)+!
,#26)+ ! 96)! &#3)-! 4##8/! *(-! -+*.'($ ! h)+! 0#$('2'3)! *4'&'2')/! .)+)! '(! 26)! )L2+),)&I! &#.!
+*($)! .'26! /&'$62&I! /2+#($)+! *4'&'2')/! '(! 26)! (#(%3)+4*&! -#,*'( ! h)+! *-*52'3)! *4'&'2')/! .)+)!
*&/#!'(!26)!)L2+),)&I!&#.!+*($) !96)!.*/!'(!26)!0&'('0*&!+*($)!H#+!?(2)+(*&'^'($7!YL2)+(*&'^'($!
*(-! 6)+! M#2*&! 5+#4&),! /0#+) ! ](! 26)! "*($1*$)! Z/)! ?(3)(2#+I! /6)! .*/! 1(-)+! 26)! H'+/2!
5)+0)(2'&) !
7.1.3.4.2 Natasha’s changes on these assessments
a*2*/6*! ,*-)! (#! 06*($)/! #(! *(I! #H! 26)/)! /2*(-*+-'^)-! *//)//,)(2/! *2! 26)! )(-! #H! 26)!
'(2)+3)(2'#(j!/6)!/2*I)-!'(!26)!/*,)7!)L2+),)&I!&#.7!*(-!0&'('0*&7!+*($)/ !h)+!2)*06)+!-'-!(#2!
H'&&!'(!*!5+)!*//)//,)(2!G9Y@G!412!6)+!5#/2!G9Y@G!5&*0)-!a*2*/6*!'(!26)!0&'('0*&!+*($)!H#+!
*&&! 26+))! 4)6*3'#1+*&! -#,*'(/7! ?(2)+(*&'^'($7! YL2)+(*&'^'($ *(-! M#2*&! 5+#4&),! /0#+)/ ! h)+!
/0#+)/!.)+)!3)+I!/','&*+!2#!26)!/0#+)/!$'3)(!4I!6)+!,#26)+ !
7.1.3.4.3. Video Coding 














a*2*/6*! 6#.)3)+! ,*-)! /'$('H'0*(2! 06*($)/! '(! 6)+! \#'(2! *22)(2'#(! +)&*2)-! 4)6*3'#1+/ ! 96)!
06*($)-! #(! ('()! #H! 26)! )&)3)(! 4)6*3'#1+/! 0#-)-! >5! l! E EUDF7! *(-! 6)+! 06*($)/! +)*06)-!
/'$('H'0*(0)!#(!*&&!('()!#H!26)/)!*2!26)!5mE EV!&)3)&!#+!6'$6)+!>M*4&)!S ES!*(-!S EWF !
96)!'(0+)*/)-!6)+!&)3)&!#H!+)/5#(-'($!2#!6)+!,#26)+!>5m EE<F!>R'$1+)!S UVF !
R'$1+)!S UV!
96)!*&/#!/'$('H'0*(2&I!'(0+)*/)-!6)+!H*0'*&!$*^'($!4#26!'(!5)+0)(2*$)/!*(-!'(!-1+*2'#(!>5m EE<F!
>R'$1+)!S UJF !96)!&##8)-!*2!6)+!,#26)+g/!H*0)!&)//! 26*(!*(I!#26)+!06'&-!*2! 26)!4)$'(('($!#H!





















































Natasha's changes in facial gazing in play with her 




a*2*/6*!,*-)!$*'(/! '(! &*($1*$)!#3)+! 26)!/21-I !96)!.*/!4)$'(('($! 2#!1/)!*! H).!2.#!.#+-!
0#,4'(*2'#(/!>5m EVF!*(-!6)+!1/)!#H!/'($&)!.#+-/!*&/#!'(0+)*/)-!>5m EVF!>R'$1+)!S USF !!
R'$1+)!S US!
a*2*/6*! *&/#! ,*-)! /'$('H'0*(2! $*'(/! '(! 6)+! ),#2'#(*&! 4)6*3'#1+/ ! h)+! 5#/'2'3)! ),#2'#(!
'(0+)*/)-! /'$('H'0*(2&I! #(! 26)! 06'! /T1*+)-! 2)/2! 0#,5*+'($! 26)! H'(*&! 4*/)&'()! *(-! 26)! H'(*&!
/)//'#(! >5m EE<F ! h#.)3)+! 6)+! ()$*2'3)! ),#2'#(! .*/! *&/#! 6'$6)+! '(! 26)! '(2)+3)(2'#(! 56*/)!


















Natasha's changes in her use of single words & phrased 



















Natasha's changes in positive & negative emotion in 




a*2*/6*! *&/#! ,*-)! 0#(/'-)+*4&)! 06*($)/! '(! 6)+! /#0'*&! 5&*I ! 96)! -)0+)*/)-! 6)+! *&#()! 5&*I!
>5m E<F7! 6)+! 5*+*&&)&! 5&*I! >5m E<F7! *(-! 6)+! &##8'($! 5&*I! >5m EE<F ! 96)! '(0+)*/)-! 6)+! 21+(!
2*8'($!5&*I!/'$('H'0*(2&I!>5m EE<F!>R'$1+)/!S U=!*(-!S bEF!
R'$1+)!S U=!
R'$1+)!S bE!
7.1.3.4.4 Summary of changes in Natasha’s behaviour
a*2*/6*!,*-)!*!(1,4)+!#H!/'$('H'0*(2!4)6*3'#1+*&!06*($)/!#3)+!26'/!/21-I !96)!4)0*,)!,#+)!
+)/5#(/'3)! 2#! 6)+! ,#26)+7! &##8'($! *2! 6)+! H*0)! ,#+)! *(-! 1/'($! ,#+)! &*($1*$) ! 96)! *&/#!













































7.1.3.5.1 Mark’s profile on the pre intervention assessments
A*+8!.*/!H#1+!I)*+/!*(-! 26+))!,#(26/!*2! 26)!4)$'(('($!#H! 26)!/21-I !h)!.*/!*!3)+I!3)+4*&!
06'&-! 412! 6'/! 122)+*(0)/! .)+)! #H2)(! '(0#,5+)6)(/'4&) ! h'/! *+2'01&*2'#(! .*/! 5##+! *(-! 6'/!
3#0*41&*+I!.*/!'-'#/I(0+*2'0 !h)!.*/!3)+I!'(-)5)(-)(2!*(-!0#1&-!4)!6'$6&I!(#(%0#,5&'*(27!
412!6)!.*/!(#2!*$$+)//'3) !h'/!0#$('2'3)!*4'&'2')/!.)+)! '(! 26)!3)+I! &#.!+*($)!.'26!6'/!(#(%
3)+4*&!*4'&'2')/!/&'$62&I!/2+#($)+!26*(!6'/!3)+4*&!*4'&'2')/ !h'/!*-*52'3)!4)6*3'#1+!/0#+)/!.)+)!
*&/#!'(!26)!3)+I!&#.!+*($) !h)!/0#+)-!'(!26)!0&'('0*&!+*($)!H#+!?(2)+(*&'^'($7!YL2)+(*&'^'($!*(-!
M#2*&! 5+#4&),! /0#+)/ ! ](! 26)! "*($1*$)! Z/)! ?(3)(2#+I! 6)! .*/! 1(-)+! 26)! H'+/2! 5)+0)(2'&)!
>M*4&)!S EVF !
7.1.3.5.2 Mark’s changes on these assessments
A*+8!,*-)!(#!/'$('H'0*(2!06*($)/!#(! 26)!5#/2!0#$('2'3)!*//)//,)(2/ !h'/! 2)*06)+! +*2)-!6'/!




A*+8g/! H*,'&I7!.'26! 2.#!5+)/06##&%*$)-!06'&-+)(!#(! 26)!*12'/,! /5)02+1,7!,#3)-! /1--)(&I!




7.1.3.5.3 Video Coding 
Mark’s pre-intervention play with his mother and changes 
G2! 26)! 4)$'(('($! #H! 26)! /21-I! A*+8! .*/! T1'2)! '(2)+*02'3)! .'26! 6'/! ,#26)+! 412! 6)! &'8)-! 2#!
0#(2+#&! 26)! '(2)+*02'#(/! *(-! -'-! (#2! #H2)(! +)/5#(-! 2#! 6)+! '('2'*2'#(/ ! ?(! 26)! 26'+-! 4*/)&'()!
/)//'#(!6)!)($*$)-!'(!21+(!2*8'($!5&*I!bWo!#H!26)!2',)!*(-!.*/!#()!#H!26+))!06'&-+)(!.'26!
+)&*2'3)&I! 6'$6! +*2)/! '(! 26'/ ! h)! +)/5#(-)-! ,#-)+*2)&I! 2#! 6'/! ,#26)+! >UVoF7! 412! 26)! ,*'(!
+)*/#(!H#+!6'/!)&)3*2)-!&)3)&/!#H! '(2)+*02'#(!.*/!6'/!6'$6!+*2)/!#H! '('2'*2'#(!>VJoF !a#!#26)+!
06'&-!'('2'*2)-!/#!,*(I!'(2)+*02'#(/!.'26!26)'+!5*+)(2/!*2!26)!4)$'(('($!#H!26)!/21-I !!
h)! 2*&8)-!*! &#27! H*+!,#+)! 26*(!*(I!#26)+!06'&-! '(! 26)!/21-I! >JJoF7!412!6'/! /5))06!.*/!3)+I!
'-'#/I(0+*2'0!*(-!6*+-!2#!1(-)+/2*(- !M6)+)!.)+)!3)+I!H).!)L*,5&)/!#H!0&)*+!56+*/)-!/5))06!
*2! 26)!4)$'(('($!#H! 26)!/21-I! ><UoF !h)! &#3)-!M6#,*/! 26)!M*(8!)($'()! *(-!0*&&)-! 26)!R*2!
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B#(2+#&&)+! OG%R*+%Q*IP! *(-! M6#,*/! Oe#1/)P ! h)! -'-! (#2! )L5+)//! ,106! 5#/'2'3)! ),#2'#(!
>VoF! '(! 26)! 4)$'(('($! #H! 26)! /21-I! *(-! (#! )L*,5&)/! #H! ()$*2'3)! ),#2'#(! .)+)! 0#-)- ! h)!
$&*(0)-!*2!6'/!,#26)+g/!H*0)!#(&I!H#1+!2',)/!'(!26'/!/)//'#( !!
A*+8! ',5+#3)-! #(! )'$62! #H! 26)! )&)3)(! 4)6*3'#1+/! 0#-)-! >M*4&)! S ESF ! R'3)! #H! 26)/)! .)+)!




h'/! H*0'*&! $*^'($!6#.)3)+! '(0+)*/)-!,*+8)-&I! 4#26! '(!5)+0)(2*$)!#H! &##8/! *(-!-1+*2'#(!#H!
$*^)! >5m EE<F ! A*+8! .#1&-! 5&*I! $*,)/! .'26! 6'/! ,#26)+! .6)+)! 6)! $*^)-! '(2#! 6)+! H*0)7!


















































Mark's changes in facial gazing with his mother 










7.1.3.5.4 Summary of changes in Mark’s behaviour
A*+8!.*/!T1'2)!)($*$)-!.'26!6'/!,#26)+!*2! 26)!4)$'(('($!#H! 26'/!/21-I!*(-!#3)+! 2',)!26)'+!
5&*I!4)0*,)!,106!,#+)!61,#+#1/!*(-!H1( !M6)+)!.)+)!,#+)!/6*+)-!\#8)/!*(-!&*1$62)+ !h)!


































Mark's  changes in turn taking and looking play with 









h)! 0#1&-! *&/#! $*^)! '(2#! /5*0)! *(-! '$(#+)! #26)+/! *22),52/! 2#! )($*$)! 6', ! h'/! 0#$('2'3)!
*4'&'2')/!.)+)!'(!26)!)L2+),)&I!&#.!+*($)!.'26!/&'$62&I!6'$6)+!*4'&'2')/!'(!26)!3)+4*&!26*(!26)!
(#(%3)+4*&! -#,*'(/ ! h)! .*/! 6*+-! 2#! *//)//! -1)! 2#! /2+#($! (#(%0#,5&'*(0) ! h'/! 5*+)(2! *(-!
2)*06)+!0#,5&)2)-!+)5#+2/!4#26!5&*0)-!6'/!*-*52'3)!4)6*3'#1+/!'(!26)!3)+I!&#.!+*($)7!*(-!6'/!
?(2)+(*&'^'($7! YL2)+(*&'^'($! *(-! M#2*&! 5+#4&),! /0#+)/! '(! 26)! 6'$6! 0&'('0*&! +*($) ! ](! 26)!
"*($1*$)!Z/)!?(3)(2#+I!6)!.*/!1(-)+!26)!H'+/2!5)+0)(2'&)!>M*4&)!S EVF !
7.1.3.6.2 Mitchell’s changes on these assessments
M6)+)! .)+)! (#! 0&'('0*&&I! /'$('H'0*(2! 06*($)/! '(! A'206)&&! #(! *(I! #H! 26)/)! /2*(-*+-'^)-!
*//)//,)(2!2##&/!*2!26)!)(-!#H!26)!/21-I7!*&26#1$6!6)!-'-!'(0+)*/)!6'/!3)+4*&!?n!H+#,!VJ!2#!JU7!
*(-!5)+H#+,*(0)!?n!H+#,!VV!2#!J< !h)!+),*'()-!'(!3)+I!&#.!*(-!0&'('0*&!+*($)/ !h'/!M!/0#+)/!
H#+! *&&! -#,*'(/! #(! 26)! G9Y@G! +),*'()-! 6'$6! .'26! 6'/! YL2)+(*&'^'($! /0#+)/! '(0+)*/'($!
/&'$62&I!*/!6)!4)0*,)!#&-)+ !!
7.1.3.6.3. Video Coding 
Mitchell’s pre-intervention play with his mother and father and changes 
?(!26)!26'+-!4*/)&'()!/)//'#(!.6)(!A'206)&&!5&*I)-!.'26!6'/!,#26)+!6)!/5)(2!,106!#H!6'/!2',)!
'(!&##8'($!5&*I7!/6*+'($!6)+!*22)(2'#(*&!H#01/!412!(#2!'(2)+*02'($!.'26!6)+!>UVoF !@12!6)!*&/#!
/5)(2!*! &#2!#H! 2',)!)($*$'($!'(!,#+)!'/#&*2)-!5&*I!4)6*3'#1+/j!6)!5&*I)-!*&#()!<<o7!#H! 26)!
2',)!*(-!'(!5*+*&&)&!bJo!#H!26)!2',) !?2!.*/!6*+-!H#+!6'/!,#26)+!2#!-'+)02!6'/!5&*I!-1)!2#!6'/!
6'$6!+*2)/!#H! '('2'*2'#(!>VUoF !h)!*&/#!6*-!6'$6! +*2)/!#H!()$*2'3)!4)6*3'#1+!>JoF7!6#.)3)+!
26'/! .*/! 4*&*(0)-! */! A'206)&&! *&/#! -'/5&*I)-! 5#/'2'3)! 4)6*3'#1+/! Jo! #H! 26)! 2',) ! A'206)&&!
.*/!(#2!26)!,#/2!3)+4*&!06'&-!412!6'/!+*2)/!#H!56+*/)-!/5))06!.)+)!26)!6'$6)/2!>VVoF !
Mitchell’s play with his mother 
A'206)&&!,*-)! 26)! &)*/2!$*'(/!#H!*(I!06'&-! '(! 26)!/21-I !h)! ',5+#3)-!#(! H'3)!#H! 26)!)&)3)(!
4)6*3'#1+/!0#-)-!.6)(!6'/!4)6*3'#1+/!*0+#//!4#26!5*+)(2/!.)+)!*,*&$*,*2)-!>M*4&)!S ESF !
h)!+)*06)-!/'$('H'0*(0)!#(!*&&!H'3)!#H!26)/)!4)6*3'#1+/!'(!5&*I!.'26!6'/!,#26)+!*2!5mE EV!#+!
$+)*2)+!>M*4&)!S ES!*(-!S EWF !!
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e1+'($!26)!/21-I!6'/!4)6*3'#1+/!H&1021*2)-!*!$+)*2!-)*& !M6)+)!.*/!)L2+),)!3*+'*4'&'2I!*0+#//!
4#26! 4*/)&'()! *(-! '(2)+3)(2'#(! 56*/)/ ! h)! 6*-! /)//'#(/! .6)+)! 6)! /5#8)! '(! 56+*/)-! /5))06!
26+#1$6#12!26)!<E!,'(12)/7!*(-!#26)+/!.6)+)!6)!.*/!&*+$)&I!/'&)(2 !h)!6*-!/)//'#(/!.6)+)!6)!
.'26-+).! *(-! .*/! 3)+I! 6*+-! H#+! 6'/! ,#26)+! 2#! )($*$)7! *(-! #26)+/! .6)+)! 6)! 5&*I)-!
'(2)+*02'3)&I !M6)+)!.*/!(#2!*!/&#.!5+#$+)//'#(!#H!/8'&&!*0T1'/'2'#(!#+!4)6*3'#1+!06*($)7!*/!
/))(!.'26!26)!#26)+!06'&-+)(!'(!26)!/21-I !!
Q6)(! 26)! H'(*&! 4*/)&'()! *(-! H'(*&! '(2)+3)(2'#(! /)//'#(/! .)+)! 0#,5*+)-! A'206)&&! /6#.)-!



























5&*I! >5m EE<F ! A'206)&&7! 1(&'8)! *(I! #H! 26)! #26)+! 06'&-+)(7! '(0+)*/)-! 6'/! &)3)&/! #H! /6*+)-!
*22)(2'#(*&! 5&*I! >5m E<F ! G/! 26'/! '/! *! 5+)01+/#+! 2#! +)0'5+#0*&! 5&*I! 26)/)! $*'(/! 0#1&-! 4)!











































Mitchell’s play with his father
e1+'($!26)!H'+/2!/)//'#(!A'206)&&!#H2)(!5&*I)-!'(!5*+*&&)&!.'26!6'/!H*26)+!>V<oF !M6'/!.*/!26)!
6'$6)/2! +*2)!#H!5*+*&&)&!5&*I!H#+!*(I!#H! 26)!5*+)(2%06'&-!-I*-/ !h)!*&/#!5&*I)-!*&#()!><EoFj!
26)/)!'/#&*2)-!5&*I!4)6*3'#1+/!.)+)!*/!0#,,#(!*/!6'/!/6*+)-!*22)(2'#(*&!5&*I !h)!)($*$)-!'(!
&##8'($! 5&*I! H#+! DJo! #H! 26)! 2',)! *(-! 21+(! 2*8'($! 5&*I! H#+! U<o! #H! 26)! 2',) ! A'206)&&! *&/#!




A'206)&&! .*/! 26)! #(&I! 06'&-! 2#! ,*8)! /'$('H'0*(2! 06*($)/! '(! 6'/! 4)6*3'#1+/! '(! *! ()$*2'3)!
-'+)02'#( !h)!/'$('H'0*(2&I!+)-10)-!6'/!&)3)&/!#H!'('2'*2'($!>5m EE<F!>M*4&)!S VVF7!6)!+)-10)-!
6'/!1/)!#H!/'($&)!.#+-/!>5m EE<F!*(-!56+*/)-!/5))06!>5m EE<F7!*(-!6'/!+)0'5+#0*&!5&*I!>5m EVF!
'(!'(2)+*02'#(!.'26!6'/!H*26)+!>M*4&)!S W!*(-!R'$1+)/!S F !!
]26)+!4)6*3'#1+/!2+)(-)-!'(!26)!+'$62!-'+)02'#(!412!#(&I!2.#!+)*06)-!/'$('H'0*(0) !h)!,*-)!
























h)!'(0+)*/)-!6'/! +*2)!#H! H*0'*&!$*^)!#(! 26)!5+#4*4'&'2I!*(*&I/'/!*(-!3'/1*&! '(/5)02'#(!#H! 26)!




*(-!()$*2'3)!),#2'#(!#3)+!26'/!'(2)+3)(2'#( !M6'/!0*(!4)!/))(!'(!R'$1+)!S VE !h)!'(0+)*/)-!6'/!
































Mitchell's changes in facial gazing with his father

























&##8'($! 5&*I! #3)+! 26)! '(2)+3)(2'#(! >5m EE<F ! M6'/! 5&*I! '(3#&3)/! 26)! 06'&-! 5&*I'($! 26)! /*,)!
$*,)!#+!.'26!26)!/*,)!2#I/!*/!26)!5*+)(2!412!(#2!'(2)+*02'($!.'26!26),!>M*4&)!J <<F !M6'/!'/!*!
5+)01+/#+!2#!+)/5#(/'3)!5&*I!*(-!A'206)&&!.*/!26)!#(&I!06'&-!2#!'(0+)*/)!6'/!&)3)&/!#H!26'/!5&*I
>5m EE<F!.'26!4#26!6'/!,#26)+!*(-!6'/!H*26)+!>R'$1+)!S V<!*(-!S bSF !
R'$1+)!S V<!
7.1.3.6.4 Summary of changes in Mitchell’s behaviour
A'206)&&g/! 4)6*3'#1+! .*/! '(0#(/'/2)(2! #3)+! 26)! 5)+'#-! #H! 26'/! /21-I ! h)! ,*-)! /,*&&!
/'$('H'0*(2!$*'(/!'(!6'/!5&*I!.'26!6'/!5*+)(2/ !h)!+)/5#(-)-!,#+)!2#!4#26!#H!26),7!.*/!6*55')+!
*(-!)($*$)-!'(!,#+)!/6*+)-!*22)(2'#(*&!5&*I !Q'26!6'/!,#26)+!6)!5&*I)-!&)//!'/#&*2)-!5&*I!*(-!






&*($1*$)! 1/)! >G&)LF ! G&&! 26+))! I#1($)+! 06'&-+)(! 0#(2'(1)-! 2#! -)3)&#5! 26)'+! 5+*$,*2'0!























$%%# &'(# )'*%+,(-# ./+(# 0/*-1# !-# ),*&*)/%# 2!*-&# /&&(-&*!-# ,(%/&(+# 3('/4*!5,1# *-)%5+*-06#
,(17!-+*-0#&!#2!*-&#/&&(-&*!-8#9/)*/%#0/:*-08#7!1*&*4(#(.!&*!-#/-+#/#+(),(/1(#*-#7/,/%%(%#7%/;#
<7=>?@A# B*4(# !9# &'(# 1*C# *-),(/1(+# &'(*,# ,(17!-1*4(# 7%/;8# +(),(/1(+# &'(*,# 1'/,(+# /&&(-&*!-/%#
7%/;#/-+#*-),(/1(+#&'(*,#51(#!9#7',/1(+#17(()'>#B!5,#!9#&'(#1*C#)'*%+,(-#<$%(C8#D/%"(,8#D;/&&#
/-+# E/&/1'/A# *.7,!4(+# !-# -*-(# !,# &(-# !9# &'(# (%(4(-# 2!*-&# /&&(-&*!-# ,(%/&(+# 3('/4*!5,1#



























7.2.1 Changes in the parents as a group in parenting stress !"#$%&'() *+
$&# &'(# 3(0*--*-0# !9# &'(# 1&5+;# 1*C# !9# &'(# (*0'&# 7/,(-&1# '/+# (C&,(.(%;# '*0'# 1&,(11# %(4(%1# /1#
.(/15,(+#3;#&'(#K/,(-&*-0#L&,(11#M-+(C#MM#<B*05,(#I>TWA>#H',((#7/,(-&1#)'/-0(+#&'(*,#%(4(%1#!9#
1&,(11# *-# &'(# K/,(-&# X!./*-# !9# &'(# K/,(-&*-0# L&,(11# M-+(C># H'(1(# )'/-0(1# +(.!-1&,/&(# /-#
*-),(/1(+# 1(-1(# !9# )!.7(&(-);# *-# &'(*,# 7/,(-&*-0# /3*%*&;># Y!G(4(,# -!-(# !9# &'(1(# 7/,(-&1#
)'/-0(+# ,/-0(1># H'(# &G!# 7/,(-&1# /%,(/+;# *-# &'(# -!,./%# ,/-0(# 9!,# K/,(-&# X!./*-# 1)!,(1#
%!G(,(+# &'(*,#1&,(11>#H'(#!-(#7/,(-&# *-# &'(#)%*-*)/%#,/-0(#+*+#-!&# %(/4(#&'*1#,/-0(>#$%%#!&'(,#
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Changes in the PSI scores for the 3 parents that changed over the 









7.2.2 Changes in the parents as a group on the video coding !"#$%&'()% * , -+ 
H'(#1/.(#&',((#/-/%;1(1#51(+#G*&'# &'(#)'*%+#+/&/#G(,(#51(+#G*&'#&'(#7/,(-&#+/&/8#</A#4*15/%#
/-/%;1*1#!9# &'(#0,/7'18# <3A#/#)5.5%/&*4(#3*-!.*/%#7,!3/3*%*&;#/-/%;1*1#/-+#<)A#/#)'*#1P5/,(+#








H'(,(# G(,(# &G!# (C)(7&*!-1# &!# &'(1(# ,5%(1># D'(-# 3('/4*!5,1# G(,(# -!-(C*1&(-&8# <\/.(1#
(C'*3*&(+#-!#/%!-(#7%/;A#!,#(C)((+*-0%;#'*0'#/-+#/&#/#)(*%*-0#<\/.(1#G/1#*-*&*/&*-0#/&#)%!1(#&!#
@??_A># M-# 3!&'# &'(1(# )/1(1# \/.(1Q1# `(P5/%a# 1)!,(# -((+(+# &!# 3(# *-&(,7,(&(+# /1# 7!1*&*4(>#
M-+*4*+5/%#7/,(-&#)'/-0(1#*-#&'(1(#*-&(,/)&*4(#3('/4*!5,1#G*%%#3(#+*1)511(+#*-#.!,(#+(&/*%#*-#
L()&*!-#I>W>W#$%&$' !>#
H'(#7,!3/3*%*&;#/-/%;1*1# 1'!G(+# &'(#7/,(-&1Q#)'/-0(1# *-# &G!# 2!*-&#/&&(-&*!-#3('/4*!5,1#/-+#
9*4(#1!)*/%#7%/;#3('/4*!5,1#<H/3%(#I>@RA>##
S4(,/%%# &',((# !9# &'(# 7/,(-&1# )'/-0(+# !-# /%%# 1(4(-# 3('/4*!5,1#.(/15,(+8# \/.(18# \(11*(# /-+#

































57# +!G-# +!G-# +!G-# +!G-# 57# +!G-# [dI# ?>?[W#
\/.(1#
<$%(CA#












+!G-# 57# +!G-# +!G-# (P5/%# 57# +!G-# TdI# ?>WWI##
F/+*1!-#
<F/,"A#
+!G-# +!G-# 57# +!G-# +!G-# 57# +!G-# VdI# ?>T#
\(,(.;#
<F*&)'(%%A#
+!G-# 57# +!G-# (P5/%# 57# +!G-# 57# WdI# ?>ZRJ#
\/1.*-(#
<F*&)'(%%A#
+!G-# 57# +!G-# +!G-# +!G-# 57# 57# TdI# ?>WWI#





?>[V# ?>R[# ?>?Ve ?>?Ve ?>@V# ?>?Ve ?>@V#




S4(,/%%# &',((# !9# &'(# 7/,(-&1# )'/-0(+# !-# /%%# 1(4(-# 3('/4*!5,1#.(/15,(+# <\/.(18# \(11*(# /-+#
F*/A>#H'*1#G/1#/#1*0-*9*)/-&#!4(,/%%#,(15%&#<7=>?@A>#H'(1(#G(,(#/%1!#&'(#7/,(-&1#!9# &'(#&',((#





/%!-(# 7%/;# /-+# 7/,/%%(%# 7%/;# 1*0-*9*)/-&%;# ,(+5)(+# <7# =>?TA# /-+# ,()*7,!)/%# 7%/;# *-),(/1(+#
<7=>?TA>#H'(#*-),(/1(1#*-#,()*7,!)/%#7%/;#G(,(#&'(#.!1&#*.7!,&/-&#)'/-0(#1((-#*-#&'(#7/,(-&1>#
H'(,(#G(,(# /%1!# 1&,!-0#7!1*&*4(# &,(-+1# 9!,#7/,(-&1# &!# ,(+5)(# %!!"*-0#7%/;# /-+#5-15))(1195%#
&5,-#&/"*-0#7%/;#/-+#&!#*-),(/1(#&'(*,#*-*&*/&*!-1#<H/3%(#I>@RA>##
^(7%*)/&*-0# &'(# /77,!/)'# &/"(-# G*&'# &'(# )'*%+,(-# &'(# 1()!-+# /-/%;1*1# 51(+# /# )'*# 1P5/,(+#
'(&(,!0(-(*&;# &(1&# &!# )/%)5%/&(# +*99(,(-)(1# 3(&G((-# &'(# &'*,+# 3/1(%*-(# 1(11*!-# /-+# &'(# 9*-/%#
1(11*!-># ^(15%&1# !9# &'*1# /-/%;1*1# /,(# 7,(1(-&(+# *-# H/3%(# I>@V# G'*)'# 1'!G1# &'/&# WW# !9# WT#
1*0-*9*)/-&# ,(15%&1#G(,(# *-#/#+(1*,/3%(#+*,()&*!->#S-#&'*1# &/3%(#1&/&*1&*)/%%;#1*0-*9*)/-&# ,(15%&1#
&'/&# /,(# *-# /# +(1*,/3%(# +*,()&*!-# /,(# 1'/+(+# *-# 0,(;# /-+# 1*0-*9*)/-&# ,(15%&1# *-# /# -(0/&*4(#
+*,()&*!-#/,(#1'/+(+#*-#7*-">#$%%#!9#&'(#(*0'&#7/,(-&1#./+(#1*0-*9*)/-&#0/*-1>#$0/*-#&'(#.!1&#
*.7!,&/-&#)'/-0(#1'!G-#*-#3!&'#&'(1(#&(1&1#G/1#&'(#*.7,!4(.(-&1#*-#,(17!-1*4(#7%/;#*-#1*C#!9#




1*0-*9*)/-&%;# *-),(/1(# '*1# %(4(%# !9# *-*&*/&*-0#G*&'# '*1# 1!-# <7=>??@A#G'*)'#G/1# /-# *.7!,&/-&#
)'/-0(#/1#'*1#%(4(%#!9#*-*&*/&*-0#7,(O*-&(,4(-&*!-#G/1#.5)'#%!G(,#&'/-#&'/&#!9#/-;#!&'(,#7/,(-&#
<B*05,(#I>[?A>#\(,(.;#/%1!#*-),(/1(+#'*1#%!!"*-0#7%/;8#G'*)'#*1#/#7,()5,1!,#&!#&,5(#,(17!-1*4(#





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7/,(-&1#G(,(# ,(17!-+*-0# /&# '*0'(,# ,/&(1# &'/-# &'*1h#F/+*1!-# /-+# \(,(.;# <B*05,(# I>TTA># H'(#


















































Parent's changes in responding with their child from baseline 






















Comparison of parent & child levels of initiating at baseline 3 







K/,(-&1#G'!# *-*&*/%%;# ,(17!-+(+#4(,;# %*&&%(# &!# &'(*,# )'*%+,(-#G(,(# 7/,(-&1#G'!#'/+# )'*%+,(-#



























Comparison of parent & child levels of responding at baseline 3 





























Parents changes in responsive play with their child from 





















Parents changes in their unsuccessful attempts to engage their 




7.2.3 Changes in individual parents  
$1#*-#&'(#)'*%+,(-Q1#4*+(!#)!+(+#,(15%&18#,(9(,(-)(1#&!# &'(#7(,)(-&/0(1#!9# &*.(#/#7/,(-&#G/1#
(-0/0(+# *-# /-# /)&*4*&;# `7,(O*-&(,4(-&*!-a# ,(9(,1# &!# 7(,)(-&/0(1# )!+(+# *-# &'(# 9*-/%# 3/1(%*-(#
4*+(!8#3/1(%*-(#&',((8#5-%(11#!&'(,G*1(#17()*9*(+>##
7.2.3.1 Alex’s Parents – Tilly and James
H*%%;#/-+#\/.(1#G(,(#3!&'#*-#&'(#(C&,(.(%;#'*0'#,/-0(#!9#1&,(11#!-#&'(#K/,(-&*-0#L&,(11#M-+(C#
/&# &'(# 3(0*--*-0# !9# &'(# 1&5+;# <B*05,(# I>TZA># H'(;# 3!&'# '/+# &'(# '*0'(1&# ,/&(1# !9# *-*&*/&*-0#
*-&(,/)&*!-1#G*&'#&'(*,#)'*%+>#H*%%;#*-*&*/&(+#Z@_#!9#&'(#&*.(8#/-+#\/.(1#*-*&*/&(+#Z[_#<B*05,(1#
I>[W#/-+#I>IRA>#H'(;#/%1!#'/+#&'(#%!G(1&#,/&(1#!9#,(17!-+*-0>#H*%%;#,(17!-+(+#@J_#!9#&'(#&*.(#








Y!G(4(,#3!&'#./+(# 1*0-*9*)/-&# 0/*-1# *-# &'(*,# 2!*-&# /&&(-&*!-#3('/4*!5,1# *-#7%/;#G*&'#$%(C>#
H'(;#3!&'#*.7,!4(+#!-#/%%#1(4(-#3('/4*!5,1#.(/15,(+#<H/3%(#I>@RA>#$1#$%(C#3(0/-#*-*&*/&*-0#























&,;*-0# &!# &5,-# &/"(#+,!77(+# 9,!.#VR_# &!#@_# <7=>??@A>#H*%%;# /%1!# 1*0-*9*)/-&%;#+,!77(+#'(,#














































Alex's father's changes in responding to him in play
^(17!-+*-0#
241
\/.(1#/%1!#3()/.(#.!,(#15))(1195%#/&# (-0/0*-0#$%(C# *-# &5,-# &/"*-0#7%/;>#Y(# *-),(/1(+#'*1#





7.2.3.2 Walker’s Mother – Jessie









1)!,(1# +,!77(+# 9,!.# &'(# II
&'
# 7(,)(-&*%(# &!# &'(# VI
&'

































&'(# 1&5+;# 35&# 1'(# 3()/.(# .5)'# .!,(# )!.7(&(-&# /&# &'*1# !4(,# &'(# *-&(,4(-&*!-># Y(,# 9/*%(+#
/&&(.7&1#+*.*-*1'(+#/1#1'(#G/1#.!,(#/3%(#&!#(%*)*&#&,5%;#,()*7,!)/%#7%/;>#






























F*/# +(),(/1(+# '(,# K/,(-&# X!./*-# 1)!,(1# !-# &'(# KLM# 9,!.# &'(# [?
&'













/3*%*&;# &!# 15))(1195%%;# (-0/0(# D;/&&# *-# ,()*7,!)/%# 7%/;# *-),(/1(+># Y(,# &5,-# &/"*-0# 7%/;#
*-),(/1(+#9,!.#@?_#&!#IT_#<7=>??@A#<B*05,(#I>[TA>#H'*1#G/1#/#./,"(+#*-),(/1(>#
B*05,(#I>[T#
M-# 15../,;# F*/# ./+(# (C)(%%(-&# 0/*-1# *-# (-0/0*-0# '(,# 1!-# *-# ,()*7,!)/%# 7%/;># L'(# 3!&'#
+(),(/1(+#'(,#7/11*4(#/-+#5-15))(1195%#/&&(.7&1#/&# &5,-# &/"*-0#7%/;#/-+# *-),(/1(+#'(,# &,5%;#
,()*7,!)/%#7%/;>##
7.2.3.4 Natasha’s Mother – Kate 
]/&(# '/+# (C&,(.(%;# '*0'# 1&,(11# 1)!,(18# 7%/)*-0# '(,# *-# &'(# )%*-*)/%# ,/-0(# 9!,# /%%# &',((# KLM#
+!./*-1#3(9!,(#&'(#1&5+;#<B*05,(#I>TWA>#M-#&'(#&'*,+#3/1(%*-(#1(11*!-#]/&(#G!,"(+#4(,;#'/,+#




























L'(# *-),(/1(+# '(,# ,/&(# !9# 15))(1195%# &5,-# &/"*-0# 7%/;8# 9,!.# WT_# &!# [[_# <7=>??@A# /-+#
+(),(/1(+# '(,# 5-15))(1195%# /&&(.7&1# &!# (-0/0(# '(,# )'*%+# <&,;*-0# &!# &5,-# &/"(A# 9,!.#JT_# &!#
V@_#<7=>??@A#<B*05,(#I>[[A>#L'(#/%1!#+(),(/1(+#'(,#%(4(%1#!9#/%!-(#7%/;#<7=>?TA#
B*05,(#I>[[#
M-# 15../,;#]/&(Q1#.!1&# 1*0-*9*)/-&#)'/-0(#G/1#'(,# ,(./,"/3%(# *-),(/1(# *-# 15))(1195%# &5,-#
&/"*-0# 7%/;#G*&'#E/&/1'/# /-+# &'(# 1531(P5(-&# +(),(/1(# *-# 9/*%(+# /&&(.7&1># L'(# '/+# 3()!.(#
(C7(,&#/&#(-0/0*-0#'(,#+/50'&(,#*-#,()*7,!)/%#*-&(,/)&*!-1>#
7.2.4 Mark’s Mother – Madison
F/+*1!-#'/+#(C&,(.(%;#'*0'#1&,(11#1)!,(1#/&#&'(#3(0*--*-0#!9#&'(#1&5+;#<B*05,(#I>TWA>#F/,"#
G/1# /# 4(,;# /)&*4(8# /-+# *-&(,/)&*4(8# )'*%+# /-+# F/+*1!-# '/+# !-(# !9# &'(# '*0'(1&# ,/&(1# !9#
,(17!-+*-0# !9# /%%# &'(# 7/,(-&1# <V?_A# <B*05,(# I>TZA># L'(# /%1!# '/+# &'(# '*0'(1&# ,/&(1# !9# &5,-#
&/"*-0#<V[_A#/-+#&'(#%!G(1&#,/&(#!9#&,;*-0#&!#&5,-#&/"(#<RR_A>#Y(,#1!-#F/,"#G/1#4(,;#1(%9O

























Y!G(4(,# )'/-0(1# G(,(# 1((-# *-# &'(# 4*+(!(+# 7%/;# 1(11*!-1># X(17*&(# '/4*-0# '*0'# ,/&(1# !9#
15))(1195%#&5,-#&/"*-0#7%/;#3(9!,(#&'(#1&5+;#F/+*1!-#*-),(/1(+#&'(1(#9,!.#V[_#&!#I[_#3;#&'(#




M-# 15../,;# F/+*1!-# ./+(# 0/*-1# *-# 15))(1195%%;# (-0/0*-0# F/,"# *-# ,()*7,!)/%# 7%/;># Y*1#
1*0-*9*)/-&#0/*-1#G(,(#*-#9/)*/%#0/:*-0#/-+#7!1*&*4(#(.!&*!-#/-+#/1#&'(1(#G(,(#-!&#.(/15,(+#
*-#&'(#7/,(-&1#&'*1#+*.(-1*!-#!9#)'/-0(#)/--!&#3(#,(9%()&(+#'(,(>##
7.2.3.6 Mitchell’s Parents – Jasmine and Jeremy 
\/1.*-(#/-+#\(,(.;#'/+#&'(#'*0'(1&#1&,(11#1)!,(1#!9#/-;#7/,(-&1#*-#&'(#1&5+;#<B*05,(#I>TWA>#M-#
&'(# 3/1(%*-(# &',((# 4*+(!# \/1.*-(# 17(-&# .5)'# !9# &*.(# (-0/0(+# *-# %!!"*-0# 7%/;# <W?_A# /-+#
5-15))(1195%#&,;*-0#&!#&5,-#&/"(#7%/;#<[@_A>#L'(#(-0/0(+#F*&)'(%%#*-#&5,-#&/"*-0#7%/;#RT_#!9#
&'(#&*.(#<B*05,(#I>[J#/-+#I>[ZA>##
\(,(.;# 3(0/-# &'(# 1&5+;# G*&'# '*0'# ,/&(1# !9# 7/,/%%(%# 7%/;# <W?_A# 35&# 3;# &'(# 3/1(%*-(# &',((#
1(11*!-#'*1#7%/;#G*&'#'*1# 1!-#G/1#./*-%;# %!!"*-0# <@?_A8#5-15))(1195%%;# &,;*-0# &!# &5,-# &/"(#


























\/1.*-(Q1# 0/*-1# *-# &'*1# 1&5+;#G(,(# 1'!G-# !-# &'(# )5.5%/&*4(# 3*-!.*/%# 7,!3/3*%*&;# /-/%;1*1#
G'(,(# 1'(#./+(# !4(,/%%# 0/*-1# !-# *-*&*/&*-0# /-+# ,(17!-1*4(# 7%/;# <H/3%(# I>@RA># H'(1(# 0/*-1#
G(,(#-!&#1((-#*-#&'(#)'*#1P5/,(+#&(1&#3(&G((-#&'(#&'*,+#3/1(%*-(#/-+#&'(#9*-/%#1(11*!-#<H/3%(#
I>@VA># K/,&# !9# &'(# +*99*)5%&;# *-# /1)(,&/*-*-0# )'/-0(# 9!,# \/1.*-(#G/1# &'(# (C&,(.(#4/,*/3*%*&;#
(C'*3*&(+#3;#'(,# 1!-#F*&)'(%%>#H'*1#4/,*/3*%*&;# )/-#3(#1((-# *-#B*05,(1#I>[J#/-+#I>[Z#!9#'(,#
)'/-0(1#*-#1!)*/%#7%/;#G'(,(#1'(#/77(/,1#&!#3(#./"*-0#0/*-1#&'(-#*-#&'(#9*-/%#1(11*!-#,(4(,1(1#






























&'/-# &,;*-0# &!# (-0/0(# '*.# G*&'# 1!.(&'*-0# (%1(>#  !!"*-0# *-),(/1(+# 9,!.# @?_# &!# R[_8#












































,()*7,!)/%# 7%/;># \(,(.;Q1# !,*0*-/%%;# '*0'# %(4(%1# !9# ,()*7,!)/%# 7%/;# '!G(4(,# 1*0-*9*)/-&%;#
+(),(/1(+#!4(,# &'(#1&5+;#<7=>?TA#<B*05,(#I>I@A>#\(,(.;#G/1# &'(#!-%;#7/,(-&# &!#1*0-*9*)/-&%;#
+(),(/1(#+(1*,/3%(#3('/4*!5,1#*-#,(17!-+*-0#/-+#&5,-#&/"*-0#7%/;#<H/3%(#I>@VA>#
B*05,(#I>I@#
M-# 15../,;# &'(# .!1&# 1*0-*9*)/-&# 7!1*&*4(# )'/-0(1# *-# F*&)'(%%Q1# 7/,(-&1# G(,(# \(,(.;Q1#
*-),(/1(1# *-# *-*&*/&*-0#/-+# *-# 1'/,*-0#/-#/&&(-&*!-/%# 9!)51#G*&'#'*1#1!->#H'(1(#/,(# *.7!,&/-&#
(/,%;#1&(71#&!G/,+1#.!,(#,()*7,!)/%#*-&(,/)&*!-1>#\(,(.;#'!G(4(,#/77(/,(+#&!#%!1(#1"*%%1#!4(,#
&'*1#1&5+;>#\/1.*-(Q1#)'/-0(1#!4(,/%%#G(,(#*-#7!1*&*4(#+*,()&*!-1#35&#&'(#!-%;#1)!,(#&!#,(/)'#
1*0-*9*)/-)(# !-# &'(# )!.7/,*1!-# !9# 3/1(%*-(# &',((# &!# &'(# 9*-/%# 1(11*!-# G/1# '(,# +(),(/1(# *-#
5-15))(1195%# /&&(.7&1# &!# (-0/0(# '(,# 1!-># F(/15,*-0# )'/-0(# *-# &'*1# 9/.*%;# G/1# '/,+# /1#








































1/G# .!,(# !32()&# !,*(-&(+# 7%/;# *-# &'(# (/,%;# 4*+(!# /-+# .5)'# .!,(# (-2!;.(-&# /-+# 1!)*/%#
,()*7,!)*&;#*-#&'(#9*-/%#4*+(!>#
M-#F/,"Q1#7%/;#G*&'#'*1#.!&'(,#&'(#,(4*(G(,#1/G#.!,(#1!)*/%#*-&(,/)&*!-1>#F/,"#9!%%!G(+#'*1#












M-# &'(# %/&(,# 4*+(!# &'(,(# G/1#.!,(# (.!&*!-/%# /-+# )!..5-*)/&*4(# ,()*7,!)*&;8# 1'(#.!5&'(+#
G!,+1#&!#'(,#.!&'(,#/-+#1!50'&#(;(#)!-&/)&>#
H'(1(#)!..(-&18#./+(#9,!.#/#)5,1!,;#1&5+;#!9#&'(#7,(#7!1&#4*+(!18#4/%*+/&(#&'(#.!,(#*-&(-1(#
)!+*-0# 7,!)(+5,(1# *-# !31(,4*-0# )'/-0(1# *-# ,()*7,!)*&;# /-+# /-# *-),(/1(# *-# &'(# )'*%+,(-Q1#
/&&(-&*!-#&!#3!&'#&'(*,#7/,(-&1#/1#G(%%#/1#&'(#&!;1#&'(;#/,(#7%/;*-0#G*&'>#H'*1#51(#!9#-!-O(C7(,&#
*-&5*&*4(# (4/%5/&*!-1# '/1# 3((-# +(.!-1&,/&(+# &!# '/4(# '*0'# )!-)!,+/-)(# G*&'# &,/*-(+#
3('/4*!5,/%#)!+(,1#*-#/11(11.(-&#!9#7/,(-&O)'*%+#*-&(,/)&*!-1#*-#!&'(,#1&5+*(1#<c/"(,#W?@?A>##
7.4 Other quantitative data collected on the parents 
7.4.1 The parent satisfaction survey 
$# *"(,&# 1)/%(#P5(1&*!--/*,(#G/1# 9*%%(+# *-#3;# &'(#7/,(-&1# *..(+*/&(%;#/9&(,# &'(# *-&(,4(-&*!-#
<$77(-+*C# I ! "#! $%#A># M&# /1"(+# /3!5&# &'(# 7/,(-&Q1# 1/&*19/)&*!-# G*&'6# &'(# *-9!,./&*!-# &'(;#
,()(*4(+8# &'(*,# )'*%+Q1# 7,!0,(118# &'(*,# !G-# )'/-0(8# G'(&'(,# &'(;# G!5%+# ,()!..(-+# &'(#
7,!0,/.# &!# !&'(,1# /-+# &'(*,# ,(%/&*!-1'*7# G*&'# &'(# ,(1(/,)'(,># L)!,(1# G(,(# )/%)5%/&(+# /1# /#
7(,)(-&/0(#!9# 1/&*19/)&*!->#H'(;# ,/-0(+# 9,!.#J?_# &!#@??_#G*&'#/-#/4(,/0(# 1)!,(#!9#JJ_>#
H'(;#/,(#15../,*:(+#!-#H/3%(#I>@I#
7.4.2 Parental diaries of homework completed 
K/,(-&1#G(,(#(-)!5,/0(+#&!#+!#+/*%;#7,/)&*)(#!9#&/3%(O&*.(#/-+#9%!!,O&*.(#/)&*4*&*(1#G!,"*-0#
!-# &'(# 1&,/&(0*(1# 3(*-0# &/,0(&(+# &'/&# G(("># H'(;# G(,(# /%1!# /1"(+# &!# 51(# &'(# 1&,/&(0*(1# *-#
,!5&*-(#/)&*4*&*(1>#l/)'#G(("#&'(;#G(,(#0*4(-#/#+*/,;#1'((&#&!#,()!,+#1(11*!-1>#H'(#9!,.#G/1#
+(%*3(,/&(%;#3,*(98#/-+#1*.7%(8# ,(P5*,*-0#(*&'(,#/# &*)"#!,#/#-5.3(,# &!# ,()!,+#G!,"#+!-(# &'/&#














 !"#$%&'())*'+$!,*%! -'.$)! &(! /*+$)&%! *&! &0$! 1(2/3$&'()! (4! &0$! /+(-+*2! *%5')-! *6(#&! &0$'+!
').(3.$2$)&!')!(&0$+!')&$+.$)&'()%!(.$+! &0$!/$+'(7!(4!&0$!%&#78!9 //$)7':!; !"#!$ !<=!>*)8!
%&#7'$%! 0*.$! %0(,)! &0*&! /*+$)&%! (4! 10'37+$)! ,'&0! *#&'%2! $)-*-$! ')! *! ,'7$! .*+'$&8! (4!
')&$+.$)&'()%! %'2#3&*)$(#%38! 9?(,5$+! $&! *3=@! ABCCD! E(')FG(10$3! $&! *3=@! ABBHD! I=! E+$$)! $&!
*3=@! ABBJD! K#2$! $&! *3=@! ABBLD! >*15')&(%0! $&! *3=@! ABCA<=! M&#7'$%! *15)(,3$7-$! &0$!
'2/(%%'6'3'&8! (4! $)+(33')-! /*+&'1'/*)&%! ')! +$%$*+10! *)7! +$"#$%&')-! &0$2! &(! )(&! $)-*-$! ')!
(&0$+! ')&$+.$)&'()%! 9N(6$+&%! $&!*3=@! ABCC<=! O0$! 4(+2! 3'%&$7! *! ,'7$! +*)-$! (4! &+$*&2$)&%! &(!
$)1(#+*-$! 7'%13(%#+$@! ,'&0! *! 4')*3! (/$)F$)7$7! "#$%&'()=! P*+$)&%! ,$+$! *%5$7! &(! -'.$!
*//+(:'2*&$! &'2$%! &0$8! %/$)&! ()! &0$%$!')&$+.$)&'()%! *! ,$$5! *)7! &(! +*&$! &0$2! (#&! (4! &$)=!
O0$! +$%#3&%! *+$! 7'%/3*8$7! ')! O*63$! Q=CL=! P*+$)&%! ,$+$! #%')-! 6$&,$$)! 4(#+! &(! %$.$)!






































Mia X8*&&!  #&'%2!S)&$+.$)&'()!T)'&!9 ST<!!!!!








































































Averages Y#26$+!J! K(#+%!AB! N*&')-!Q!
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7.4.4 Lost data 
U)$! 4*2'38! 1(2/3$&$7! *33! %$%%'()%! (4! &0$! ')&$+.$)&'()! *)7! &0$! /*+$)&! /*+&'1'/*&$7! ')! &0$!
/*+$)&*3! ')&$+.'$,=! O0$! 10'37! 1(2/3$&$7! &0$! 4')*3! *%%$%%2$)&@! *)7! &0$)! &0$! 4*2'38! 3$4&! &0$!
1(#)&+8! &(! 3'.$! ')! &0$!TG=! 33! 4')*3! "#$%&'())*'+$%! 4(+! &0'%! 4*2'38!,$+$! )(&! +$&#+)$7=! O0$!
4*2'38!*3%(!4*'3$7!&(!+$&#+)!(&0$+!"#$%&'())*'+$%!*)7!*33!&0$!7'*+8!%0$$&%=!O0'%!,*%!&0$!2*_(+!
3(%%!(4!7*&*!')!&0$!%&#78=!!
7.5 Follow up data collection
 ! 6*&&$+8! (4! *%%$%%2$)&%! ,$+$! 1(2/3$&$7! $3$.$)! 2()&0%! *4&$+! &0$! %&#78! &(! *%1$+&*')! &0$!
10'37+$)R%!2*')&$)*)1$!(4!-*')%@! &0$!/*+$)&%R!1#++$)&!%&+$%%! 3$.$3%!*)7!,0$&0$+!/*+$)&%!,$+$!
1()&')#')-!&(!#%$!*)8!(4!&0$!%&+*&$-'$%!')!&0$'+!7*'38!3'.$%=!U)$!4*2'38!,*%!3(%&!&(!&0$!%&#78@!
6#&! *33! 4'.$! +$2*')')-! 4*2'3'$%! *-+$$7! &(! 1(2/3$&$! 4')*3! *%%$%%2$)&%=! U)$! 4*2'38! ,*%!
+$3#1&*)&!&(!').(3.$!*!)$,!&$*10$+!*%!&0$'+!10'37!6$-*)!%10((3!&0*&!8$*+@!%(!&0$+$!*+$!)(!%10((3!
+$/(+&%!()!0'2=!
7.5.1 Follow-up assessment of the parents 
7.5.1.1 Final-follow up questionnaire 
O0'%! 6+'$4! "#$%&'())*'+$! *%5$7! /*+$)&%! *6(#&! &0$'+! 1()&')#$7! #%$! (4! &0$! %&+*&$-'$%! *)7! &0$!
)(&$%@!*)7!,0$&0$+!&0$8!%*,!4(1#%')-!()!_(')&!*&&$)&'()!*%!'2/(+&*)&!4(+!&0$'+!10'37!9 //$)7':!
H ! "#! $%"<=! 33! /*+$)&%! %&*&$7! &0$8!,$+$! %&'33! #%')-! &0$! %&+*&$-'$%! *&! 3$*%&! (11*%'()*338=! O0$!

































QLa! Q! Q! HAa! J[a!
Jessie CBBa! Q! CQ! CBBa! H[a!
Mia QLa! [=C! CH=;! ;Ba! Q;a!
Kate ;Wa! J=J! CJ=H! ;;a! QJa!
Jasmine 
& Jeremy
CBBa! J=L! AL=J! ;Aa! HJa!
Average ;Ja! J=A[! CQ=A! ;;a! ;Ca!






+*)-$=! O0+$$! /*+$)&%! 7$1+$*%$7! &0$'+! P*+$)&! 7(2*')! %1(+$%! (.$+! &0$! %&#78@!>'*@! e$%%'$! *)7!
G*&$=!>'*!*)7!e$%%'$!3(,$+$7!&0$'+!%1(+$%!,'&0')!&0$!)(+2*3!+*)-$!*)7!G*&$!3(,$+$7!0$+!%1(+$!
,'&0')! &0$! 13')'1*3! +*)-$=!  &! 4(33(,F#/! G*&$! +$&*')$7! 0$+! -*')%! 6#&! +$2*')$7! ,'&0')! &0$!















Tilly ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3!
James ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3!
Jessie ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! Y(+2*3! Y(+2*3! Y(+2*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3!
Mia Y(+2*3! Y(+2*3! Y(+2*3! Y(+2*3! Y(+2*3! Y(+2*3! Y(+2*3! Y(+2*3! Y(+2*3!
Kate ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3!
Jasmine ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3! ^3')'1*3!





&(! $)-*-$! &0$'+! 10'37+$)! ')! +$1'/+(1*3! /3*8! 9M$1&'()! Q=A=A ! "#! & #<=! O0$%$! %5'33%! ,$+$!
+$.'$,$7!')!&0'%!'())(*+,"!-../..0/12#!345/!('!26/!./5/1!"-7/12.!-../../8!6-8!7/2-41/8!.(0/!
('!26/47!.94)).!41!/1:-:41:!26/47!;64)87/1#!3(,7!('!26/!'45/!6-8!7/8,;/8!26/./!<,2!1(2!2(!"7/+
412/75/124(1!)/5/).!=>4))? !@-0/. !@/..4/!-18!A4-B !-18!(1/!6-8!;(1241,/8!2(!<,4)8!6/7!.94)).!






























O,(!/*+$)&%@! e*2$%! *)7!G*&$@! 1()&')#$7! &(! 7$1+$*%$! &0$'+! #)%#11$%%4#3! *&&$2/&%! &(! $)-*-$!
&0$'+!10'37+$)!*)7!O'338!2*')&*')$7!*33!0$+!-*')%=!e$%%'$!*)7!>'*!')1+$*%$7!&0$'+!*&&$2/&%!6#&!
)(&!&(!/+$F')&$+.$)&'()!3$.$3%=! -*')!&0$!(//(%'&$!/*&&$+)!,*%!%$$)!')!>'&10$33R%!/*+$)&%=!?(&0!






















Parent's changes from baseline 3 to final to follow-up in responsive 






















Parent's changes from baseline 3 to final to follow-up in 





7.5.2 Follow up assessment on the children 
7.5.2.1 The WPPSI III subtests 
O0$! %*2$! %#6&$%&%! (4! &0$! XPPMS! SSS! &0*&! ,$+$! *72')'%&$+$7! /+$! *)7! /(%&! ,$+$! *-*')!
*72')'%&$+$7!&(!&0$!4'.$!*.*'3*63$!10'37+$)=!U.$+*33!Sd!%1(+$%!1(#37!)(&!6$!1*31#3*&$7!()!&0'%!
4')*3! *%%$%%2$)&! #%')-! &0$! 4(#+! %#6&$%&%! *72')'%&$+$7! *%! *33! 10'37+$)!,$+$! (.$+! &0+$$! 8$*+%!
$3$.$)!2()&0%=!O0$!E$)$+*3!f*)-#*-$!^(2/(%'&$!%1(+$!+(%$!4(+!&0+$$!(4!&0$!4'.$!10'37+$)!*&!
4(33(,!#/=!O0$!10'37!')!&0$!0'-0!*.$+*-$!+*)-$!9 3$:<!2(.$7!')&(!&0$!%#/$+'(+!+*)-$@!&0$!10'37!







7.5.2.2 The ASEBA-Pre 
O0$+$! ,$+$! *! 4$,! 10*)-$%! ')! &0$! /*+$)&! 1(2/3$&$7!  Mg? ! &0*&! 2$*%#+$7! $2(&'()*3F
6$0*.'(#+*3!/+(63$2%=!X*35$+@!,0(!0*7!')1+$*%$7!0'%!$:&$+)*3'b')-!/+(63$2%!(.$+!&0$!%&#78@!
+$7#1$7! &0$%$!*&! 4(33(,F#/! &(!%1(+$! ')! &0$!)(+2*3! +*)-$=! 3$:!%3'-0&38! ')1+$*%$7!0'%!(.$+*33!
%1(+$!')&(!&0$!6(+7$+3')$!+*)-$@!6#&!7'7!)(&!3(%$!*33!&0$!-*')%!0$!2*7$!*%!0$!0*7!6$$)!')!&0$!
13')'1*3! +*)-$! /+$F')&$+.$)&'()=! O0$! &,(! (37$+! 10'37+$)! %&*8$7! ')! 13')'1*3! +*)-$%@! ,'&0! ()$!
')1+$*%')-! 0'%! O\%1(+$%! ')&(! &0$! 0'-0! 13')'1*3! +*)-$=! Y()$! (4! &0$! &$*10$+! %1(+$%! 10*)-$7!
9O*63$!Q=C;<=!!
7.5.2.3 The ABAS-II-Pre 
U)! &0$! *7*/&'.$! 6$0*.'(#+! 2$*%#+$@! &0$!  ? M@! &0$! %*2$! &+$)7%! ,$+$! %$$)=! ?(&0!  3$:R%!
2(&0$+! *)7!0'%! &$*10$+! +*&$7!0'2! ')! 3(,$+! +*)-$%=!K'%!2(&0$+!2(.$7!0'2! 4+(2! &0$! 6$3(,!
*.$+*-$! &(! &0$!6(+7$+3')$! +*)-$@!*)7!0'%! &$*10$+!2(.$7!0'2!4+(2! &0$!*.$+*-$! &(! &0$!6$3(,!
*.$+*-$!+*)-$=!X*35$+!1()&')#$7!&(!'2/+(.$!,'&0!0'%!&$*10$+R%!+$/(+&!2(.')-!0'2!4+(2!&0$!
6$3(,!*.$+*-$!&(!&0$!*.$+*-$!+*)-$=!K'%!2(&0$+R%!+$/(+&!*3%(!%0(,$7!'2/+(.$7!%#6F7(2*')!
%1(+$%! 6#&! 0$! +$2*')$7! ')! &0$! $:&+$2$38! 3(,! +*)-$! (.$+*33=! Y(! (&0$+! 10'37+$)! 10*)-$7!
*7*/&'.$!%1(+$%!*&!4(33(,!#/!9O*63$!Q=C;<=!
7.5.2.4 The LUI, and the ASEBA Language Scale 
U)!&0$!/+*-2*&'1! 3*)-#*-$!2$*%#+$@! &0$!f*)-#*-$!T%$! S).$)&(+8@! 4(#+!(4! &0$!4'.$!10'37+$)!
1()&')#$7! &(!2*5$!-*')%! ')! &0$'+! +*,! %1(+$%=!O0'%! ')13#7$7!>'&10$33!,0(!/(%&! ')&$+.$)&'()!
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0*7!3(%&!%5'33%!')!&0'%!*+$*=!U)38!()$!10'37!*&!4(33(,!#/!0*7!3(,$+!+*,!%1(+$%!*)7!&0'%!0*7!6$$)!
/+(-+$%%'.$38! 7$1+$*%')-! %')1$! 0$+! /+$F')&$+.$)&'()! *%%$%%2$)&=! U)! &0$!  Mg? ! 3*)-#*-$!
%1*3$!*33!10'37+$)!')1+$*%$7!&0$!)#26$+!(4!,(+7%!&0$8!#%$7!%/()&*)$(#%38!,'&0!&,(!10'37+$)!
*&!&0$!1$'3')-!(4!&0'%!*%%$%%2$)&!9O*63$!Q=C;<=!!!!
7.5.2.5 Summary of changes on standardised tests 
U)38!4'.$!10'37+$)!,$+$!*.*'3*63$!4(+!4(33(,!#/!*%%$%%2$)&%=!Y(!10'37!,0(!2*7$!2*_(+!-*')%!
')! &0$! %&#78! 3(%&! &0(%$! -*')%=!U)$! 10'37! 9X*35$+<!,0(!2*7$! %'-)'4'1*)&! -*')%! 1()&')#$7! &(!
/+(-+$%%!*&!*!%&$*78!+*&$!2(.')-!')&(!&0$!)(+2*3!+*)-$!()!&0$!/*+$)&!1(2/3$&$7! Mg? !*)7!
&0$!*.$+*-$! +*)-$!()! &0$! &$*10$+!1(2/3$&$7! ? M=!O,(!10'37+$)R%! 3*)-#*-$!%1(+$%!()! &0$!
XPPMS! +(%$=!>'&10$33!2(.$7! 4+(2! &0$! $:&+$2$38! 3(,! +*)-$! ')&(! &0$! 6(+7$+3')$! +*)-$! *)7!
 3$:! 4+(2! &0$!0'-0!*.$+*-$! &(! &0$! %#/$+'(+! +*)-$=!O,(!10'37+$)R%! %1(+$%!7+(//$7=!X8*&&R%!
PSd!2(.$7! 4+(2! &0$!0'-0!*.$+*-$! &(! &0$! 3(,!*.$+*-$! +*)-$!*)7! 3$:R%! %1(+$%!()!6(&0! &0$!




M#22*+8!(4!/+$@!/(%&!*)7!4(33(,F#/!7*&*!4(+!&0$!10'37+$)!4+(2!&0$!XPPMS@! Mg? @! ? M@!
*)7!fTS!






































































































CLChACQFWBL! WJhCAWFACJ! WJFCAWhCHC! ;JFCBWhCAA! AACFAJQF
jWCB!!













































































































































































&0$!%&#78!6#&! 3(%&!%(2$!(4! &0$%$!-*')%!68!4(33(,F#/=!O0$!/*&&$+)! 4(+! &0$! &,(!(37$+!10'37+$)!
































X*35$+!*)7!X8*&&! 1()&')#$7! &0$'+! ')1+$2$)&*3! -*')%! ')! &0$'+!#%$!(4! %')-3$!,(+7%!6#&! 3$:@!
Y*&*%0*! *)7!>'&10$33!,'&0!0'%!2(&0$+! 3(%&!2#10!(4! &0$! -*')%! &0$8!2*7$=!>'&10$33R%! %1(+$%!














































,'&0!1()&')#$7! '2/+(.$2$)&!*&! 4(33(,F#/=! 3$:! 3(%&!2#10!(4!0'%!-*')%!68!4(33(,F#/!*%!7'7!




#/=! K$! )(! 3()-$+! $:/+$%%$7! &0$! /(%'&'.$! *44$1&! %$$)! ')! &0$! 4')*3! %$%%'()! ,'&0! 0'%! 4*&0$+@!








































Baseline 3, final & follow-up changes in the use of phrased 








c(#+! (4! &0$! 4'.$! 10'37+$)!,0(!2*7$! -*')%! ')! +$%/()%'.$! /3*8! 3(%&! %(2$! (4! &0$%$! -*')%! 68!
4(33(,F#/! 6#&! 7'7! )(&! +$&#+)! &(! /+$F')&$+.$)&'()! 3$.$3%=!  3$:!,*%! /3*8')-! 3$%%! +$1'/+(1*338!













































7.6 Summary of results
 ! ,'7$! .*+'$&8! (4! 7*&*! 1(33$1&'()! *)7! 7*&*! *)*38%'%! 2$&0(7%! ,$+$! #%$7! &(! $:*2')$! &0$!
$44$1&'.$)$%%! (4! &0'%! ')&$+.$)&'()! 4(+! &0'%! -+(#/! (4! /*+&'1'/*)&%=! O0$%$! 0*.$! %0(,)! &0*&! *33!
10'37+$)!*)7!4*2'3'$%!%'-)'4'1*)&38!10*)-$7!(.$+!&0$!1(#+%$!(4!&0'%!%&#78!')!%(2$!6$0*.'(#+%=!
O0$+$! ,*%! 1()%'7$+*63$! 0$&$+(-$)$'&8! *1+(%%! /*+&'1'/*)&%@! *)7! 6$0*.'(#+%! 2$*%#+$7=! O0$!
'2/3'1*&'()%!(4!&0$%$!10*)-$%!,'33!6$!7'%1#%%$7!')!^0*/&$+!Y')$=!!
O0$! )$:&! 10*/&$+@! ^0*/&$+! g'-0&@! 7$%1+'6$%! &0$! "#*3'&*&'.$! %&#78! (4! &0$! /*+$)&! ')&$+.'$,%=!
^0*/&$+!Y')$! 7+*,%! &(-$&0$+! *33! &0$! %(#+1$%! (4! 7*&*! -$)$+*&$7! ')! &0'%! %&#78! &(! *)%,$+! &0$!
+$%$*+10!"#$%&'()%!*)7!&(!7+*,!1()13#%'()%!*)7!+$1(22$)7*&'()%!4+(2!&0$!4')7')-%=!
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Chapter Eight: The parent interviews: Procedures and results 
8.1 Introduction 
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8.2 Procedures 
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8.4 Data analysis 
8.4.1 NVivo data analysis software 
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8.4.2 Thematic analysis 
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8.5 Results: Themes from the interviews 
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8.5.1. Theme 1: Noticing small change 
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8.5.4 Theme 4: What is real therapy for children with autism? 
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Chapter Nine: Discussion, Conclusions and Recommendations 
9.1 Introduction 
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9.2 Research questions 
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9.3.1.2 Summary 
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9.4 Question two 
9.4.1 Findings from this study on global developmental changes 
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9.5.2 Summary of the parents’ perceptions about the program 
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9.6 Question four 
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9.6.1.1 Individual cases that support this model 
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%04,& !c+-!3%&E+4$&%1&4$+/4!./,4+$+1&!-./%&-!<&%&!0$! $*&! $/3!/9! $*&!&#$%&'&()! (/<!%04,&! 9/%!
(04,;0,&! 042! +4! $*&! 6/%2&%(+4&! %04,&! 9/%! 4/4E1&%60(! 06+(+$+&- ! c&! 2+2! */<&1&%! 2+-3(0)!
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$*&-&! 60$$(&- ! O)! 9/((/<E;3! *+-!  #$&%40(+\+4,! 6&*01+/;%! <0-! +4! $*&! 4/%'0(! %04,&! 042! *&!
./4$+4;&2!$/!'0F&!+'3%/1&'&4$-!0.%/--!0!%04,&!/9!6&*01+/;%- !
N)0$$! <0-! $*&! /$*&%! .*+(2! $/! '0F&! -+,4+9+.04$! 3%/,%&--! +4! 6/$*! D/+4$! 0$$&4$+/4! %&(0$&2!
6&*01+/;%-!042!,(/60(!2&1&(/3'&4$0(!-F+((-!+4!./,4+$+/4?!042!6&*01+/% !c&!*02!'04)!3/-+$+1&!
3%&2+.$/%- ! c&! *02! D;-$! $;%4&2! $*%&&! 0$! $*&! 6&,+44+4,! /9! $*&! -$;2) ! c&! 2+2! 4/$! *01&!
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c+-!'/$*&%?!A+0?!*02!0((!*&%!TPV!-./%&-!+4!$*&!4/%'0(!%04,&?!+4.(;2+4,!*&%!2&3%&--+/4!-./%& !
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-+,4+9+.04$()! +4.%&0-&! $*&+%! %0$&-!/9! +4+$+0$+/4!/1&%! $*+-! -$;2) !N)0$$! 2+2!4/$! (/-&! 04)!/9!*+-!
,0+4-!0$!9/((/<E;3 !
U0$0-*0!0(-/!'02&!'0%F&2!,0+4-!+4!D/+4$!0$$&4$+/4!/1&%!$*+-!-$;2) !P*&!+'3%/1&2!/4!4+4&!/9!
$*&! &(&1&4! D/+4$! 0$$&4$+/4! %&(0$&2! 6&*01+/;%-! 042! *&%! .*04,&-! <&%&! 0((! -+,4+9+.04$ ! 7*&-&!
.*04,&-!*/<&1&%!2+2!4/$!$%04-(0$&!+4$/!+'3%/1&'&4$-!/4!,(/60(!2&1&(/3'&4$0(!'&0-;%&- !P*&!
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-./%&!&1&4!2&.%&0-&2 !8((!$*&!.*+(2!90.$/%-!<&%&!4&,0$+1&!9/%!U0$0-*0 !P*&!<0-!!0$!9/;%!042!0!
*0(9!)&0%-!! $*&!/(2&-$!.*+(2!+4!$*&!-$;2) !8((!*&%!./,4+$+1&!-./%&-!<&%&!+4!$*&!&#$%&'&()!(/<!
%04,&! 042!*&%! #$&%40(+\+4,!6&*01+/;%-!<&%&! +4! $*&! .(+4+.0(! %04,& !P*&! 0(-/! &#*+6+$&2!=;+$&!
&#$%&'&!4&,0$+1&!6&*01+/;%! +4! $*&!60-&(+4&!1+2&/- !@&(()?!U0$0-*05-!'/$*&%!*02!*+,*!-$%&--!
-./%&-?! +4.(;2+4,!0!*+,*!2&3%&--+/4!-./%&!042!-*&!*02! $*&! (&0-$!0'/;4$!/9!-/.+0(!-;33/%$!/9!
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+'3(&'&4$!*/'&</%F!+4!0!./4-+-$&4$!<0)!6&$<&&4!-&--+/4- !!
A02+-/4!*02!,%&0$!2+99+.;($+&-! (&02+4,!A0%F !c&!<0-!&#$%&'&()!4/4E./'3(+04$!042!-*&!*02!
(&0%4&2!4/$! $/!'0F&!2&'042- !P*&!<0-!*+,*()! -F+((&2! +4! 9/((/<+4,!*+-! (&02!042!&4,0,&2! +4!
%&-3/4-+1&! 3(0)! <&((! <+$*! *+'! 0-! (/4,! 0-! *&! <0-! (&02+4,! +$ ! 7*&! ,%&0$&-$! .*0((&4,&! 9/%!
A02+-/4!2;%+4,!$*+-!+4$&%1&4$+/4!<0-!%&./,4+\+4,!$*&!4&&2!$/!,0+4!'/%&!./4$%/( !
7*&!(0-$!.*+(2?!A+$.*&((?!'02&!$*&!(&0-$!3%/,%&--!/9!04)!.*+(2!+4!$*+-!-$;2) !c&!+'3%/1&2!/4!
9+1&! /9! $*&! &(&1&4! 6&*01+/;%-! '&0-;%&2! 6;$! /4()! 0! 9&<! <&%&! -+,4+9+.04$ ! c+-! 6&*01+/;%!
-&&'&2!&%%0$+.! 042! -/'&!.*04,&-! $*0$!<&%&! -+,4+9+.04$!<&%&! (/--&-!4/$! ,0+4- !A+$.*&((! *02!
4/4&!/9!$*&!3/-+$+1&!3%&2+.$/%-!+4!$*&!.*+(2!90.$/%- !c&!<0-!/(2&%M!*+-!./,4+$+1&!06+(+$+&-!<&%&!
+4! $*&! &#$%&'&()! (/<! %04,&! 0.%/--! 1&%60(! 042! 4/4E1&%60(! 2/'0+4-?! 042! *+-!  #$&%40(+\+4,!
6&*01+/;%-! <&%&! +4! $*&! .(+4+.0(! %04,& ! V4! $*&! 60-&(+4&! 1+2&/-! *&! &#*+6+$&2! -/'&! &#$%&'&!
4&,0$+1&!6&*01+/;% !T0%&4$!042!-/.+0(!90.$/%-!0(-/!3%&2+.$&2!(+'+$&2!3%/,%&-- !O/$*!*+-!30%&4$-!
*02! $*&! *+,*&-$! -$%&--! -./%&-! /9! 04)! 30%&4$-! +4! $*&! -$;2)! <+$*! &-3&.+0(()! *+,*! 2&3%&--+/4!
-./%&- ! 7*&)! *02! (+$$(&! -/.+0(! -;33/%$! 042! 04/$*&%! 3%&-.*//(! 0,&2! .*+(2! 2+0,4/-&2! /4! $*&!
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&3+-/2&- !8((! 90'+(+&-!-0<!.*04,&-! +4! $*&+%!.*+(25-!-/.+0(E./'';4+.0$+1&!6&*01+/;%-!042! +4!
$*&+%!/<4!+4$&%0.$+/4-!<+$*!$*&+%!.*+(2 !!
U/$! 0((! .*+(2%&4! 6&4&9+$&2! &=;0(() ! 7*&! 90.$/%-! 0--/.+0$&2! <+$*! 6&$$&%! /;$./'&-! <&%&b! $*&!
.*+(25-! 0,&?! &#$&%40(+\+4,! 6&*01+/;%! 3%/6(&'-?! Vg?! $*&+%! 30%&4$5-! (&1&(-! /9! -$%&--! 042!
2&3%&--+/4?! -/.+0(! -;33/%$?! 04/$*&%! .*+(2! <+$*! 0;$+-'! +4! $*&! 90'+()! 042! $*&! 30%&4$5-!
./''+$'&4$!$/!$*&!3%/,%0' !7*&%&!-&&'-!$/!6&!0!-'0((!<+42/<!<*&4!.*+(2%&4!<+$*!0;$+-'!
0%&!)/;4,!$/!,0+4!./'3(+04.&!042!$/!6&!06(&!$/!2+%&.$!$*&+%!0$$&4$+/4!$/!-/.+0(()!%&(&104$!042!
2&1&(/3'&4$0(()! +'3/%$04$! (&0%4+4, ! N*&4! $*+-! <+42/<! +-! '+--&2! .*+(2%&45-! 6&*01+/;%!
&-.0(0$&-!042!30%&4$-!6&,+4!$/!(/-&!./4$%/( !7*+-!+4.%&0-&-!30%&4$0(!-$%&--?!<*+.*!+4!$;%4!'0F&-!
+4$&%1&4$+/4! *0%2&% ! Z&.010(+&%! *0-! 2&'/4-$%0$&2! $*&! $%04-0.$+/40(! %&(0$+/4-*+3! /1&%! $+'&!
6&$<&&4! .*+(2%&45-! &-.0(0$+4,! 6&*01+/;%! 3%/6(&'-! 042! 30%&4$0(! -$%&--?! 6/$*! 099&.$+4,! &0.*!
/$*&%!>Z&.010(+&%!&$!0( ?!_IIQC !7*+-!-$;2)!-*/<&2!$*&!,0+4-!'02&!6)!.*+(2%&4!.*0%0.$&%+\&2!
6)! <+$*2%0<4! 6&*01+/;%-! 042! $*&! (0.F! /9! 3%/,%&--! +4! .*+(2%&4! .*0%0.$&%+\&2! 6)! 2&9+04$!
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9.9 Recommendations for future research 
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Client Feedback Survey Pilot Study


































Working with families of preschoolers with autism: An examination 
of a parent-mediated, early intervention targeting joint attention 
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Benefits of the project
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TG I&6.'&'/+$ +!'$ +'#!/"C2'*$ (3)$ %+$ .'%*+$ %/$ !32)$ %$ 0%8$ 32+*"0'$ +!'$ +)%"/"/E$ *'**"3/*
+!)32E!32+$+!'$*+208
9!')'$ "*$ /3$ #!%)E'$ (3)$ 6%)+"#"6%+"3/$ "/$ +!"*$ "/+')1'/+"3/P$ /3)$ "*$ +!')'$ %/8$ "/02#'&'/+$ (3)$
6%)+"#"6%+"3/G$
9!'$6)3#'02)'*$%)'$6.%8$A%*'0$%/0$;"..$2*'$ +38*$;"+!$!"E!$ "/+')'*+$ (3)$ +!'$ "/0"1"02%.$#!".0G$
W3*"+"1'$)'"/(3)#'&'/+$;"..$A'$%..3;"/E$+!'$#!".0$+3$6.%8$;"+!$+!'$#!3*'/$+38*G$9!'$6%)'/+$;"..$
A'$;"+!$6)'*'/+$ +!)32E!32+$ +!'$ *'**"3/*$ %/0$ "/13.1'0$ "/$03"/E$ +!'&$ ()3&$ +!'$ (")*+$ *'**"3/G$
9!'$ (%&".8$ "*$ ()''$ +3$ ;"+!0)%;$ %+$ %/8$ +"&'$ ;"+!32+$ 6'/%.+8G$ =1'/2'*$ (3)$ E)"'1%/#'$ %/0$
#32/*'.."/E$;"..$A'$E"1'/$6)"3)$+3$+!'$*+208$A'E"//"/EG$
Confidentiality
















Queries and Concerns 
=/8$ C2')"'*$ 3)$ #3/#')/*$ %A32+$ +!"*$ 6)3J'#+$ *!32.0$ A'$ 0")'#+'0$ +3$ +!'$ )'*'%)#!')P$ :!").'8$
B')E2*3/$%+$+!'$2/"1')*"+8$3($@%/A'))%$3/$*(')E2*3/a*+20'/+G#%/A'))%G'02G%2$3)$+!'$6)"&%)8$
*26')1"*3)P$ 4)$ @!)"*$ b".!%&$ %+$ #!)"*GK".!%&a#%/A'))%G'02G%2$ 3)$ 3/$ UO[FO\DcP$ (%>$
UO[FOOUDG$
Informed Consent Form for a Research Project Involving Human Participants 
Working with families of preschoolers with autism: An examination of a 
parent-mediated, early intervention targeting joint attention
I$ !%1'$ )'%0$ %/0$ 2/0')*+330$ +!'$ "/(3)&%+"3/$ %A32+$ +!'$ )'*'%)#!G$ I$ %&$ /3+$ %;%)'$ 3($ %/8$
#3/0"+"3/$+!%+$;32.0$6)'1'/+$&8$6%)+"#"6%+"3/$%/0$I$%E)''$+3$6%)+"#"6%+'$"/$+!"*$6)3J'#+G$I$!%1'$














NOTES FOR 20 WEEK PROGRAM 
s.ferguson@student.canberra.edu.au
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Background Reading for Parents in the Joint Attention Study 
What is Autism? 
=2+"*&$"*$%$0'1'.36&'/+%.$0"*%A"."+8P$+!%+$'&')E'*$'%).8$"/$%$#!".0]*$."('P$%/0$%(('#+*$+!)''$&%"/$
0'1'.36&'/+%.$%)'%*H$$
· 5')A%.$ %/0$ /3/$ 1')A%.$ #3&&2/"#%+"3/$ "/#.20"/E$ +%.K"/E$ %/0$ 2*"/E$ E'*+2)'*$ +3
#3&&2/"#%+'$;"+!$3+!')*G
· ?'#"6)3#%.$*3#"%.$"/+')%#+"3/*d$#!%++"/EP$*!%)"/EP$6.%8"/E$;"+!$3+!')*G












3)$ 1')8$ 0"*+)'**'0$ A8$ "+P$ /3+$ ."K"/E$ .320$ /3"*'*P$ 3)$ "+#!8$ #.3+!"/EP$ 3)$ 3/.8$ '%+"/E$ 3/'$ A)%/0$ 3($
#!"#K'/$/2EE'+*G$
I+$"*$%$_:6'#+)2&`$0"*3)0')$;"+!$"/0"1"02%.*$1%)8"/E$"/H$
· 9/2"!!'&"/,":$&%/8$#!".0)'/$!%1'$%/$ "/+'..'#+2%.$0"*%A"."+8d$%$ (';$%)'$_*%1%/+*`$;"+!
C2"+'$'>+)%73)0"/%)8$%A"."+"'*$%/0$3+!')*$!%1'$%1')%E'$%A"."+"'*G
· ;.,'#!% '/2"4"$2d$ :3&'$ #!".0)'/$ %)'$ _%.33(`$ %/0$ 0"*"/+')'*+'0$ "/$ A'"/E$ ;"+!$ 3+!')
#!".0)'/P$*3&'$%)'$1')8$"/+')'*+'0$"/$3+!')$#!".0)'/$A2+$*+)2EE.'$;"+!$!3;$+3$ +%.K$ +3
+!'&P$3)$6.%8$;"+!$+!'&G
· <#/&3#&"d$ *3&'$ #!".0)'/$ /'1')$ 0'1'.36$ *63K'/$ .%/E2%E'd$ 3+!')*$ *6'%K$ ."K'$ _."++.'
6)3('**3)*`$;"+!$"&&'/*'$13#%A2.%)"'*P$%/0$1')8$%01%/#'0$*'/+'/#'$*+)2#+2)'*G
· ="&4""%.)%#32'$2',%$7>82.>$d$:3&'$#!".0)'/$'/E%E'$"/$A'!%1"32)*$."K'$(.%66"/E$+!'")
!%/0*P$ *6"//"/EP$ %/0$A'"/E$1')8$ *3#"%..8$/%e1'P$ 3+!')*$;3)K$!%)0P$ _6)'+'/0"/E$ +3$A'
/3)&%.`P$'*6'#"%..8$"/$62A."#$*'++"/E*G




6!3A"%$ %/0$ 3A*'**"1'$ #3&62.*"1'$ A'!%1"32)*P$ %/0$ 0'6)'**"3/$ #%/$ 0'1'.36$ "/$
%03.'*#'/#'G$$
I+$ "*$ %$ ."('.3/E$ 0"*%A"."+8P$ ;"+!$ /3$ K/3;/$ #2)'P$ A2+$ 1%)"%A.'$ 0'1'.36&'/+%.$ 32+#3&'*G$ :3&'$
#!".0)'/$%66'%)$ +3$&31'$32+$ 3($ #."/"#%.$ )%/E'*$31')$ +!'$'%).8$ #!".0!330$6')"30P$ A2+$ '1'/$ +!'*'$
#!".0)'/$;"..$!%1'$*3&'$)'*"02%.$0"(("#2.+"'*G
Causes of Autism 
9!')'$"*$*+"..$0'A%+'$%A32+$+!'$#%2*'$3($%2+"*&$%/0$)'*'%)#!')*$%)'$A'E"//"/E$+3$1"';$"+$%*$%$&2.+"7
0'+')&"/'0$0"*3)0')G$9!')'$ "*$%$E)'%+$0'%.$3($ )'*'%)#!$3/$E'/'+"#$#%2*'*P$A2+$ I/71"+)3$ "/('#+"3/*$
%)'$%.*3$A'"/E$"/1'*+"E%+'0G$9!'$&3*+$*2663)+'0$1"';$%+$6)'*'/+$"*$+!%+$"+$"*$%$6)"&%)".8$%$E'/'+"#$
0"*3)0')P$A2+$;"+!$*3&'$'/1")3/&'/+%.$(%#+3)*$%.*3$ "&6."#%+'0G$Q%/8$'>+'/0'0$(%&".8$&'&A')*$
3($ #!".0)'/$ ;"+!$ %2+"*&$ !%1'$ ('%+2)'*$ 3($ +!'$ 0"*3)0')$ %*$ 6%)+$ 3($ +!'")$ 6')*3/%."+8G$ 9!"*$ "*$
*3&'+"&'*$0'*#)"A'0$%*$A'"/E$%$_*8*+'&%+"^')`P$*3&'3/'$;!3$."K'*$.3E"#%.P$)%+"3/%.$*8*+'&*P$."K'$
&%+!'&%+"#*P$ *#"'/#'$ 3)$ '/E"/'')"/EP$ +!'$ _!%)0`$ *#"'/#'*P$ )%+!')$ +!%/$ 6'36.'G$ I/$ #3/+)%*+$
_'&6%+!"^')*`$."K'$6'36.'P$/31'.*P$63'+)8$%/0$+!'$_*3(+')`$*3#"%.$*#"'/#'*G$$
Q%/8$A)%"/$%)'%*$!%1'$A''/$"&6."#%+'0H$"/#.20"/E$+!'$."&A"#$*8*+'&$6%)+"#2.%).8$+!'$%&8E0%.%P$3)$
+!'$'&3+"3/$#'/+)'$3($ +!'$A)%"/d$ +!'$#')'A'..2&P$%$*'/*3)8$&3+3)$ "/+'E)%+"3/$%)'%d$ +!'$ (2*"(3)&$
%)'%P$3)$ (%#'$ )'#3E/"+"3/$%)'%d$-)3#%]*$%)'%P$ %$ .%/E2%E'$6)3#'**"/E$%)'%d$ %/0$ +!'$&"))3)$/'2)3/$
*8*+'&P$%/$'&6%+!8$%)'%G$
W*8#!3%/%.8+"#$ +!'3)"'*$ 3($ %2+"*&$ A'"/E$ #%2*'0$ A8$ A%0$ 6%)'/+"/E$ %)'$ #3&6.'+'.8$ 2/*2663)+'0G$
W%)'/+*$ 3($ #!".0)'/$ ;"+!$ %2+"*&$ 03$ /3+$ 0"((')$ ()3&$ 6%)'/+*$ 3($ +86"#%..8$ 0'1'.36"/E$ #!".0)'/G$
:+20"'*$ !%1'$ %.*3$ (32/0$ /3$ '1"0'/#'$ (3)$ "+$ A'"/E$ #%2*'0$ A8$ !'%18$ &'+%.*$ 3)$ +!'$ QQ?$
1%##"/%+"3/*G$
Diagnosis and Early Intervention
I/$+!'$6%*+$%2+"*&$;%*$0"%E/3*'0$A8$%$1%)"'+8$3($#."/"#"%/*$"/$%/$%0$!3#$;%8G$=2+"*&$;%*$3(+'/$
/3+$0"%E/3*'0$2/+".$%(+')$("1'P$+!'$%1')%E'$%E'$(3)$%/$=*6')E')g*$0"%E/3*"*$;%*$FFG$@!".0)'/$%)'$
/3;$A'"/E$ )'."%A.8$ 0"%E/3*'0$ %+$ Fh$&3/+!*$ +3$ +;3$ 8'%)*G$9!'$ _E3.0$ *+%/0%)0`$ "/*+)2&'/+*$ (3)$
E%+!')"/E$ "/(3)&%+"3/$ (3)$ 0"%E/3*"*$ %)'$ +!'$ =2+"*&$4"%E/3*+"#$ LA*')1%+"3/$ :#!'02.'$ M=4L:N$
%/0$ =2+"*&$ 4"%E/3*+"#$ I/+')1"';$ i$ ?'1"*'0$ M=4I7?NG$ 4"%E/3*"*$ "/13.1'*$ 2*"/E$ "/(3)&%+"3/$
E%+!')'0$()3&$%$1%)"'+8$3($*32)#'*$+3$'1%.2%+'$+!'$#!".0$3/$+!'$#)"+')"%$"/$+!'$4:Q$I5P$3)$I@4$F[P$
&%/2%.*$ 3($ 6*8#!"%+)"#$ %/0$ &'0"#%.$ 0"*3)0')*G$ 9!"*$ "*$ 2*2%..8$ 03/'$ A8$ %$ 6%'0"%+)"#"%/P$ 3)$
6*8#!3.3E"*+P$3)$%$&2.+"0"*#"6."/%)8$+'%&P$;"+!$'>6')+"*'$"/$+!"*$%)'%G$$
I/$3)0')$+3$)'#3E/"^'$+!'$('%+2)'*$3($%2+"*&$"/$#!".0)'/$2/0')$+;3P$)'*'%)#!')*$A'E%/$+3$*+208$!"E!$
)"*K$ "/(%/+*$ ()3&$ A")+!$ 3/P$ *"A."/E*$ 3($ 0"%E/3*'0$ #!".0)'/P$ %/0$ '%).8$ !3&'$ 1"0'3$ 3($ 0"%E/3*'0$
#!".0)'/G$?'*'%)#!')$*32E!+$+3$"0'/+"(8$+!'$_#3)'$0'("#"+*`d$('%+2)'*$+!%+$;')'$2/"C2'P$*6'#"("#$%/0$




9!')'$!%*$A''/$ *3&'$'1"0'/#'$ +!%+$ '%).8$ "/+')1'/+"3/$ (3)$ 1')8$832/E$#!".0)'/$;"+!$%2+"*&$#%/$
!%1'$63*"+"1'$'(('#+*G$9!'$Zb$V%+"3/%.$?'*'%)#!$@32/#".]*$O[[F$)'63)+$)'#3&&'/0*$'%).8$'/+)8$
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"/+3$ %/$ "/+')1'/+"3/$ 6)3E)%&P$ %*$ *33/$ %*$ %$ #!".0$ "*$ *2*6'#+'0$ 3($ !%1"/E$ %/$ %2+"*&$ *6'#+)2&$
0"*3)0')G$$
Q%/8$*+20"'*$!%1'$03#2&'/+'0$"&6)31'&'/+*$ "/$.%/E2%E'P$*3#"%.$#3&&2/"#%+"3/P$ +!"/K"/E$%/0$





· ?3A')+*P$ jG$ %/0$ W)"3)P$QG$ MO[[UN$@32'$>%@%A"('"0% .)% 21"% 4"$"#4,1% 2.% '*"/2')7% 21"%>.$2
"))",2'("% >.*"!$% .)% 84#,2',"% '/% "#4!7% '/2"4("/2'./% ).4% ,1'!*4"/% 0'21% #32'$>% $8",243>
*'$.4*"4$G$=2*+)%."%/$k31')/&'/+$4'6%)+&'/+$3($S'%.+!$%/0$=E"/EP$=2*+)%."%G
· :"&6*3/P$ ?G$ RG$ $ MO[[TN$ @32'$>% ;8",243>% ='$.4*"4$% 9/2"4("/2'./$% #/*% B4"#2>"/2$% ).4
C1'!*4"/%#/*%6.321%@3);"/$W)'**$:%E'$W2A."#%+"3/*$@3&6%/8$@%."(3)/"%G
I+$ "*$ 1')8$ "&63)+%/+$ (3)$ (%&"."'*P$ %/0$ +'%#!')*P$ ;"+!$ #!".0)'/$ ;"+!$ %2+"*&P$ +3$ A'$ %;%)'$ 3($ +!'$
'/3)&32*$)%/E'$3($"/+')1'/+"3/*$A'"/E$3((')'0P$%/0$+3$#%)'(2..8$'1%.2%+'$+!'$)'*'%)#!$'1"0'/#'$+3$
*2663)+$+!'*'$"/+')1'/+"3/*G$9!')'$"*$."&"+'0$E330$)'*'%)#!$(3)$&%/8$"/+')1'/+"3/*G$$
9!'$ )%/E'$3($ +)'%+&'/+*$ "/#.20'H$ A"3.3E"#%.P$ '02#%+"3/%.P$ 6*8#!308/%&"#P$ *'/*3)8P$ %/0$ _/31'.`$
M*;"&&"/E$;"+!$03.6!"/*NG$Y02#%+"3/%.$+)'%+&'/+*$!%1'$A''/$+!'$&3*+$'(('#+"1'P$+!'8$)%/E'$()3&$
A'!%1"32)%.P$."K'$=66."'0$-'!%1"32)%.$=/%.8*"*$3)$M=-=N$%/0$4"*#)'+'$9)"%.$9)%"/"/E$M499NP$+3$
+)%/*%#+"3/%.70'1'.36&'/+%.P$ ."K'$?'.%+"3/*!"6$4'1'.36&'/+$ I/+')1'/+"3/$ M?4IN$ %/0$L6+"3/*$3)$
:3/$?"*'P$;"+!$&%/8$#3&63*"+'$6)3E)%&*$"/$A'+;''/G$
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"&6.'&'/+"/E$ +!'*'$ 6)3E)%&*$ (3)$ (%&"."'*G$ 9!'$ '%).8$ 6)3&"*'*$ 3($ _#2)'*`$ !%1'$ /3+$ A''/$
)'6."#%+'0G$@3/+'&63)%)8$=-=$6)3E)%&*$"/#3)63)%+'$&%/8$*+)%+'E"'*$()3&$)'.%+"3/%.$6)3E)%&*G$
9!')'$ "*$ .'**$'1"0'/#'$ (3)$/3/$A'!%1"32)%.$6)3E)%&*G$9!')'$!%1'$A''/$1')8$ (';$;'..$0'*"E/'0$















+'#!/"C2'*P$ A2+$ +!'$ '&6!%*"*$ ;"..$ A'$ 3/$ A2".0"/E$ )'.%+"3/*!"6*$ ;"+!"/$ +!'$ (%&".8P$ %*$ *3#"%.7
#3&&2/"#%+"3/$"*$+!'$&3*+$"&63)+%/+$E3%.$3($"/+')1'/+"3/$(3)$#!".0)'/$;"+!$%2+"*&G$$
9!"*$ 6)3E)%&$;"..$ "/13.1'$ +!'$ (%&".8$ "/$ O[$ *'**"3/*$;"+!$ +!'$ )'*'%)#!')G$ 9!'$ *'**"3/*$;"..$ A'$
+!)''$+"&'*$%$;''K$(3)$+!'$(")*+$+;3$;''K*P$+!'/$+;"#'$%$;''K$(3)$+;3$;''K*P$+!'/$3/#'$%$;''K$(3)$





· =$F[$&"/2+'$ 1"0'3$ 3($ 832$ %/0$ 832)$ #!".0$ 6.%8"/E$ %/0$ 6)%#+"#"/E$ *K"..*$ 832
!%1'$.'%)/'0
· =$A)"'($0"*#2**"3/$3($+!'$/';$*K"..$%/0$E3"/E$31')$/3+'*$'>6.%"/"/E$+!'$*K"..
· =$ FT$ &"/2+'$ *'**"3/$ ;3)K"/E$ 3/$ +!'$ *K"..P$ %+$ +!'$ +%A.'$ ;"+!$ +!'$ )'*'%)#!')
&30'."/E$%/0$#3%#!"/E
· =$FT$&"/2+'$(.33)$6.%8$+"&'$(3..3;"/E$+!'$#!".0]*$.'%0$"/$6.%8G
· =$ ("1'$&"/2+'$0"*#2**"3/$3($ !3;$ +3$62+$ "+$ "/+3$ +!'$ )32+"/'*$3($ '1')80%8$ ."('
."K'$&'%.*P$0)'**"/EP$A%+!"/E$'+#G
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What Is Joint Attention 
j3"/+$%++'/+"3/$0'("#"+*$!%1'$A''/$)'#3E/"^'0$%*$#3)'$0'("#"+*$"/$%2+"*&P$+!'8$%)'$2/"1')*%.P$*6'#"("#$
%/0$ 2/"C2'$ +3$ +!"*$ 0"*3)0')G$ j3"/+$ %++'/+"3/$ "*$ +;3$6'36.'$ *!%)"/E$ %++'/+"3/$A'+;''/$ %$ #3&&3/$
(3#2*P$%/0$'%#!$3+!')d$"+$"*$*''/$"/$+!'$1"*2%.$%++'/+"3/%.$*!"(+*P$3)$E.%/#'*P$A'+;''/$6'36.'G$I+$"*$
%.*3$*''/$"/$+!'$E'*+2)'*$6'36.'$2*'$+3$#3&&2/"#%+'$."K'$63"/+"/E$%/0$*!3;"/EG$I+$0'&3/*+)%+'*$
%/$ 2/0')*+%/0"/E$ 3($ %/3+!')]*$ %++'/+"3/%.$ (3#2*P$ %/0$ 3($ +!'")$ "/+'/+"3/%.$ &"/0G$ :3&'+"&'*$ ;'$
)'*63/0$+3$3+!')]*$%++'&6+*$+3$'/E%E'$2*P$*3&'+"&'*$;'$"/"+"%+'$%++'&6+*$+3$'/E%E'$3+!')*G$-'(3)'$
"/(%/+*$.'%)/$+3$*6'%K$+!'8$.'%)/$%$#3&6.'>$%/0$2/"1')*%.$.%/E2%E'$3($/3/71')A%.$#3&&2/"#%+"3/G$
9!"*$ .%/E2%E'$ #3/*"*+*$ 3($ E.%/#'*P$ E'*+2)'*P$ (%#"%.$ '>6)'**"3/*P$ A308$ .%/E2%E'$ %/0$ "/+3/%+"3/G$
4'("#"+*$"/$J3"/+$%++'/+"3/$%)'$3/'$3($+!'$'%)."'*+$%66'%)"/E$&%)K')*$3($%2+"*&G$$
Why is Joint Attention important? 
Q%/8$ *+20"'*$ !%1'$ 03#2&'/+'0$ +!'$ _6"13+%.`$ "&63)+%/#'$ 3($ J3"/+$ %++'/+"3/%.$ A'!%1"32)*$ (3)$
+86"#%..8$ 0'1'.36"/E$ %/0$ %+86"#%..8$ 0'1'.36"/E$ #!".0)'/G$k330$ J3"/+$ %++'/+"3/$ *K"..*$ "/$ +300.')*$
!%1'$ A''/$ *!3;/$ +3$ 6)'0"#+H$ A'++')$ .%/E2%E'$ 0'1'.36&'/+P$ &3)'$ *3#"%.$ #3&6'+'/#'P$ .'**$
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#!%/E'*$"/$832/E$#!".0)'/$;"+!$%2+"*&,$@32'$>P$53.G$FDP$V3G$FP$cD7FFT$
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Week 1 Topic - Facial gazing 
How does Joint Attention develop in typical development? 
j3"/+$ %++'/+"3/$ '&')E'*$ "/$ +86"#%..8$ 0'1'.36"/E$ #!".0)'/$ %+$ %)32/0$ +!'$ FO$ &3/+!$ &%)KP$ %/0$
#3/*3."0%+'*$31')$ +!'$/'>+$*">$&3/+!*G$9!'$&3*+$ "&63)+%/+$6)'#2)*3)$3($ J3"/+$%++'/+"3/$ "*$ (%#"%.$
E%^"/EG$42)"/E$+!'$(")*+$8'%)$3($."('$6%)'/+*$%/0$"/(%/+*$*6'/0$%$.3+$3($+"&'$E%^"/E$%+$'%#!$3+!')]*$
(%#'*G$9!'8$!%1'$;!%+$"*$#%..'0$_6)3+37#3/1')*%+"3/*`P$&2.+"6.'P$A)"'(P$/3/$1')A%.P$#3/1')*%+"3/*$
2*"/E$ (%#"%.$ '>6)'**"3/P$ '8'$ &31'&'/+*P$ E'*+2)'*$ %/0$ 13#%."^%+"3/*G$ 9!'*'$ %)'$ 1')8$ 6.%8(2.$
"/+')%#+"3/*P$%/0$ +!'8$!'.6$ +3$A2".0$*+)3/E$%++%#!&'/+*$A'+;''/$#!".0)'/$%/0$ +!'")$6%)'/+*G$ I+$ "*$
+!)32E!$+!'*'$"/+')%#+"3/*$+!%+$6%)'/+*$!'.6$+!'")$#!".0$.'%)/$'&3+"3/$)'E2.%+"3/$*K"..*G$9!'$6%)'/+$
&%8$"/"+"%+'$%$+"#K.'$E%&'P$+!'$#!".0$E'+*$'>#"+'0P$;!'/$+!'$#!".0$E'+*$+33$'>#"+'0P$+!'$6%)'/+$.33K*$
%;%8$%/0$ *+36*$A)"'(.8P$ %/0$ +!'$#!".0$#%.&*G$9!'$#!".0$%.*3$ .'%)/*$ +3$ .33K$%;%8$;!'/$ +!'8$%)'$
E'++"/E$+33$%)32*'0$*"E/%.."/E$+3$+!'$&3+!')$+3$#%.&G$$
Why is this Important? 
=$ E)'%+$ 0'%.$ 3($ *3#"%.$ "/(3)&%+"3/$ "*$ 6%**'0$ A'+;''/$ 6'36.'$ 1"%$ +!'$ (%#'G$ 9!"*$ "/#.20'*H$
"/(3)&%+"3/$ %A32+$ *%('+8$ %/0$ 0%/E')P$ !2&32)$ %/0$ ()"'/0*!"6P$ ;!%+$ "*$ "&63)+%/+P$ %/0$ ;!%+$ "*$





-%A"'*$;"..$*!3;$'>6')"&'/+')*$ +38*$ +!'8$K/3;$+!'8$!%1'/]+$*''/$A'(3)'P$%/0$1"*2%..8$ "/0"#%+'$
+!'$ ;!')'%A32+*$ 3($ 3AJ'#+*$ %/$ '>6')"&'/+')$ "*$ .33K"/E$ (3)G$ 9!"*$ "*$ +!'$ A'E"//"/E$ 3($ +!'$
0'1'.36&'/+$3($%$_9!'3)8$3($&"/0`G$L.0')$#!".0)'/$;"+!$%2+"*&$*+)2EE.'$+3$2/0')*+%/0$%/3+!')]*$
63"/+*$3($1"';$%/0$+!'")$"/+')/%.$;3).0P$3($+!32E!+*P$(''."/E*P$0'*")'*$%/0$A'."'(*G$
What happens in the development of children with autism? 
986"#%..8$0'1'.36"/E$#!".0)'/$%)'$"/+')'*+'0$"/$3AJ'#+*$%/0$6'36.'d$+!'8$)'*3.1'$+!'$0".'&&%P$3($
;!"#!$+3$%++'/0$+3P$A8$*!%)"/E$%++'/+"3/$A'+;''/$6'36.'$%/0$3AJ'#+*G$9!'8$;"..$1"*2%..8$0)%E$%/$
%02.+]*$ %++'/+"3/$ +3$ %$ +38$ +!%+$ "/+')'*+*$ +!'&P$ 3)$ .33K$ %+$ %$ +38$ %/$ %02.+$ "*$ *!3;"/E$ +!'&G$9!'")$









+!'8$2*'$3+!')$&'+!30*$3($ )'&'&A')"/E$6'36.'P$ ."K'$!%")$ #3.32)$3)$ #.3+!"/EG$L/'$%02.+$ *%"0$!'$
K/';$!"*$&3+!')$A8$!')$/%*%.$!%")G$
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Build table time into each day.$:'+$26$%$*&%..$+%A.'$"/$%$#3)/')$*3&';!')'P$!%1'$+!'$
#!".0$(%#'$832$%/0$%$;%..$"($63**"A.'G$:.3;.8$A2".0$+!'")$+3.')%/#'$(3)$*"++"/E$%+$+!'$+%A.'d$2*'$
;!%+'1')$)';%)0*$+!'8$%)'$&3+"1%+'0$A8P$%/0$832$%)'$;".."/E$+3$2*'P$(3)$*+%8"/E$%+$+!'$+%A.'G$
Z*'$%$1%)"'+8$3($%#+"1"+"'*$ +3$ "/#)'%*'$ (%#"%.$E%^"/EP$*+"#K')*$3/$832)$(%#'P$0)%;"/E$3/$832)$
(%#'P$62++"/E$3/$;"E*P$!%+*P$A'%)0*P$E.%**'*G$b''6$+!'&$+!')'$%*$.3/E$%*$+!'8$#%/$+3.')%+'P$%/0$
832$#%/$%((3)0$+!'$+"&'G$Q%K'$"+$(2/G$$
Build floor time into each dayG$Z*'$%$)2E$3)$&%+$+3$&%)K$%$*6'#"("#$%)'%$"/$;!"#!$+3$
03$(.33)$+"&'G$=.;%8*$03$"+$"/$+!'$*%&'$%)'%$+3$A'E"/$;"+!G$@3/#'/+)%+'$3/$A%A8$E%&'*P$+"#K.'$
E%&'*P$ *;"/E"/E$ "/$ +!'$ %")$ E%&'*P$ *3/E*G$  !'/$ 832$ 6.%8$ ;"+!$ +38*$ A'$ _"/$ +!'")$ (%#'`G$
:%A3+%E'$+!'")$*3."+%)8$6.%8P$*3$+!%+$832$%)'$"/#.20'0G$$
During routines make them look at your face. -'$*"..8$;!".'$(3.0"/E$;%*!"/E$62+$
+!"/E*$3/$832)$!'%0P$!3.0$+!"/E*$/'%)$832)$(%#'P$*%A3+%E'$%/0$;%"+P$;!'/$E"1"/E$+!'&$+!"/E*$




What other strategies will need to begin this week? 
:3&'$%#+"1"+"'*$#%/$A'$E)'%+$(2/P$%/0$&31"/E$3/$()3&$3/'$%#+"1"+8$+3$%/3+!')$"*$3(+'/$0"(("#2.+$
(3)$ #!".0)'/$;"+!$ %2+"*&G$9Y=@@S$2*'*$ %$ _("/"*!'0$A3>`P$ "/$;!"#!$%#+"1"+"'*$ +!%+$ %)'$31')$










Week 2 Topic – Responding to being shown a toy 
The steps in the development of joint attention
9!'$ 0'1'.36&'/+$ 3($ J3"/+$ %++'/+"3/$ (3..3;*$ %$ *"&".%)$ 6%++')/$ "/$ %..$ +86"#%..8$ 0'1'.36"/E$
#!".0)'/G$ I/(%/+*$A'E"/$;"+!$ +!'$ (%#"%.$E%^"/EP$;'$ *+%)+'0$ .%*+$;''KP$ %/0$ +!'/$ +!'8$A'E"/$ +3$
(3#2*$3/$3AJ'#+*$+!%+$%02.+*$*!3;$+!'&G$$9!"*$"*$#%..'0$_)'*63/0"/E$+3$+!'$%++'/+"3/%.$A"0*$3($





+!'$ +38$ %/0$ 2*P$ *!"(+"/E$ E%^'$ A'+;''/$ +!'$ +;3G$ L/'$ 3($ +!'$ ;%8*$ +3$ +'%#!$ +!"*$ "*$ +!)32E!$
A'!%1"32)%.$&'+!30*G$$$
Using behavioural methods to achieve this goal. 
F1#2%'$%@88!'"*%G"1#('.34#!%@/#!7$'$%H@G@IJ
· 9!"*$+')&$&'%/*$#!%/E"/E$+!'$A'!%1"32)$3($%$#!".0$"/$%$6.%//'0$%/0$&'%*2)%A.'$;%8







· =/0$ "($ +!'$ #!".0$ "*$ 2/%A.'$ +3$ 03$ +!'$ A'!%1"32)$ )';%)0"/E$ +!'")$ A'*+$ %++'&6+*P$ 3)
_*!%6"/E`$+!'$A'!%1"32)$A8$)';%)0"/E$#.3*')$%/0$#.3*')$%66)3>"&%+"3/*G




Rewards or reinforcement 
R'%)/"/E$ +!'3)8$ *+%+'*H$ +!%+$ 6'36.'P$ %/0$ %/"&%.*P$ )'6'%+$ A'!%1"32)*$ +!%+$ %)'$ )';%)0"/E$ (3)$
+!'&$ %/0$ %13"0$ A'!%1"32)*$ +!%+$ %)'$ /3+$ )';%)0"/EG$ I+$ "*$ "&63)+%/+$ +3$ ;3)K$ 32+$ ;!%+$ "*$
)';%)0"/E$(3)$832)$#!".0G$9!"*$&"E!+$"/#.20'H$$






What can families do to increase a child’s attention to an offered 
toy? 
I+$ "*$ "&63)+%/+$ +3$ A'$ #)'%+"1'$ "/$ ("/0"/E$ ;%8*$ +3$ E'+$ 832)$ #!".0$ +3$ .33K$ %+$ %$ +38$ 832$ %)'$
*!3;"/E$+!'&G$l32$/''0$+3$)'&'&A')$+3$)';%)0$+!'")$.33K"/EG$9!"*$#%/$&'%/$"/"+"%..8$2*"/E$
+38*$832$K/3;$+!'8$%)'$"/+')'*+'0$"/P$3)$E"1"/E$+!'&$+38*$+!'8$%)'$"/+')'*+'0$"/$%*$%$)';%)0$
(3)$ .33K"/EG$ YC2%..8$ "&63)+%/+.8$ )'&'&A')$ +3$ %.;%8*$ 6%")$ 6!8*"#%.$ )';%)0*$ ;"+!$ *3#"%.$
)';%)0*G$k"1'$.3+*$3($6)%#+"#'G$9!')'$%)'$+!)''$&%"/$%)'%*$+3$+%)E'+P$+%A.'$+"&'P$(.33)$+"&'$%/0$
)32+"/'*G$9)8$%/0$03$%..$+!)''$'%#!$0%8P$'1'/$"($3/.8$A)"'(.8G$
Build table time into each dayG$=+$+!'$+%A.'$!%1'$%$#3..'#+"3/$3($+!"/E*$832$;%/+$832)$
#!".0$+3$.33K$%+G$Q%K'$*2)'$&3*+$3($+!'&$%)'$+!"/E*$832)$#!".0$"*$"/+')'*+'0$"/G$I($.33K"/EP$3)$









(3)$ .33K"/E$%/0$ "/#3)63)%+"/E$ +!'$ +38$ "/+3$ +!'$E%&'G$j3"/$ "/$ +!'")$6.%8P$3##%*"3/%..8$%00"/E$
/';$"+'&*G$$
During routines continually ask them to look at things you show them 













Week 3 Topic – Taking an offered toy. 
“Sticky Attention”
@!".0)'/$3/$+!'$%2+"*&$*6'#+)2&$!%1'$6)3A.'&*$;"+!$_*+"#K8$%++'/+"3/`G$9!'8$!%1'$0"(("#2.+8$
(.'>"A.8$ *!"(+"/E$ +!'")$ %++'/+"3/%.$ (3#2*$ ()3&$ %/$ 3AJ'#+$ +!'8$ %)'$ 6.%8"/E$;"+!$ +3$ %$ 0"((')'/+$
3AJ'#+G$9!'8$ +'/0$ +3$ (3#2*$3/$3AJ'#+*$3($ +!'")$3;/$#!33*"/E$%/0$/3+$ 3/'$%/$%02.+$ #!33*'*G$
9!'8$%.*3$!%1'$0"(("#2.+"'*$;"+!$+)%/*"+"3/"/E$()3&$3/'$%#+"1"+8$+3$%/3+!')d$+!"*$"*$6%)+$3($+!'$
*%&'$ 6)3A.'&G$ V31'.+8$ "*$ /3+$ %*$ "/+')'*+"/E$ +3$ #!".0)'/$ ;"+!$ %2+"*&$ %*$ "+$ "*$ +3$ +86"#%..8$
0'1'.36"/E$#!".0)'/d$ +!'8$6)'(')$ +!'$K/3;/G$9!"*$6)'(')'/#'$ (3)$_*%&'/'**`$#%/$ ."&"+$ +!'")$
.'%)/"/EP$%/0$#%2*'$+!'&$'&3+"3/%.$0"*+)'**$%*$+!'$;3).0$03'*$/3+$*+%8$+!'$*%&'G$
Teaching Flexibility 
j2*+$ %*$;'$;3)K'0$ .%*+$;''K$3/$ '/#32)%E"/E$ .33K"/E$ %+$ %$ _*!3;/`$ +38P$ +!"*$;''K$;'$;"..$
;3)K$ 3/$ +'%#!"/E$ +!'$ #!".0$ +3$ +%K'$ +!'$ +38P$ %/0$ '"+!')$ "/#3)63)%+'$ "+$ "/+3$ +!'")$ 6.%8P$ 3)$ +3$
#!%/E'$+!'")$(3#2*$3($%++'/+"3/$3/+3$+!'$/';$+38G$9!"*$"*$%/$"&63)+%/+$*K"..$%*$"+$"/13.1'*$+!'$
#!".0$ %##'6+"/E$%/$%02.+$ "/+3$ +!'")$6.%8P$ %/0$%..3;"/E$ +!'&$ +3$ "/(.2'/#'$ "+G$ I+$ %.*3$ "/13.1'*$
E%^'$*!"(+"/EP$E'++"/E$+!'$#!".0$+3$%++'/0$/3+$3/.8$+3$+!'$+38$A2+$%.*3$+3$+!'$%02.+G$:3$;'$/''0$




Following the child’s lead in play
R%*+$ ;''K$ ;'$ "/+)302#'0$ *3&'$ A%*"#$ #3/#'6+*$ 3($ A'!%1"32)%.$ .'%)/"/E$ +!'3)8$ "/$ 3)0')$ +3$
*+)'/E+!'/$ +!'$ #!".0]*$ %A"."+8$ +3$ %++'/0$ +3$ +38*$ ;'$ ;%/+$ +3$ "/+')'*+$ +!'&$ "/G$ 9!'$ 3+!')$
"&63)+%/+$+!')%6'2+"#$+'#!/"C2'$+3$&%*+')$"/$;3)K"/E$3/$J3"/+$%++'/+"3/$*K"..*$"*$+!'$%A"."+8$+3$
_(3..3;$+!'$#!".0]*$%++'/+"3/%.$.'%0*`G$-3+!$*+)%+'E"'*$%)'$/''0'0G$$





&3+"1%+"3/$ +3$ .'%)/G$93$03$ +!"*$;'$!%1'$ +3$2/0')*+%/0$;!%+$ "*$ "&63)+%/+$ +3$ +!'&P$;!%+$%)'$
+!'8$ "/+')'*+'0$ "/P$;!%+$ 03$ +!'8$;%/+$ +3$ .'%)/$ %A32+G$ '$ #%/$ 3/.8$ K/3;$ +!"*$ A8$ (3..3;"/E$
+!'")$.'%0G$$
 !'/$;'$%)'$/3+$0")'#+"/E$+!'")$6.%8P$;!%+$%)'$+!'8$03"/E,$ !%+$%)'$+!'8$)'%..8$03"/E,$ '$
/''0$ +3$ 03$ "+$ +33P$ +3$ (2..8$ 2/0')*+%/0G$ :3$ "($ +!'$ #!".0$ ."/'*$ 26$ +38*P$ ."'*$ 3/$ +!'$ (.33)$ %/0$
;%+#!'*$ +!'$;!''.*$3($#%)*$&31'P$;%+#!'*$*%/0$ +)"#K."/E$ +!)32E!$ +!'")$ ("/E')*P$3)$ )'%0*$ +!'$
*%&'$A33K$ %E%"/$ %/0$ %E%"/P$;'$/''0$ +3$ E'+$ 3/$ +!'$ (.33)$ %/0$03$ "+$;"+!$ +!'&P$ +)8$ +3$ *''$ "+$









Build table time into each day.$9)8$ +3$2*'$ +%A.'$ +"&'$+3$E'+$ +!'&$+3$ +%K'$/';$+38*G$
9!"*$#%/$A'$*"&6.8$+%K"/E$%..$+!'$62^^.'$6"'#'*P$3)$#3/*+)2#+"3/$6"'#'*$3)$'**'/+"%.$6%)+*$3($+!'$
E%&'$+!'8$%)'$6.%8"/EP$%/0$E"1"/E$ +!'&$3/'$%+$ %$ +"&'G$l32$/''0$ +3$ "/*')+$832)*'.($ "/+3$ +!'$






.3+*$3($ )';%)0*G$9!"*$&%8$/''0$ +3$A'$ "/$*'1')%.$*!3)+$A2)*+*G$Z*'$ +!'$6"#+3E)%6!*$3($_9%A.'$
+"&'`P$_B.33)$+"&'`P$_B"/"*!'0`G$
Build floor time into each day.$Z*'$(.33)$+"&'$+3$(3..3;$+!'")$.'%0G$W2+$32+$+!"/E*$832$
K/3;$+!'8$%)'$"/+')'*+'0$"/P$%/0$03$;!%+$+!'8$03$;"+!$+!'$+38*G$I($+!'8$#!3*'$/3+$+3$6.%8$;"+!$
+!'$+38*$A2+$+3$03$3+!')$+!"/E*P$J2*+$(3..3;$+!'&P$%/0$03$+!'&$+33G$9!"*$"*$1')8$!%)0$(3)$%02.+*$





During routines give them things. 9)8$+3$E'+$+!'&$+3$*!"(+$%++'/+"3/$3/$+3$+!"/E*$832$
E"1'$ +!'&G$ I/+)302#'$ /';$ A33K*$ %+$ A'0+"&'P$ *3&'$ 0"((')'/+$ (330$ %+$ &'%.$ +"&'*P$ 62+$ 3/$










Week 4 Topic – Following hand point, eye point and vocalizing. 
Responding to the Joint Attention bids of others. 
@!".0)'/$3/$+!'$%2+"*&$*6'#+)2&$03$/3+$+)%#K$+!'$%++'/+"3/$3($3+!')$6'36.'P$+!'$;%8$+86"#%..8$
0'1'.36"/E$ #!".0)'/$ 03G$ 9!'8$ +'/0$ +3$ (3..3;$ +!'")$ 3;/$ "/+')'*+*P$ %/0$ A'#3&'$ "/+'/*'.8$
(3#2*'0$ 3/$ 3AJ'#+*P$ 3)$ '>6')"'/#'*P$ +!%+$ *'"^'$ +!'")$ %++'/+"3/G$  '$ !%1'$ A''/$ ;3)K"/E$ 3/$
#%6+2)"/E$+!'")$%++'/+"3/$;"+!$+38*$+!%+$;'$&31'$ "/+3$+!'")$6')*3/%.$*6%#'P$%/0$+)8"/E$+3$E'+$
+!'&$ +3$ (3#2*$3/$ +!"/E*$;'$ *!3;$ +!'&P$ %/0$E"1'$ +!'&G$ '$%)'$ +)8"/E$ +3$&%K'$ +!'&$ .'%)/$
%A32+$+!'$;3).0$+!)32E!$2*P$+!"*$;"..$'/%A.'$+!'&$+3$.'%)/$*3#"%..8P$%/0$#2.+2)%..8P$"&63)+%/+$








The Relationship between Joint Attention & Theory of Mind
9!'3)8$ 3($Q"/0$ M93QN$ "*$ +!'$ %A"."+8$ +3$ _&"/07)'%0`$ +!%+$ #!".0)'/$ 0'1'.36$ 31')$ +!'")$ '%).8$
8'%)*G$ I/$"/(%/#8$J3"/+$%++'/+"3/P$E%^'$*!"(+"/EP$*3#"%.$)'(')'/#"/EP$%/0$"&"+%+"3/$%)'$*3&'$3($
+!'$'%)."'*+$*"E/*$;'$*''$3($+!"*G$Y>6')"&'/+')*$!%1'$_.3*+`$+!'")$K'8*$"/$()3/+$3($"/(%/+*P$.'(+$
+!'$ )33&P$ )'+2)/'0P$ %/0$ A'E2/$ +3$ *'%)#!$ (3)$ +!'&G$ 986"#%..8$ 0'1'.36"/E$ "/(%/+*$ ;"..$ .33K$
+3;%)0*$ +!'$ K'8*P$ +!'/$ +3$ +!'$ )'*'%)#!')]*$ (%#'$ +!'/$ A%#K$ +3$ +!'$ K'8*P$ _+'.."/E`$ +!'&P$ /3/7
1')A%..8P$;!')'$+!'8$%)'G$ !'/$%$*+)%/E')$%66'%)*P$"/(%/+*$.33K$%+$+!'")$&3+!')]*$(%#'$+3$*''$"($
+!'8$*!32.0$A'$*#%)'0$3)$/3+G$ !'/$%/$"/(%/+$"*$3((')'0$%$+38P$%/0$+!'/$+!'$+38$"*$+%K'/$%;%8P$
+!'8$;"..$ "&&'0"%+'.8$E.%/#'$%+$ +!'$%02.+]*$ (%#'$ +3$*''$ "($ +!"*$ "*$ %$E%&'P$3)$&'%//'**G$9!"*$
E.%/#'$ ;"..$ 0'+')&"/'$ "($ +!'8$ *&".'$ 3)$ #)8G$ 9!'*'$ %)'$ %..$ '>%&6.'*$ 3($ "/(%/+*$ )'%0"/E$ +!'$
"/+')/%.$A'."'(*P$'&3+"3/*P$+!32E!+*P$3)$"/+'/+"3/*$3($%/3+!')G$$
9300.')*$A'E"/$+3$0'1'.36$.%/E2%E'$%A32+$3+!')]*$"/+')/%.$*+%+'*P$_Q2&&8]*$*%0`P$_4%008]*$
+")'0`P$ %/0$ +!'8$ A'E"/$ +3$ 03$ _6)'+'/0$ 6.%8`$ ;"+!$ 3+!')*P$ *!%)"/E$ 6)'+'/0$ A'."'(*$ %A32+$ %/$
"&%E"/%)8$ ;3).0G$ -8$ +!'$ 6)'*#!33.$ 8'%)*$ #!".0)'/$ !%1'$ &%*+')'0$ %/$ 2/0')*+%/0"/E$ 3($
#3&6.'>$"/+')/%.$*+%+'*$."K'$A'"/E$%A.'$+3$+'..$."'*P$+3$2/0')*+%/0$"/+'/+"3/*P$_S'$0"0/]+$&'%/$






'%).8$ *3&'$ 3($ +!"*$ _&"/07A."/0/'**`$ ;"..$ /3+$ 0'1'.36G$ '$ ;"..$ .33K$ %+$ +!'$ "&63)+%/#'$ 3($
9!'3)8$3($Q"/0$*K"..*$"/$+!'$0'1'.36&'/+$3($*3#"%.$#3&6'+'/#'$/'>+$;''KG$
400
What can families do to increase their child’s ability to follow a 
hand point, eye point and vocalizing?
Steps in teaching point following




· Q%K'$ *2)'$ 832$ !%1'$ 832)$ #!".0]*$ %++'/+"3/P$ 2*'$ 832)$ +'#!/"C2'*$ +3$ E%"/$ '8'
#3/+%#+G











· ?'&'&A')$ "+$ "*$ "&63)+%/+$ +3$E"1'P$%/0$ +)8$ +3$E'+P$_E%^'$*!"(+"/E`$ ()3&$6')*3/$ +3
3AJ'#+$+3$6')*3/G$l32$.33K$%+$+!'&P$+!'/$+!'$+38P$+!'/$A%#K$+3$+!'&G
· Q%K'$"+$%$E%&'P$&%K'$"+$(2/P$&%K'$"+$*2##'**(2.G




Build floor time into each dayG$ !'/$+!'8$%)'$6.%8"/E$!"0'$6"'#'*$3($62^^.'*P$03..*P$
+)%"/*P$%/"&%.*P$%/0$2*'$63"/+$(3..3;"/E$*+'6*$+3$"/0"#%+'$;!')'$832$!%1'$!"00'/$+!'&G$






Week 5 Topic – teaching your child to follow a hand point, eye 
point and vocalizing, with an alternating “Triadic” gaze.





















How do Joint Attention skills & a Theory of Mind lead to greater social 
competence? 
L/'$ 3($ +!'$&3*+$ "&63)+%/+$ )'%*3/*$ (3)$ .'%)/"/E$ +3$ #3&&2/"#%+'$ "*$ +3$&''+$ 32)$ /''0*P$ (3)$
*%('+8P$ (330P$ *!'.+')P$ %/0$ ;%)&+!G$  '$ 03$ /3+$ /''0$ %$ 9!'3)8$ 3($ Q"/0$ (3)$ +!"*$ .'1'.$ 3($
#3&&2/"#%+"3/P$A2+$;'$%)'$&3)'$*2##'**(2.$%*$#3&&2/"#%+3)*P$'1'/$%+$+!"*$.'1'.P$"($;'$!%1'$
3/'G$ '$#%/$ +"&'$;!'/$;'$%*K$(3)$!'.6$ "($;'$#%/$)'%0$%/3+!')]*$ .'1'.$3($%1%".%A"."+8G$9!"*$
"/13.1'*$2/0')*+%/0"/E$ +!%+$ "($&2&$"*$3/$ +!'$6!3/'$%/0$ I$;%"+$ +"..$ *!'$*+36*$ +%.K"/EP$*!'$ "*$
&3)'$."K'.8$+3$!'.6$&'$3)$I($0%0$!%*$!"+$!"*$("/E')$;"+!$%$!%&&')P$!'$;3/]+$;%/+$+3$E'+$&'$%$
0)"/K$ J2*+$ 8'+G$ 9!'$ &3)'$ %##2)%+'$ 32)$ 2/0')*+%/0"/E$ 3($ 3+!')]*$ "/+')/%.$ *+%+'*P$ +!'$ &3)'$
'(('#+"1'$32)$A"0*$(3)$+!'")$%++'/+"3/$;"..$A'G$9!'$&3)'$'(('#+"1'$32)$A"0*$%)'$+!'$!%66"')$%/0$
&3)'$*'++.'0$;'$;"..$A'P$%/0$32)$6%)'/+*$;"..$A'G$$
@!".0)'/$ ;"+!$ 633)$ 9!'3)8$ 3($ Q"/0$ *K"..*P$ !%1'$ &3)'$ /'E%+"1'$ "/+')%#+"3/*$ ;"+!$ 3+!')*$
A'#%2*'$ +!'8$ 03/]+$ K/3;$;!'/$ +3$ %66)3%#!$ 3+!')*P$ %/0$ +!'8$ 03/]+$ K/3;$!3;$ +3$ %66)3%#!$




What can families do to increase “triadic”, or three way, attention? 
Steps in teaching triadic attention












Build table time into each day.$ !'/$;3)K"/E$ (%#'$ +3$ (%#'$ "+$ "*$ '%*"')$ +3$ E'+$ '8'$
#3/+%#+$;"+!$832)$#!".0P$%/0$ +3$ +'%#!$ +!'&$ +3$ (3..3;$%$63"/+$ +3$ +!'$*"0'G$9%A.'$ +"&'$ "*$%.*3$
"&63)+%/+$%*$"+$A2".0*$)32+"/'*$;!')'$+!')'$"*$%/$'>6'#+%+"3/$+!'8$;"..$#3/#'/+)%+'P$6.%8$;"+!$
832P$ %++'/0$ +3$ %#+"1"+"'*$ 832$ "/1'/+$ %/0$ .'%)/$ /';$ *K"..*G$l32$ #%/$ _*%A3+%E'`$ A8$ 0)366"/E$
+!"/E*$3/$+!'$(.33)P$_.33*"/E`$+!"/E*$%/0$*%8"/E$_ !')'$"*$+!%+$+38,`$%*K$+!'&$+3$#!33*'$%$+38$
3)$E%&'$+3$6.%8$;"+!P$A8$63"/+"/E$+3$0"((')'/+$3/'*G$$$
Build floor time into each day.$I/1'/+$E%&'*$;!')'$+!'$#!".0$&2*+$;%+#!$832)$(%#'$+3$
*''$;!%+$ "*$ +3$!%66'/$/'>+P$ ."K'$_:"&3/$:%8*`$"&"+%+"3/$E%&'*P$ +!)3;"/E$A'%/$A%E*$3)$*3(+$
+38*$%+$ +%)E'+*P$ J2&6"/E$3/$#2*!"3/*P$6.%8"/E$E%&'*$;!')'$832$*%8$_?'%08P$*'+P$XX`$%/0$
;%"+$(3)$+!'&$+3$+'..$832$+3$E3G$$







Summary of Skills to be trying with your child 
 ! Facial Gazing!"#$$%" &'()*()+",-"./01" &," ()23$/1$" &'$(3" &,4$3/)2$" -,3
4,,*()+"/&"0,56".(&',5&"/)0"&,01!"74/0"&(2*4$"+/8$19"1()+"/2&(,)"1,)+16
%4/0" +/8$1" %544()+" -5))0" -/2$16" .$/3" 8,51&/2'$16" :$/3;16" '/&1" ,3
1&(2*$31!
<! Looking at things you are showing them!"='$)"&'$0"/3$"$)+/+$;"()
,&'$3" /2&(>(&($16" ()&$335%&6" 1',." &'$8" &'()+1" 0,5" &'()*" .(44" ()&$3$1&
&'$86"/);"'(;$"-/>,53(&$"&,01"-,3"/".'(4$"1,"0,5"2/)"1',."&'$8"/)$.!
?! Taking offered toys!"='$)" &'$0" /3$" %4/0()+" ()&3,;52$" ;(--$3$)&" &,01
()&,"&'$(3"+/8$6"()&3,;52$"/";(--$3$)&"/2&(>(&06"2'/)+$"&'$"+/8$!
@! Point to things to attract their attention to it. A1$" 0,53" >,(2$6" 0,53
'/);6" 0,53" $0$16" 0,53" :,;0" &,"8,>$" &'$(3" /&&$)&(,)" ,)" &," 1,8$&'()+
24,1$6"4(*$"/"%(2&53$"()"/":,,*6",3"/"2,)1&352&(,)6",3"-53&'$3"/./06"4(*$"/
%,1&$3",)"&'$"./446",3"/"'/4-"'(;;$)"&,0",)"/"1'$4-!
B! Work to get a “triadic gaze” C,4;",:D$2&1")$/3"0,53"-/2$6"25$"&'$8":0
1/0()+"EF,,*"/&"8$G6",3"51()+"&'$"EF,,*"/&"8$G"2/3;6"1/:,&/+$":0"),&
;,()+" .'/&" (1" $H%$2&$;6" 8,>$" &'$(3" -/2$" &," 4,,*" /&" 0,56" ./(&" -,3" /
3$1%,)1$!
I! Involve yourself in their play. J,44,."&'$(3" 4$/;" ()"%4/06" (8(&/&$" &'$(3
/2&(,)16"1,5);16".,3;16"&'$)"2'/)+$"&'$"+/8$"/"4(&&4$6"$H%/);"(&!
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Week 6 Topic – teaching your child to follow a hand point and eye 
point without vocalizing. 








Non verbal communication 
P,()&"/&&$)&(,)"),38/440";$>$4,%1"()"&'$"-(31&"0$/3"/);"/"'/4-",-"4(-$6":$-,3$"/"2'(4;";$>$4,%1"
1%,*$)"4/)+5/+$!"Q&"(1"/"E%3$2531,3G"&,"4/)+5/+$!"R,6"/1"&0%(2/440";$>$4,%()+"2'(4;3$)":$+()"&,"







/3$" ,)40" /" 18/44" %/3&" ,-" /)0" 2,885)(2/&(,)!" K'()*" ,-" :$()+" /&" /" -5)$3/46" .'/&".$" 1/0" &,"




(1" .'0" &'$0" 1&35++4$" &," 5);$31&/);" 1,2(/4" 2,885)(2/&(,)1!" K'$0" 2/)" '/>$" >$30" 4(&$3/4"
5);$31&/);()+1",-".'/&"(1"1/(;"/);"8(11"&'$"())5$);,19"&'$"8$&/%',316"&'$"D,*$16"&'$";,5:4$"




4/)+5/+$" &'$0" .(44" ;$>$4,%" 4/&$3" ,)!" K'(1" ./1" /" :$&&$3" %3$;(2&,3" ,-" 4/)+5/+$
;$>$4,%8$)&"&'/)"QX6",3"$>$)"&'$"2'(4;T1"2533$)&"4/)+5/+$!
· K'$" 1$2,);" (1" &'/&" &'$" 8,3$" %/3$)&1" E3$/;G6" /);" 3$1%,);" &,6" &'$" ),)V>$3:/4
2,885)(2/&(,)1" ,-" &'$(3" 2'(4;3$)" .(&'" /5&(186" &'$" :$&&$3" &'$(3" 2'(4;3$)" +$&" /&" :,&'
>$3:/4"/);"),)V>$3:/46"2,885)(2/&(,)!
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What can families do to increase their child’s attention to an eye 
point and a hand point? 












=$"/3$"),&" &30()+"&,":$"1(4$)&"/);"801&$3(,516" D51&" &30()+"&,"8,>$"&'$(3"/&&$)&(,)".(&'"8,3$"
15:&4$":$'/>(,5316"&30()+"&,"+$&"&'$8"&,"%/0"8,3$"/&&$)&(,)"&,",53"),)">$3:/4":$'/>(,531!"R,"
.'$)"&'$0"4,,*6"+(>$"4,&1",-">$3:/4"-$$;:/2*6"EM,5"-,5);"(&"+3$/&\G""
Build table time into each day."74/0"+/8$1"/&" &'$" &/:4$" &'/&" 3$L5(3$"0,5" &,"%,()&" &,"
1,8$&'()+"&'/&"'/1"-/44$)",--"&'$"&/:4$6")$$;$;"-,3"&'$"+/8$6",3"&'$")$H&"/2&(>(&0"0,5"/3$"+,()+"
&,";,!"A1$":,,*1"/);"%,()&"&,"&'()+1"/3,5);"0,5"&'/&"/3$"()"&'$":,,*!"
Build floor time into each day." Q)"&'$"-4,,3"%4/0"1$11(,)"51$";3$11"5%16"12/&&$3" &'$8"
/3,5);"1,"0,5"2/)"%,()&"&,".'/&"(1")$$;$;")$H&!"Z5(4;"&3/()"&3/2*1"1,"0,5"2/)"3$L5$1&"%($2$16"
,3"8/3:4$"3/2$1".'$3$"0,5"%,()&"&,".'$3$"&'$"8/3:4$"'/1"+,)$!"""
During routines try to get triadic attention.
7,()&"&,"&'()+1"0,5")$$;"()"&'$"15%$38/3*$&".'(4$"1',%%()+6"()"&'$"25%:,/3;".'(4$"2,,*()+6"




Week 7 Topic – teaching your child to follow eye movements. 




































What can families do to increase their child’s attention just to an 
eye movement? 























Build floor time into each day."Q)>$)&"+/8$1"0,5"%4/0"&,+$&'$3".'$3$"&'$0"-();"&'()+1"
0,5"4,,*"/&6",3"-,44,."0,53"2',(2$1",-":,,*16"+/8$16"1,)+1":0"./&2'()+"0,53"$0$"8,>$8$)&1!"





Week 8 Topic – Initiating Joint Attention 
How does your child currently get your attention when they want 
something? 













































Week 9 Topic – How does your child initiate joint attention? 
Z$-,3$" .$" :$+()" &'(1" 1$2&(,)" ,-" &'$" %3,+3/8" .$" )$$;" &," 5);$31&/);" ',." 0,53" 2'(4;" (1"
2533$)&40"+/()()+"0,53"/&&$)&(,)!"74$/1$",:1$3>$"0,53"2'(4;"/);"-(44"()"&'$"-,44,.()+"1'$$&!""
K'$3$"/3$"/"-$."(8%,3&/)&"./01"&,",:1$3>$"&'(1!"
· K'$" -(31&" (1" 23$/&()+" ,%%,3&5)(&($1" -,3" 3$L5$1&()+!" Q)" ,3;$3" &," ;," &'(1" (&" .(44" :$
(8%,3&/)&"&,"()245;$"1,8$"E-351&3/&()+G"1(&5/&(,)1"()&,"0,53"2'(4;T1";/06"1,"0,5"23$/&$
&'$" ,%%,3&5)(&0" -,3" &'$8" &," 3$L5$1&!" ]-&$)" 2'(4;3$)" .(&'" /5&(18" .(44" E;," (&
&'$81$4>$1G" 3/&'$3" &'/)" 3$L5$1&!" d>$)" (-" &'(1"8$/)1" 24(8:()+" 5%" &'$" 25%:,/3;16" ,3
51()+" &'$(3" &$$&'" &," ,%$)";(--(254&" 2,)&/()$31!" R," &'()*" ,-" &'()+1" &'$0".(44" ./)&" /);
8/*$"&'$8"()/22$11(:4$".(&',5&"0,53"'$4%!"F$&"&'$8"1$$"&'$86"/1*".'/&"&'$0"./)&"/);
&'$)"./(&!"U41,"'/);"&'$8"&'()+16"&'$)"&/*$"&'$8"/./06"1/0Y"E.'/&";,"0,5"./)&bG




· C,." ;," &'$0" 1/0" E),G6" ,3" E1&,%G6" ,3" EQ" ;,)T&" ./)&" &," ;," &'(1bG" U3$" &'$0" 51()+
5)/22$%&/:4$"./01"&,"2,885)(2/&$"E),Gb





















How can I respond to my child’s attempts to get my attention?
Setting up situations where they will need to request








Build table time into each day. 
K'(1"(1"&'$"$/1($1&"&,",:1$3>$"/1"0,5"2/)"1$&"5%"1(&5/&(,)1"&,"$4(2(&"3$L5$1&1"











,&'$31!" Q)" ,3;$3" &," $)2,53/+$" &'$8" &," 1',." 51" &'()+16" .$" )$$;" &," /&&$);" 24,1$40" &," &'$(3"
/&&$)&(,)/4" -,251!" Z$2,8$" ()>,4>$;" ()" 4,,*()+" .'$3$" &'$0" /3$" 4,,*()+6" /);" /1*" &'$8" &,"
ER',."8$"&'$"!!G!"""
W'(4;3$)".(&'"/5&(18";,"),&"1',."51"&'()+1":$2/51$",-"&'$(3"K'$,30",-"[();"%3,:4$81!"K'$0"
/3$" ),&" /4./01" /./3$" &'/&" .$" ;," ),&" 1$$" &'()+16" ,3" 5);$31&/);" &'()+16" &'/&" &'$0" 1$$" ,3"
5);$31&/);!" K'$0" /3$" ),&" /./3$".$" '/>$" ;(--$3$)&"8();16" ;(--$3$)&" %,()&1" ,-" >($.!" Q-" &'$0"
*),."1,8$&'()+"2/)"&'$0"/1158$".$";,"&,,6"1,".'0".,54;"&'$0")$$;"&,"1',."(&"&,"51b"
K'$(3"()&$)1$"()&$3$1&"()";$&/(4",-&$)"8$/)1"&'$0"8(11"&'$"E:(+"%(2&53$G",-".'/&"(1"+,()+",)6",3"













51$" /" :$'/>(,53/4" &$/2'()+" 8$&',;" 2/44$;" E1'/%()+G!" K'(1" 3$-$31" &," 3$./3;()+" 24,1$3" /);"
24,1$3"/%%3,H(8/&(,)1"&,"&'$";$1(3$;":$'/>(,53!"




.'$)" 0,5" /1*" &'$8" &," 1',." 0,5" 1,8$&'()+6" 0,5" 3$./3;" /)0" :$'/>(,53" &'/&" 2,54;" :$"
2,)1&35$;" /1" 1',.()+Y" 8,>()+" &'$(3" '/);6" 1/0()+" &'$" .,3;6" %51'()+" &'$" &,0" &,./3;1" 0,5!"
U4./01"*$$%"()"8();".'/&"0,5"$>$)&5/440"./)&9"/"%,()&6"/"1',.6",3"/"+(>$6",-"&'$"(&$86"%451"/"
E&3(/;(2G" 4,,*" /&" 0,5!"e(>$" 4$11" /);" 4$11" 15%%,3&" -,3" &'$8" &," 1',." &'()+16" :5&" *$$%" 5%" &'$"
3$./3;1!""
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How can I encourage my child to show me things? 





2,54;" :$" /" 2'/3/2&$3" &'$0" /3$" -/12()/&$;" :06" 4(*$" K',8/16" ,3" &'$" =(++4$19" ,3" /)
/2&(>(&0"&'$0"4,>$9"4(*$"%4/0";,5+'6",3"%5SS4$16",3"1()+()+!
· Q-" 0,5" /3$" 4,,*()+" /&" /" :,,*" &,+$&'$3" /);" 0,5" 1$$" &'$8" 4,,*()+" /&" &'$(3" -/>,53(&$
2'/3/2&$36" 0,5" 2/)" 1/0Y" ER',." 8$" K',8/1G" /);" ./(&" -,3" &'$8" &," ;," &'(1
1%,)&/)$,5140!" Q-" &'$0" ;,)T&" 8,>$" &'$(3" '/);" &," &,52'" (&" /);" 1/0Y" EM$16" &'/&" (1
K',8/1G!" ^$./3;" 1',.()+" .(&'" 4,&1" ,-" $H2(&$8$)&" /);" .'/&$>$3" (1" 3$./3;()+" -,3
&'$86"4(*$"&(2*4$16",3"E'(+'"-(>$1G!
· ^$8$8:$3"&,"51$"E1'/%()+G"&,"+$&"24,1$3"/);"24,1$3"&,"&'$":$'/>(,53"0,5"./)&!




· M,5"/3$" &30()+" &," +$&" &'$8" &," Initiate &'(1!"f,&" &," 3$1%,);" &," 0,53" 3$L5$1&" &," 1',.
&'$8"1,8$&'()+!
· A1$"1'/%()+"&,"+$&"24,1$3"/);"24,1$3"&,"&'$":$'/>(,53"0,5"./)&!"M,5"./)&"&,"+$&"&,"&'$
%4/2$" .'$3$" 0,5" 2/)" 1/0" E='/&" (1" &'/&bG" /);" &'$0" .(44" 1',." 0,5" .'/&" &'$0" /3$
4,,*()+"/&!
Build table time into each day. 
U&"&'$"&/:4$"4,,*"/&":,,*16",3"%4/0".(&'"&,01"&'$0"4(*$6"/1*"&'$8"&,"1',."0,5"1,8$&'()+6"&30"&,"
*$$%"&'$"-,251",)"&'$"&'()+1"&'$0"/3$"()&$3$1&$;"()!"Z$"$H2(&$;":0"&'$"&'()+1"&'$0"1',.!"








Week 11 Topic – Helping your child to give you things 
Following your child’s lead
=$"4,,*$;"/&"&'(1":3($-40"()".$$*"&'3$$!"[/)0"3$4/&(,)1'(%":/1$;"()&$3>$)&(,)16"-,3"2'(4;3$)"
.(&'"/5&(186"51$"E-,44,.()+"&'$"2'(4;T1"4$/;G"()"%4/0"/1"/"2$)&3/4"&$)$&",-"&'$"&'$3/%0!""
· 0)12$.!"34.+%  )5)1!+6)"$% 7"$)'5)"$.!"% 80 79" `e5&1&$()_" .,3*1" ,)" :5(4;()+
()&$3%$31,)/4" 3$4/&(,)1'(%1" :$&.$$)" &'$" 2'(4;" /);" &'$" -/8(40" &'3,5+'" E$H%$3($)2$
1'/3()+G!"K,";,"&'(1"&'$"/;54&")$$;1"&,"1%$);"&(8$",:1$3>()+"/);"-,44,.()+"&'$"2'(4;T1
()&$3$1&16"/);"&$/2'()+"&'$"2'(4;"&,"3$1%,);"&,"),)">$3:/4"2,885)(2/&(,)1!





· D)$% 2"-% E".621% $4)'2+F!" R$>$3/4" &'$,3(1&1" '/>$" 51$;" &'$" :,);6" 1,8$" 2'(4;3$)".(&'
/5&(18" -,38" .(&'" /)(8/416" &," :/1$" &'$3/%0" /3,5);!" K'(1" '/1" 3$154&$;" ()" %3,+3/81
/;>,2/&()+"1.(88()+".(&'";,4%'()16"'/>()+"2,8%/)(,)";,+16"/);"3$2$)&40"&'$":,,*
:0"Q1//21,)"/:,5&"',31$"3(;()+".(&'"'(1"1,)"()"[,)+,4(/!
[,1&" ,-" &'$" $>(;$)2$" -,3" &'$1$" %3,+3/81" :$()+" $--$2&(>$" (1" /)$2;,&/46" 2/1$" 1&5;($16" ,3"
();(>(;5/4"&$1&(8,)(/41!"K'$3$"'/>$",)40":$$)"/"-$.".$44"2,);52&$;"3$1$/32'"1&5;($1",)"&'$(3"
$--$2&(>$)$11!" C,.$>$3" &'$1$" 1&5;($1" '/>$" 1',.)" &'/&" -,44,.()+" &'$" 2'(4;T1" 4$/;" (1" /"
)$2$11/306":5&"),&" 15--(2($)&6" ()&$3>$)&(,)" 1&3/&$+0!"K'$"8/()" 3$/1,)" -,3" (&1" $--$2&(>$)$11" (1"
&'/&"(&"'/3)$11$1"&'$"2'(4;T1"8,&(>/&(,)"&,"$)+/+$".(&'",&'$31!"R&5;($1"'/>$"1',.)"&'/&".'$)"
.$"(8(&/&$",53"2'(4;T1"/2&(,)16"+$&";,.)"()&,"&'$(3"1%/2$6"/);"8,>$"()"&'$(3"&(8$"-3/8$6"&'$0"
:$+()" &," ),&(2$" 51"8,3$!"='$)".$" 1'/3$" &'$(3" ()&$3$1&1" ()" &'()+1" &'$0" /3$"8,3$".(44()+" &,"
()&$3/2&".(&'"51!""
[,1&"3$2$)&40";$>$4,%$;"()&$3>$)&(,)1"),."()2,3%,3/&$"&'$1$"E2'(4;";(3$2&$;G"/%%3,/2'$1"()&,"
&'$(3" %3,+3/816" $>$)" 2,)&$8%,3/30" U%%4($;" Z$'/>(,53/4" U)/401(16" ;,$1" &'(16" /1" ;," ,&'$3"
3$2$)&" 2,8%,1(&$" %3,+3/81" 4(*$" &'$" R,2(/4" W,885)(2/&(,)6" d8,&(,)" ^$+54/&(,)" /);"
K3/)1/2&(,)/4"R5%%,3&"8,;$4"`RWd^KR_"/);"d/340"R&/3&"N$)>$3"[,;$4"`dRN[_!""
Q&"(1"(8%,3&/)&"&,"3$2,+)(S$"&'/&"0,5"2/)),&";,"&'(1"/44"&'$"&(8$6":5&"()2,3%,3/&()+"1,8$"&(8$"
$/2'";/0" ()" &'$1$"+/8$1".(44":$"'$4%-54" -,3" 0,53"2'(4;!"R,".'$)" &'$0"/3$"%4/0()+6" D,()" &'$"
%4/0":0"/1*()+"(-"0,5"2/)"'/>$"/":/446"/"2'/3/2&$36"/"%($2$",-"&3/()"&3/2*6",3"1,8$"+/8$"%($2$1!""
“Being Responsive: You and your child with autism”
=/&2'" &'$" NON" &'(1" .$$*6" (&" '/1" 4,>$40" 8$11/+$1" /:,5&" &'$" 3,4$1" .$" )$$;" &," &/*$" ()"
%/3$)&()+6"/);"',.":$()+" 3$1%,)1(>$6"/);" -,44,.()+",53"2'(4;T1" 4$/;" ()"%4/0" (1",)40",)$",-"
8/)0")$2$11/30" 3,4$16" /);" 1,8$&(8$1".$")$$;" &," &/*$" 2,)&3,4" /);" &/*$" ,>$36",3" &$/2'")$."
1*(441"/1".$44!"
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Put out a few toys you know your child is interested in that have lots of 









· Z$" ,:1$3>/)&" &," ),&(2$" /)0" 18/44" +$1&53$1" &'/&" 0,5" 2,54;" ()&$3%3$&" /1" E+(>()+G" ,3
E1',.()+G!"^$8$8:$3"0,5"8/0")$$;"&,"E1'/%$G"&'(1":$'/>(,53"(-"(&"(1"),&"1,8$&'()+
&'$0"515/440";,
Build table time into each day. 
U&"&'$"&/:4$".,3*",)"&'()+1"&'$0"$)D,0"/);"&30"&,"()245;$"3$L5$1&"-,3"&'()+1!"=/&2'"2/3$-5440"
-,3"/)0"();(2/&(,)"&'$0"/3$"+(>()+"0,5"&'()+1!"K30"%5SS4$16":,,*16"+/8$1!"








Week 12 Topic – Helping your child to point to things 
The difference between initiating to request, and initiating to share 
enjoyment. 
K'(1".$$*".$".(44":$"-,251()+",)"$)2,53/+()+6"/);"3$1%,);()+"&,",53"2'(4;T1"/&&$8%&1"&,"+/()"
,53" /&&$)&(,)":0"%,()&()+" &," &'()+1!"W'(4;3$)"/&&3/2&" ,53" /&&$)&(,)" -,3" &.,";(--$3$)&" 3$/1,)1!"
K'$"-(31&6"/);"8,1&"2,88,)6"(1"&,"+$&"1,8$&'()+6",3"3$D$2&"1,8$&'()+!"K'$"1$2,);"(1"D51&"&,"
1'/3$"/)"$H%$3($)2$".(&'"51!""
^$1$/32'" '/1" 1',.)" &'/&" 2'(4;3$)".(&'" /5&(18";,"%,()&" :5&" &'$0" /3$"8,1&" 4(*$40" ;," &'(1" &,"
,:&/()"&'()+1"&'$0"./)&Y"4(*$"&,01"&'/&"/3$",5&",-"3$/2'6"-,,;"&'$0"./)&"&,"$/&6",3"&'$"2/3"&'$0"
./)&"0,5"&,"&/*$"&'$8"1,8$.'$3$"()!"K'(1"(1"2/44$;"EQ8%$3/&(>$"%,()&()+G!"K'$0"/3$"()(&(/&()+"




3/3$40" 1$$)" ()" 2'(4;3$)".(&'" /5&(18!"K'(1" *();",-" %,()&()+" (1" 2/44$;" EN$24/3/&(>$" %,()&()+G!"
K'(1"(1".'$)"&'$0"'/>$"D51&"1$$)"/"',&"/(3":/44,,)"/:,>$"0,53"',51$6",3"/"1)/(4",)"&'$"8,>$"()"
&'$"+/3;$)",3" &'$0"'/>$" D51&":5(4&"/" &/44" &,.$3",-":4,2*16"/);" &'$0"./)&"0,5" &," 4,,*6" -,3"),"
,&'$3"3$/1,)"&'/)"&,"1'/3$"&'$(3"$H2(&$8$)&!"
^$1$/32'$31" :$4($>$" &'$" 3$/1,)" &'/&" 2'(4;3$)" .(&'" /5&(18" ;," 4$11" ,-" &'(1" %,()&()+" (1" &'$(3"
;(--(254&($1".(&'"/"E[();"3$/;()+G!"='(4$"&'$0"/3$";,()+6",3"1$$()+6"1,8$&'()+">$30"$H2(&()+"
&'$0" 8/0" ),&" :$" /./3$" &'/&" 0,5" /3$" ),&" /41," $H%$3($)2()+" &'(1" $>$)&!" K'$0" '/>$" &3,5:4$"
5);$31&/);()+" 0,5";,)T&" *),." &'()+1" &'$0" *),.":$2/51$" 0,5";(;" ),&" 1$$" &'$8!"f,&" :$()+"
>$30" /./3$" ,-" &'$" $H(1&$)2$" ,-" ,&'$3T1"8();1" (1" ,-&$)" 3$-$33$;" &," /1" E8();V:4();)$11G!" " U"
K'$,30",-"[();";$>$4,%1"8,3$" 14,.40" ()" 2'(4;3$)".(&'" /5&(18!" Q&1" /:1$)2$" (1" 1$$)" ()" &'$(3"
;(--(254&($1".(&'";$2$(&!"K'$0";,)T&" &$44" E.'(&$" 4($1G6" &,"8/*$",&'$31" -$$4" :$&&$36" 4(*$" 1/0()+"
&'$0"4(*$"/)"5)./)&$;"%3$1$)&6"),3";,"&'$0"(+),3$"$8:/33/11()+";$&/(416"4(*$"&'$"4/3+$"%(8%4$"
,)" 0,53" 2'()!" Q&" (1" /41," 1$$)" ()" &'$(3" ;(--(254&0" .(&'" *),.()+" .'$)" ,&'$31" /3$" :,3$;6" ,3"







K'$" ,&'$3" 8/D,3" /3$/" 4(8(&$;" :0" E8();V:4();)$11G" (1" &'$" /:(4(&0" &," D,()" ,&'$3" 2'(4;3$)" ()"
%3$&$);"%4/0!"Q-"0,5";,)T&"5);$31&/);"&'$"())$3"1&/&$1",-",&'$316"0,5".(44"),&"5);$31&/);".'/&"
(1" +,()+" ,)" ()" &'$" +/8$!"M,5".(44" :$" 4$-&" .(&'" &'$" ,:1$3>/:4$" /2&(,)1".(&',5&" &'$" E1&,30G"
:$'();"&'$8!"
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How can I encourage my child to point to things? 
K'(1".$$*".$".(44" -,251" ,)" $)2,53/+()+" ,53" 2'(4;" &," %,()&" &," &'()+1" &'$0"./)&!"K'$" 1&$%1"
()>,4>$;"()"&'(1"/3$Y"












Keep in your mind that what we are really hoping to get is a point to




Build table time into each day. 
R%$);"1,8$"&(8$"/&"/"&/:4$"+$&&()+"&'$8"&,"2',,1$"&,016":,,*16",3"+/8$1!"K/:4$"&(8$"(1"/41,"
$H2$44$)&" -,3" 4,,*()+" /&" :,,*1" /);" /1*()+" &'$8" &," 1',." 0,5" %(2&53$1" ,-" &'()+1" 0,5" *),."
2/%&53$"&'$(3"()&$3$1&!""
Build floor time into each day.  
74/0"+/8$1",)" &'$" -4,,36"%5&",5&"/" -$.";(--$3$)&",)$16"/);"/1*" &'$8"&,"2',,1$":0"%,()&()+!"





^,5&()$40"+(>$"18/44"2',(2$1"/:,5&".'/&" &,"$/&6".'/&" &,".$/36".'/&" &,":50!"F$&" &'$8";(3$2&"
0,5"()"18/44"./01!"




Week 13 Topic – Helping them to point with their hand, and eyes 
and to vocalize 
Helping your child to put together pointing, gaze and language to share 
attention. 
K'(1" .$$*" .$" /3$" &30()+" &," +$&" &'$" 2'(4;3$)" &," 3$L5$1&" ,53" /&&$)&(,)" 51()+" /44" &'$" 25$1!"
W'(4;3$)".(&'"/5&(18"2,88,)40";,"),&"()&$+3/&$";(--$3$)&":$'/>(,531";53()+"3$L5$1&()+!"
· K'(1" 2/)" :$" D51&" 51()+".,3;16".(&',5&" 51()+" ),)V>$3:/4" 2,885)(2/&(,)" 4(*$" &3(/;(2
+/S$16"%,()&()+6"-/2(/4"$H%3$11(,)16"()&,)/&(,)",3"2,88,)"+$1&53$1!
· Q&" (1"/41,"2,88,)"-,3" &'$8"&," 3$L5$1&":0"51()+",53"'/);1" &,";," &'()+1" 4(*$",%$)()+
25%:,/3;1",3";3/.()+" &'()+1" -,3" &'$8!"K'$0",-&$)";3/+"51" &,".'/&" &'$0"./)&!"K'$0
2/)"/41,"51$"5)/22$%&/:4$"./01"4(*$"51()+";$1&352&(>$",3"/++3$11(>$":$'/>(,531!
=$")$$;"&,".,3*",)"+$&&()+"&'$8"&,"3$L5$1&6"/);"3$D$2&6"51()+"8,3$"2,)>$)&(,)/4"8$&',;1"&,"
8/*$" &'$(3" 2,885)(2/&(,)1"8,3$" 5);$31&/);/:4$" &," ,&'$31!"[,3$" %'01(2/4"8$&',;1" 2/)" :$"
$/1(40"8(15);$31&,,;"$1%$2(/440":0",&'$3"2'(4;3$)".',"8/;$":$2,8$"/-3/(;",-"&'$8!"]&'$31"




Current knowledge about communication in autism.












· K'$0" 8/0" 3$40" ,)" E$2',4/4(/G" ,3" E;$4/0$;" $2',4/4(/G" &," (8%/3&" 8$/)()+" .'$)
2,)1&352&()+" &'$(3" ,.)" 1$)&$)2$1" (1" &,," ;(--(254&" ,3" 51$" (;(,10)23/&(2".,3;1!" K'(1" (1
2,)-51()+"-,3",&'$31!






How can I encourage my child to use a hand point, eye point, and 
















Remember that it is their spontaneous attempts to share attention for its 
own sake that we are trying to elicit 
R," -,44,." &'$(3" /&&$)&(,)/4" 4$/;1" /);" :$" ()&$3$1&$;" ()".'/&$>$3" &'$0" /3$" ()&$3$1&$;" ()!" U1*"
&'$8"&,"1',."0,56"&,")/8$"(&6"1'/3$"()"&'$(3"+/8$!"













Week 14 – Putting it all together 
The program does not end here
K'(1"'/1":$$)"/"E23/1'G"2,531$"()"4$/3)()+".'/&" D,()&"/&&$)&(,)"(1!" Q&" (1"$/10"&,"1$$"(&"/1" D51&"
:$()+"-,251$;",)"&'$"1/8$"&,0",3"/2&(>(&0"/1"0,53"2'(4;!"U"1'/3$;"/&&$)&(,)/4"-,251"(1"2$3&/()40"
%/3&",-"(&!"P,()&"/&&$)&(,)"(1"',.$>$3"-/3"8,3$"&'/)"&'(1!"Q&"(1"),&"D51&"1'/3()+"/"-,251"(&"()>,4>$1"








&'$" +/8$" (&1$4-!" K'$" +/8$" (1" '/%%$)()+" ()" &'$(3"8();1" /);" &'$0" 1'/3$" &'(1" &'3,5+'
.,3;1"/);"/2&(,)1!"Q&"(1"4(*$"/"2,)>$31/&(,)".'$3$":,&'"%/3&)$31"2/)"$L5/440"()-45$)2$
&'$";(3$2&(,)",-"&'$"+/8$!"Q&"(1"3$2(%3,2/4!
K'(1" (1" &'$"2$)&3/4"2,)2$%&",-" D,()&"/&&$)&(,)!"='/&"'/%%$)1":$&.$$)" &.,"%$,%4$".'$)" &'$0"
1'/3$" /&&$)&(,)" (1"Reciprocity!"K'$0" ()-45$)2$" $/2'" ,&'$3" ()" /"85&5/4"./0!"='$)".$"%4/0"
.(&'" ,53" 2'(4;3$)".(&'" /5&(18".'/&".$" /3$" &30()+" &," ;," (1" '/>$"8,3$" ()-45$)2$" ,>$3" &'$(3"
+/8$!"Z5&"3$2(%3,2(&0"+,$1":,&'"./01"1,".$"/41,")$$;"&,"/44,."&'$8"&,"()-45$)2$"51!"K'(1"(1"
4(*$"/";/)2$".'$3$".$":,&'"-,44,."&'$(3"4$/;"/);"8/*$"&'$8"-,44,.",531!"
Where do we go from here? 








[/)0" %$,%4$" ),." 1$$" 2'(4;3$)" .(&'" /5&(18" /1" )$$;()+"852'" 4,)+$3" &," 4$/3)" 1,8$" 1*(4416"
$1%$2(/440"2,885)(2/&(,)"1*(441!"Z5&",-&$)"&'$0"4$/3)",&'$3"1*(441"852'"-/1&$3"&'/)"&'$(3"%$$316"
4(*$Y" 2,)1&352&()+" %5SS4$16" /);" 4$/3)()+" /:,5&" &'$(3" 1%$2(/4" ()&$3$1&1!"=$" )$$;" ',.$>$3" &,"
2,)&()5$"&,"&$/2'"1,2(/4"2,885)(2/&(,)"1*(441",>$3"&'$"4(-$"1%/)!"
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A few last words on challenging behaviour 
U44"2'(4;3$)".(&'"2,885)(2/&(,)"%3,:4$81"'/>$"1,8$"-,38",-"2'/44$)+()+":$'/>(,531!"K'(1"
(1" 515/440" ;(3$2&40" 4()*$;" &," &'$(3" 2,885)(2/&(,)" %3,:4$81!" Q&" (1" ,-&$)" '$4%-54" &," 1$$" /44"
:$'/>(,53"/1"2,885)(2/&(,)6"/);"&,"/1*"0,531$4-".'/&"0,5"&'()*"&'$0"/3$"&30()+"&,"1/0".'$)"








· Q-" 0,5" &'()*" &'$0"/3$" 1/0()+"E),G".(&'" &'$(3" &/)&358"/2*),.4$;+$" &'(1":5&";,)T&" 4$&
&'$8" $H%$3($)2$" &'(1" /1" /" 1522$11-54" ./0" &," 1/0" ),!" M,53" +,/4" 851&" :$" &," :5(4;
-4$H(:(4(&0"/);"&$/2'"&'$8"8,3$"/%%3,%3(/&$"./01"&,"2,885)(2/&$!
· A1$";(1&3/2&(,)"/);"3$;(3$2&(,)
· 74/)" /'$/;!" =,3*" ,5&" .'$)" &/)&3581" '/%%$)" /);" .'0!" =,3*" ,5&" .'/&" /3$" &'$
1&3$11,316" &'$" 1$&&()+16" &'$" %$,%4$6" /);" &'$" /2&(>(&($1" &'/&" /3$" 8,1&" 4(*$40" &," $4(2(&
;(1&3$11!
· 73$%/3$"2'(4;3$)"-,3"1(&5/&(,)1"0,5"*),."/3$"1&3$11-54" -,3" &'$8!"A1$">(15/4" &$/2'()+
8$&',;1"&,"%3$%/3$"&'$8"4(*$"/">(15/4"12'$;54$",3"/">(15/4"1,2(/4"1&,30",-"&'$"$>$)&1
&'/&"/3$"+,()+"&,"'/%%$)!




%/&&$3)1!"R,8$"2'(4;3$)" 3$/2&" &," 1&3/)+$"/);",-&$)" ()),25,51"1$)1/&(,)1Y" 18$441" 4(*$
%$3-58$",3" 24$/)()+"%3,;52&19" 1,5);1" 4(*$" 18/44"8,&,31",3":/:($1" 230()+6" -4(2*$3()+
4(+'&1",3"$(&'$3">$30"4,5;"1,5);1",3",;;"1,5);16",3">(15/4",>$34,/;1!
K'(1" %3,+3/8" '/1" ),&" ;(3$2&40" .,3*$;" ,)" :$'/>(,53" %3,:4$81" /4&',5+'" -,3" )$/340" /44" &'$"




What are the important skills to continue to focus on with your 
child? 










































Evaluator’s name Dates from ……...  .to ………..























Semi structured Interview 
Name Location Date 
7%G2"$%$!%()$%2%+.,$;')%!&%$4)%)N+)'.)",)%!&%J)."(%."5!15)-%."%$4)%+'!('26:%."%!'-)'%$!%62*)%.$%6!')%;3)&;1%&!'%
!$4)'%&26.1.)3/%7%G!;1-%2++'),.2$)%4!")3$%2"3G)'3%3!%$4)%+'!('26%,2"%J)%.6+'!5)-/%
Have you noticed any changes over the last six months? 
a. In your child, your family, yourself?
b. Has your parenting changed? Do you spend more time engaged in play with
your child? Are you more intrusive into their play? Do you do different things
with them? Do you do the same things differently?
c. Do you see your child’s difficulties differently?
Were both parents able to participate in the program? 
d. What were the positive effects of both parents doing the sessions? What
were the negative effects?
e. If only one parent was able to do the sessions, what were the positive effects,
what were the negative effects?
f. Would you have preferred to involve siblings, grandparents, teachers, and
others who work with your child?
Was it better for you when the program ran at the University or in your home? 
g. Was travelling, and parking at the University difficult? Were you more
concerned about your child’s behaviour at the University? What was it like to
have someone come into your home each week?
Did you find the written information useful? 
h. Were the notes relevant to your child or your needs at the time? Were they
written in a user friendly way, or was it too full of jargon?
i. Did the notes help you understand more about, autism in general, joint
attention in particular, or your own child’s behaviour?
425
j. Was it useful to get it week by week? Was it too much information? Was it
too little information? Would you have liked more reading?
k. Would you have liked more informal discussions? Should time for this have
been built into the program?
Did you feel the program asked too much of you? 
l. Was it difficult to fill in the Diary sheets? Was it difficult to do daily practice?
Did you feel “guilty” when you didn’t have time to try the skills?
m. Was it satisfying, or frustrating to be the one working in sessions with your
child? Do you feel this made you feel more, or less, competent to do the
work through the week?  Do you think it has made you more or less likely to
continue doing this?
How was it for you to be videoed playing with your child each week? 
n. Did this get easier, or harder, over time?
Has this intervention helped you to understand what joint attention is, and why 
it is important? 
o. Do you understand this better now than when the study first began?  Have
you noticed changes in your child’s joint attention skills over this time? Do
you see this as an important skill to work on?
Did you feel the program focused too much on play, or too much on skill 
teaching? 
p. Do you feel more comfortable “following your child’s lead” in play or more
comfortable doing skill based teaching at a table? Was the balance right?
Were there parts of the program that were difficult for you?
Will you continue to use any parts of this program with your child? 
q. Will you keep working on joint attention skills, table time, floor-play?



























A&H% &'I&@% &'I(?% &'I((% ?J% I% I&% (/&%
KE434#3!%
A&H% &'LMM% &'LMM% &'LMI% ?J% I% I&% (/&%
)$-E!%
A?H% &'MLJ% &'M@J% &'MLA% ?L% M% I&% (/&%
N#.#$$!$%
@I'LH% &'L(@% &'L(A% &'L/% ?/% @% I&% (/&%
O--P%
@I'LH% &'I?A% &'II(% &'II/% ?/% @% I&% (/&%
Q2.E%
Q#P!%
A&H% &'@% &'@&/% &'@&/% ?J% I% I&% (/&%
RD-34-E%
A('LH% &'@MM% &'@MM% &'@M?% ??% ?% I&% (/&%
8#;4#$%
S#=!%
A('LH% &'L/L% &'L/@% &'L/A% ??% ?% I&% (/&%
T!.:#$%
AM'MH% &'@I(% &'@I/% &'@I/% ?I% J% I&% (/&%
T!.:#$%
N+.#1!%




 !"#$"% &'(&!"% )*"% #++(,+('#)"% -./0"(% ,-% )*"% 1,!!,2'-3% $&#!"$% ),% '-4'&#)"% 5,.(% !"6"!% ,1% $#)'$1#&)',-% 2')*% 5,.(%
+#()'&'+#)',-%'-%)*'$%$).457%8,.(%*,-"$)5%'$%#++("&'#)"47%
1. The information I received on autism was appropriate, useful and comprehensive.
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
U3.-EF$B%041#F.!!% G41#F.!!% G-EV3%PE-W% )F.!!% U3.-EF$B%#F.!!%
2. The information I received on joint attention was appropriate and useful.
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
U3.-EF$B%041#F.!!% G41#F.!!% G-EV3%PE-W% )F.!!% U3.-EF$B%#F.!!%
3. The intervention was useful and appropriate for my child with autism.
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
U3.-EF$B%041#F.!!% G41#F.!!% G-EV3%PE-W% )F.!!% U3.-EF$B%#F.!!%
4. The intervention was useful and appropriate for me.
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
U3.-EF$B%041#F.!!% G41#F.!!% G-EV3%PE-W% )F.!!% U3.-EF$B%#F.!!%
5. I’m pleased with my child’s progress during this intervention
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
U3.-EF$B%041#F.!!% G41#F.!!% G-EV3%PE-W% )F.!!% U3.-EF$B%#F.!!%
6. I’m pleased with my own changes during this intervention.
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
U3.-EF$B%041#F.!!% G41#F.!!% G-EV3%PE-W% )F.!!% U3.-EF$B%#F.!!%
7. This intervention has had a good impact on my whole family.
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
U3.-EF$B%041#F.!!% G41#F.!!% G-EV3%PE-W% )F.!!% U3.-EF$B%#F.!!%
8. I would recommend this kind of intervention to other families with a young child with autism.
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1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
U3.-EF$B%041#F.!!% G41#F.!!% G-EV3%PE-W% )F.!!% U3.-EF$B%#F.!!%
9. Knowing what I now know, I would volunteer for participation in this program again.
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
U3.-EF$B%041#F.!!% G41#F.!!% G-EV3%PE-W% )F.!!% U3.-EF$B%#F.!!%
10. I felt that the researcher dealt with me and my family respectfully, and that my role in this
intervention was collaborative.
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
U3.-EF$B%041#F.!!% G41#F.!!% G-EV3%PE-W% )F.!!% U3.-EF$B%#F.!!%
Please add any suggestions to improve this program in the space below, or on a separate sheet. 
Name (optional) ………………………………………………………………………  Date ………  
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Appendix 8








































Final Follow up Questionnaire
Parent’s Name.....................................................................................................Date............................ 
 !"#$"%2(')"%)*"%#++(,+('#)"%-./0"(%'-%)*"%0,<"$7%>44%#-5%"<)(#%&,//"-)$%,-%)*"%0#&;%,1%)*"%$*"")7%
1. 2.% 3'% 4'% 5'%




1.% 2.% 3'% 4'% 5'%












1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
C-3%#3%#$$% ];;#14-E#$$B% 8-.3E4F+3$B% )%,!W%34D!1%#%W!!P% G#4$B%
1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
U3.-EF$B%041#F.!!% G41#F.!!% 9E12.!% )F.!!% U3.-EF$B%#F.!!%
%
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